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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Restoring Upper Extremity Mobility through Functional
Neuromuscular Stimulation using Macro Sieve Electrodes
by
Erik Robert Zellmer
Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis, 2014
Professor Daniel W. Moran, Chair

The last decade has seen the advent of brain computer interfaces able to extract precise motor
intentions from cortical activity of human subjects. It is possible to convert captured motor
intentions into movement through coordinated, artificially induced, neuromuscular stimulation using
peripheral nerve interfaces. Our lab has developed and tested a new type of peripheral nerve
electrode called the Macro-Sieve electrode which exhibits excellent chronic stability and recruitment
selectivity. Work presented in this thesis uses computational modeling to study the interaction
between Macro-Sieve electrodes and regenerated peripheral nerves. It provides a detailed
understanding of how regenerated fibers, both on an individual level and on a population level
respond differently to functional electrical stimulation compared to non-disrupted axons. Despite
significant efforts devoted to developing novel regenerative peripheral interfaces, the degree of
spatial clustering between functionally related fibers in regenerated nerves is poorly understood. In
this thesis, bioelectrical modeling is also used to predict the degree of topographical organization in
regenerated nerve trunks. In addition, theoretical limits of the recruitment selectivity of the device is
viii

explored and a set of optimal stimulation paradigms used to selectively activate fibers in different
regions of the nerve are determined. Finally, the bioelectrical model of the interface/nerve is
integrated with a biomechanical model of the macaque upper limb to study the feasibility of using
macro-sieve electrodes to achieve upper limb mobilization.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND SPECIFIC AIMS
1.1 Introduction
Approximately 250,000 people are suffering from spinal cord injury (SCI) in the U.S. alone with
about 16,000 new incidents yearly (Wyndaele and Wyndaele, 2006). Unlike most other severely
debilitating injuries or disease, SCI afflicts relatively young individuals with a mean age of injury of
33 years (Wyndaele and Wyndaele, 2006). Health care and societal costs of SCI in the U.S. are
estimated at about $9.3 billion (French et al., 2007).
Due to the severity of the problem, a principal goal within neural engineering research is achieving
restoration of voluntary motor control following spinal cord injury (SCI). Systems for achieving
voluntary motor restoration are often envisioned as consisting of a brain computer interface (BCI)
utilized to extract cortical control signals, a decoder to derive motor intentions from extracted
control signals and an artificial actuator, often an robot or a motorized exoskeleton, which carries
out the motor command. An alternative, perhaps more elegant, approach to realizing intercepted
motor intentions is through artificially induced, highly specific muscle contractions resulting in
movements of the patient‘s own limbs. This approach introduces additional complexity to the
system since selective activation of large numbers of muscles is, by itself, a non-trivial challenge.
Common methods used in achieving artificial skeletal muscle activation include direct electrical
stimulation of muscle fibres using externally or implantable electrodes and functional neuromuscular
stimulation (FNS) where muscle tissue is indirectly activated by electrical excitation of motor axons
using a peripheral nerve interface (PNI).
Brain computer interfaces, using signals generated by single units or large populations of neurons,
have already been used extensively to capture motor intentions in both animal models and humans
(Leuthardt et al., 2004; Wolpaw and McFarland, 2004; Santhanam et al., 2006; Velliste et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2013). Contemporary state of the art BCI technology allows highly fluid, multiple
degree-of-freedom (DOF) control of computer cursors or motorized prosthetic limbs (Velliste et al.,
2008). Realizing the full potential of brain computer interface technology in restoring voluntary
motor control in SCI patients requires the development of motorized exoskeletons and/or, as
1

mentioned above, systems able to chronically provide highly specific activation of skeletal muscles.
Motorized exoskeletons benefit from being usable by patients with significant muscle atrophy but
require the addition of bulky external robotics which will unavoidably limit the use of such systems
in everyday life. In addition, without significant advances in battery technology, external
exoskeletons will only be useable in the immediate vicinity of a power outlet. Functional electrical
stimulation has the potential to efficiently restore voluntary movement in paralyzed limbs. Skeletal
muscle contraction can be achieved using external or implantable stimulators to directly elicit motor
fiber activation or by indirect muscle stimulation through FNS of peripheral nerves. PNIs are able to
control multiple muscle groups using a single implant and permits more direct control over
individual motor units which facilitates the generation of fluid motions. PNIs have already been
used to selectively activate populations of motor axons allowing investigators to independently
manipulate the force output of individual muscles (Veraart et al., 1993; Yoshida and Horch, 1993;
Branner et al., 2001; Taylor et al. 2002). Even so, technical hurdles have made chronic and selective
interfacing of peripheral nerves difficult (Navarro et al., 2005). More specifically, highly selective
peripheral neural interfaces are often characterized by poor chronic stability while chronically stable
interfaces are limited by relatively low selectivity.
Recently, a new type of PNI called the ―Macro sieve electrode‖ (MSE) has been developed in our
lab. Results from initial trials using chronically implanted MSEs in-vivo suggest that this novel
electrode type has great potential as a tool for long term, selective interfacing with the peripheral
nervous system. Since the MSE is unique in its design and interacts with regenerated rather than
normal peripheral nervous tissue, the properties of interaction between the electrode and interfaced
peripheral nerve axons remains largely unexplored. Computational studies have proven helpful in
understanding and mapping the characteristics of previously developed PNIs. The initial aim of the
proposed work is to use similar computational methods to simulate the interactions between the
MSE and interfaced axons to explore and analyse the advantages and limitations of the new
electrode design. In addition, the computational model will potentially also be valuable in providing
clues used to guide future efforts to optimize the interaction between MSEs and peripheral nerve
tissue which may help realize the full potential of the interface.
Using this new interface in synergy with chronically viable BCI technology developed in our lab
would facilitate the development of a system capable of realizing intercepted motor intentions
2

through movements of the patient‘s own limbs. Our lab has developed an ECoG-based BCI to
control 4 DOF computer cursors with good speed and accuracy. Accurate control of 4 DOF is
sufficient to allow reaching of a single upper body extremity in 3D space. Combining this system
with MSE(s) implanted in one or a few of the nerves innervating the skeletal muscles of the arm
could potentially remobilize the limb by allowing joint torques to be produced about the shoulder
and elbow joints based on the will of the user.
This thesis represents the first step towards realizing this type of integrated system. Bioelectric
modeling of the interface and the peripheral nerve will improve our understanding of how the MSE
interacts with the peripheral nerve axons regenerating though the interface. This information can
then be used to optimize the interaction between the tissue and the interface. Since the MSE has a
low number of output channels, the performance of the device is highly dependent on how the
stimulus is applied which means that it may benefit greatly from this type of optimization. In
addition, an integrated bioelectric/biomechanical model will be developed to allow more thorough
investigations of the potential use of MSEs in upper limb motor function restoration applications.
The Moran lab has developed a musculoskeletal model representing the upper limb of the macaque
monkey (Chan and Moran 2006). Integration of these two models will allow detailed predictions to
be made regarding the quality of control achievable by chronically implanted MSEs under a large
number of scenarios. The integrated model will allow us to study the effect of different electrode
placements, stimulation paradigms, axonal regeneration and muscle atrophy patterns on the
predicted quality of control achievable utilizing chronically implanted MSEs.
Part of the explicit purpose of the model is to evaluate and optimize the use of MSEs for restoring
upper limb mobility in SCI patients. Nevertheless, the modeling framework developed in this study
can be used to evaluate and optimize the use of any regenerative peripheral nerve interface in the
control of both lower and upper extremities. In addition, if clinically viable systems based on FNS of
peripheral nerve become available in the future, the same framework can be used when evaluating
the appropriateness of deploying the system in individual patients and to optimize the outcomes of
such interventions.

3

1.2 Specific Aims
This thesis will explore how the interaction between MSEs and regenerated peripheral nervous
tissue. In addition, by integrating a bioelectrical model of the peripheral nerve/sieve complex with
an model of the peripheral nervous system and a biomechanical model of the macaque upper limb it
will be possible to assess the efficiency of using the MSE as an tool for achieving upper limb
mobilization. In summary, the proposed study will attempt to accomplish the following aims:
1) Develop a computational model of the peripheral nerve/MSE complex which can be used
to explore the interaction between the MSE and interfaced regenerated peripheral nerve
axons. A 3D finite element model of a peripheral nerve segment populated with myelinated
mammalian axons and implanted with an MSE will be developed. Since macro sieve electrodes
interface populations of axons which regenerate though the electrode following complete axonal
lesion, two sets of axonal morphological parameters will be used in the proposed study representing
normal and regenerated nerve axons. In addition, the study will attempt to establish the theoretical
limits with which the electrode can selectively interface motor fibres within the nerve using different
stimulation paradigms. This information will be used to generate a set of optimal stimulation
paradigms for selectively accessing spatial pockets of peripheral nerve fibres located throughout the
cross-sectional area of the nerve.
2) Integrate the bioelectric model with a biomechanical model of the upper limb of the
macaque monkey. The 7 degree of freedom model of the macaque arm previously developed in
the lab will be updated to include an accurate representation of the effects of motor unit activation
on muscle fibre shortening dynamics. In the integrated system, the bioelectrical model will be used
to estimate the degree of coactivation that can be expected between a target muscle and other
muscles innervated by the same nerve. The effect of this non-idealized control can then be tested by
performing motor tasks using the musculoskeletal model and studying the discrepancy between
intended and generated kinematic parameters.
3) Utilize the integrated model to study and optimize the quality of control achievable for
center-out reaching tasks using chronically implanted MSE’s. Inverse dynamics will be used to
4

isolate a set of muscles important for carrying out center-out movement tasks. The generated muscle
activation data will serve as a basis for identifying potential MSE implantation sites. Bioelectrical
models of the MSE‘s implanted at these sites will be then utilized to estimate the degree of
selectivity with which individual muscles can be activated through application of the ―optimal‖
stimulus paradigms established in Aim 1. Finally, the model will be used to evaluate and optimize the
motor control achievable for both favourable and less favourable axonal regeneration and muscle
atrophy patterns using MSE‘s implanted at the chosen sites.

5

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Implantable Peripheral Nerve Interfaces
A myriad of peripheral nerves provide the communications network through which the central
nervous system can exert rapid and direct control over, and/or receive feedback from, virtually all
bodily organs. While communication between cells in this network usually requires the participation
of ligand gated receptors, signals within nerves are transferred electrically along specific pathways
defined by nerve fibers. The evolving electrical state of these fibers completely defines the
information carried by the nerve. The principal goal of peripheral nerve interfacing is to intercept
and manipulate these states.
This goal has proven elusive. An intact peripheral nerve is a complex structure composed of
multiple substructures; an illustration of a stereotypical nerve is shown in Figure 2.1. As a
consequence of this multilayered structure, the state of each individual fiber isn‘t readily available
using a probe located at the surface of the nerve. If a target fiber is located at the peripheral edge of
a peripheral fascicle1 there are at least two layers of tissue between the fiber and any probe located at
the surface of the nerve. For any axon not located at this boundary, endoneurium and other fibers
provides additional insulation. Depending of the modality of manipulation or recording some of
these layers are more important than others. The perineurium, a layer of cells connected by tight
junctions (Weerasuriya et al., 1984) has a very low conductivity relative to other substructures of the
nerve (Choi et al., 2001). This high impedance barrier substantially impacts the recruitment order of
fibers stimulated using electrodes placed on the nerve surface (extraneural electrodes). Specifically, a
particular electrode site may recruit a large proportion of the axons within a single fascicle before
recruiting a single fiber within the other fascicles of the nerve.
Despite this drawback, extraneural electrodes are used extensively in both research and in
commercially available therapeutic products. The cuff electrode, one of the most commonly used
peripheral nerve interfaces, consists of a sheet of polymer that is wrapped around the nerve during
1

A fascicle refers to a grouping of axons surrounded by a layer of perineurium
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Figure 2.1. Mammalian peripheral nerve cross-section. The perineurim (pe), epifasicular epineurium (ep), and epineural
epineurium (EP) are marked on the figure. (Stewart, 2003)

implantation. Embedded onto this sheet are one or more metalized sites which are used to record
action potentials propagating through the interfaced nerve and/or elicit action potentials by
introducing transient electrical gradients along the nerve fibers. Functional electrical stimulation
delivered through cuff electrodes has been used in a wide range of applications including vagus
nerve stimulation to treat epilepsy (Woodbury and Woodbury, 1990), depression (Krahl et al., 2004),
and autonomic overdrive of the heart (Sabbah et al., 2011), pudendal nerve stimulation aimed at
restoring micturition control (Yoo et al., 2008), optical nerve stimulation to elicit visual percepts
(Veraart et al., 1998),` and in the treatment of footdrop (Haugland et al., 2000). Cuff electrodes have
also been used extensively in functional neuromuscular stimulation. Animal studies have illustrated
the utility of multi-contact cuff electrodes in achieving selective recruitment of multiple skeletal
muscles innervated by a single nerve (Veraart et al., 1993; Navarro et al., 2001; Tarler and Mortimer,
2004). In addition, investigators have used cuff electrodes to accomplish selective activation of
human upper and lower extremity muscles (Polasek et al., 2007; Fisher et al., 2009).
Cuff electrodes are normally not designed to mold the shape of the nerve into a predefined
geometry (but they often do (Romero et al., 2001)). One type of cuff electrode, the Flat interface
nerve electrode (FINE)(Tyler and Durand, 2002), is specifically designed to reshape the nerve into a
flat, oval shape. The goal of this approach is to manipulate the fascicular organization of the nerve
to facilitate selective access of nerve fibers within each fascicle regardless of the position of a
7

particular fascicle within the trunk. This is achieved by using pressure to rearrange the fascicles from
a multilayered arrangement, where centrally located fascicles are difficult to recruit without recruiting
fascicles located closer to the surface of the nerve, into a planar arrangement where there is no or
relatively little excitable tissue between each fascicle and at least one metalized site (Caparso et al.,
2009). FINEs have been used primarily as a tool for delivering functional neuromuscular stimulation
and several animal and human studies have reported the capability of FINEs to produce highly
selective muscle recruitment (Tyler and Durand, 2002; Leventhal and Durand, 2003; Leventhal and
Durand, 2004).
The intraneural electrodes, the other major group of peripheral nerve interfaces, are designed to
penetrate the nerve blood barrier to gain more immediate access to the peripheral nerve fibers. The
Utah slanted electrode array (USEA) represents one important member of this category of
electrodes (Branner and Normann, 2001). USEAs consist of a matrix of closely spaced needle
electrodes. Electrode height varies along the length of the interface to provide a better sampling of
the interfaced nerve trunk. USEAs were developed as a tool for highly selective neuromuscular
stimulation and multiple reports have established their great utility in this application (Branner et al.,
2001; Dowden et al., 2009; Normann et al., 2012; Ledbetter et al., 2012). Investigators have been able
to leverage the high selectivity of the interface to selectively recruit multiple motor units belonging
to the same skeletal muscle allowing for ―interleaved‖ muscular stimulation which reduces the
fatigability of recruited muscles (McDonnall et al., 2004; Normann et al., 2012). Additionally, USEAs
have been used to selectively recruit sensory fibers eliciting stimulus specific ECoG recordings in the
somatosensory cortex of anastethesed macaques (Ledbetter et al., 2012). Recent experiments have
also illustrated the efficiency of USEAs as platforms for delivering infrared radiation based 2
peripheral nerve stimulation (Clark et al., 2012).
While USEAs consists of multiple needle electrodes each containing a single electrode site at their
tip the Longitudonal Intrafasicular Electrodes (LIFEs) consists of a single fiber containing one or
multiple sites (Malagodi et al., 1989; Lawrence et al., 2003; Navarro et al., 2007). Unlike most other
intraneural interfaces LIFEs are implanted longitudinally either along the length of a single fascicle
or along the length of the trunk at some angle in order to interface multiple fascicles. LIFEs have
Infrared radiation based stimulation refers to the practice of using pulsed infrared light to elicit action potentials in
excitable tissue (Wells et al., 2005; Cayce et al., 2011).
2
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been used to produce highly specific recordings of electrical activity of both motor and sensory
fibers (Micera et al., 2011). While LIFEs have been used mostly for recording peripheral nerve fiber
activity, a few studies have highlighted their applicability in selective neuromuscular stimulation
(Badia et al., 2011; Kundu et al., 2013). LIFEs have also been used to stimulate sensory fibers to elicit
sensory percepts. In a series of striking experiments, the interface was used to stimulate sensory
fibers in the arm stumps of amputees to provide somatosensory feedback from a motorized
prosthetic limb (Dhillon and Horch, 2005; Horch et al., 2011). A related interface, the Transverse
Intrafasicular Electrode (TIME) also consists of a single fiber but is designed to penetrate the nerve
axially rather than longitudinally (Boretius et al., 2010). One of the intended uses for TIMEs is
functional electrical stimulation to alleviate phantom pain in amputees (Jensen et al., 2010) but to
date there have been no reports using the interface for this application. Instead TIMEs have mostly
been used for selective neuromuscular stimulation (Boretius et al., 2010; Badia et al., 2011; Kundu et
al., 2013).

2.2 Regenerative Interfaces and the Macro Sieve Electrode
The bulk of implantable peripheral nerve interfaces can be categorized as either extraneural or
intraneural. Nonetheless, not all implantable interfaces can be comfortably sorted into one of these
categories. Among these outliers we find the regenerative electrodes. Regenerative electrodes are
unique in that their implantation is preceded by a complete transaction of the target nerve. The
electrode is then typically implanted by suturing the proximal and distal nerve stumps onto the
opposite sides of a nerve guidance conduit incorporating the interface. Before the interface can be
used, the peripheral nerve has to regenerate across the conduit. Fibers become accessible as they
regenerate past the interface‘s electrode sites but needs to regenerate all the way down to their distal
targets (skeletal muscles or sensory organs) before the interface can be used for neuromuscular
stimulation and/or recording of somatosensory feedback. Multiple types of regenerative interfaces
have been developed over the last decade. Examples include the regenerative multielectrode interface
(REMI), an array of needle electrodes (Garde et al., 2009); The regenerative electrode scaffold (RES),
a thin-film electrode designed to be integrated with a mesh of nanofibers which is used to guide
nerve regeneration (Clements et al., 2013) and the Long Micro-Channel Electrode Arrays (Suzuki et
al., 2006; Lacour et al., 2009) which possesses a structure that improves the signal to noise ratio of
recorded axonal activity and decreases the recruitment threshold of interfaced nerve fibers. As
9

exciting as these developments are, the rest of this subsection will focus on the most classical
regenerative electrode – the Sieve Electrode.
A sieve electrode consists of a thin barrier which is perforated by via-holes. Axons regenerating
through the via-holes are interfaced using metalized sites distributed across the cross sectional area
of the sieve (the sites usually consists of metalized rings surrounding some fraction of the via-holes).
Sieve electrodes have been an area of active research for several decades. A 1992 report by G.T
Kovacs and colleagues provides an overview of the early development of regenerative sieve
electrodes (Kovacs et al., 1992). According to the report, the first sieve electrodes were developed as
early as the mid to late 1960s. These initial attempts were not successful and remain unpublished
(Marks, 1969.). Instead, the first paper describing the design (but not implementation) of a sieve
electrode was published in the early 1970s and was quickly followed by a report detailing the
successful use of a sieve electrode to record and stimulate peripheral nerve fibers (Llinas et al., 1973;
Mannard et al., 1974). While the very earliest sieve electrodes used a number of different materials to
create the barrier (Kovacs et al., 1992), silicon soon became the material of choice for researchers
and remained so for most of the 20th century. While experiments of this era still failed due to poor
regeneration (Rosen et al., 1990)(leading to publications aimed at mapping out the suitable porosity
of the barrier (Navarro et al., 1996; Wallman and Zhang, 2001)), a large number of papers were
published describing the successful use of silicon based sieve electrode in both stimulation and
recording (Edell, 1986; Akin et al., 1994; Zhao et al., 1997) including recordings of amphibian
auditory nerve fibers able to discriminate between units tuned to different auditory frequencies
(Della Santina et al., 1997) as well as chronic and channel specific recordings of glossopharyngeal
nerve fibers (Bradley et al., 1997). The barrier of contemporary sieve electrodes are almost always
produced using polyimide (Stieglitz et al., 1996; González and Rodríguez, 1997; Ramachandran et al.,
2006). While to my knowledge no head to head study has been made, silicon based electrodes seem
to result in substantially worse long term regeneration and axonal survivability than polyimide based
electrodes (Rosen et al., 1990; Navarro et al., 1996; Zhao et al., 1997; Ceballos, 2002; Lago et al., 2005;
Castro, 2008).
The size of the via-holes perforating typical sieve electrodes is fairly small (~40 µm in diameter).
Results from studies using silicone sieve electrodes suggest that a large number of slightly smaller
holes (~30x30 µm) results in better nerve regeneration then a small number of larger holes
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(~100x100 µm) even when the transparency is virtually identical (Wallman et al., 2001). These results
are not uncontested, a similar study have shown the opposite to be true (Zhao et al., 1997). Very
small via-hole sizes (10x10 µm) do however result in very few, if any, axons passing through the
barrier (Navarro et al., 1996). Unsurprisingly, increasing the overall transparency of the sieve by
increasing the total number of via-holes at a fixed size leads to higher numbers of fibers regenerating
through the barrier (Lago et al., 2007).
Despite the improved regeneration accomplished using relatively transparent polyimide barriers,
traditional sieve electrodes still provide a significant impediment to motor fiber regeneration
(Negredo et al., 2004; Castro et al., 2008). Sieve-electrodes have historically been envisioned as an
interface aimed at recording motor fiber activity to provide control signals for, and stimulate sensory
fibers to deliver somatosensory feedback from, motorized prosthetic limbs. For this intended use,
maximizing the quality of motor fiber regeneration beyond a certain threshold is probably not
required. Achieving highly specific recordings of even a fraction of the motor fibers passing through
a sieve electrode constitutes a major challenge even at the current level of regeneration. In addition,
since motorized prosthetic limbs are designed to be used by amputees, reinnervation of distal targets
beyond the site of injury is usually not an option. On the other hand, one of the primary goals of
this work is to study the feasibly of expanding the utility of regenerative sieve electrode into the field
of neuromuscular stimulation where the successful regeneration of motor axons becomes a key
priority. The macro sieve electrode (MSE), a novel sieve electrode developed at Washington
University in St. Louis is designed to maximize axonal regeneration to facilitate the use of the
interface in neuromuscular stimulation. Instead of being perforated by a matrix of small via holes,
the polyimide core structure of this new type of sieve electrode is arranged like spokes of a wagon
wheel. Axons can regenerates though the space between any two spokes or the central circular space
formed in the center of the sieve where the spokes come together. Metalized stimulating electrodes
are located around the center hole and on half of the spokes. The via-holes of the MSE have a cross
sectional area of about 200 000 µm2 (compared to ~5000 µm2 for a typical 40 µm in diameter viahole). Preliminary unpublished studies conducted by our group have shown that the amount of
muscle force recovered after a complete nerve transaction and subsequent regeneration is not
statistically different between nerves regenerating through empty conduits compared to nerves
regenerating through conduits incorporating a MSE. This is in sharp contrast to earlier experiments
carried out by our group showing that muscle force recovery is significantly reduced following
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regeneration through typical polyimide sieve electrodes compared to empty conduit controls. This
and other properties described later in this work makes the MSE a possible candidate for
applications aimed at restoring motor function through functional neuromuscular stimulation of
peripheral nerves.

2.3 Selectivity and Stability
Most patients are probably unwilling to undergo extensive surgery to regain a short period of control
over some musculature. Therefore, peripheral nerve interfaces that are intended to be used for
indefinite functional neuromuscular stimulation aimed at restoring voluntary motor control to
permanently paralyzed individuals should be able to maintain a stable and chronic interface with
each interfaced nerve. In addition, if an interface is intended to interact with nerves containing axons
innervating multiple skeletal muscles it is important that the interface is able to selectively target
groups of fibers innervating individual muscles. For these and other reasons, the creation of
peripheral nerve interfaces that are characterized by excellent chronic stability and high recruitment
specificity is an important goal within neural engineering research. This subsection provides a brief
overview of the stability of the peripheral interfaces discussed in the previous two subsections. In
addition it includes a discussion on recruitment selectivity and the difficulties related to measuring
and quantifying the selectivity of a peripheral nerve interface.
Traditional cuff electrodes have excellent chronic properties. Functional stimulation studies in
humans (Fisher et al., 2009) have shown that the charge required to elicit threshold responses
changes very little as far out at 63 weeks post implantation. In addition, histological studies carried
out in cats have showed minimal tissue response to implanted cuff electrodes 4.4 months following
initial surgery (Romero et al., 2001). Several animal studies have investigated the negative effects
caused by modifying the shape of the nerve using FINE type cuff electrodes. In the animal models,
the damage caused by reshaping of the nerve is highly dependent on the amplitude of the exerted
pressure (Tyler and Durand, 2003; Leventhal et al., 2006). Overall, the cited studies show that the
shape of rodent and cat nerves can be altered significantly without causing significant or lasting
nerve damage.
A chronic study have shown that the tissue reaction to implanted USEAs is mild and localized
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around the needle electrodes, particularly in the region surrounding active stimulation sites (Branner
et al., 2004). Functionally, the interfaces were unable to perform recordings of nerve fiber activity
beyond the first month of implantation but neuromuscular stimulation could usually be achieved for
the full length of the study (up to seven months following implantation). Electrode attrition was
moderate or severe depending on the implant technique used (Branner et al., 2004). Furthermore, a
recent report has shown that it is possible to induce coordinated muscle activity in cats by selective
neuromuscular stimulation using chronically implanted USEAs (the last test was conducted 71 days
post implant) further validating the capability of the interface to be used for medium and possibly
long term neuromuscular stimulation (Normann et al., 2012). LIFEs have been used to record the
activity of single nerve fibers six months following implantation (Goodall et al., 1991). Importantly, a
significant fraction of the fibers that was recorded one month post implantation was still accessible
for recordings after 6 months suggesting that the electrode may be capable of stably interfacing a
subset of fibers over large periods of time (Goodall et al., 1991). Studies have shown that the chronic
stability and biocompability of Kevlar-core and Thin-film polyimide FINEs is good, with limited
morphological changes in the axonal populations of implanted nerve, fairly thin encapsulation layers,
and moderate electrode attrition rates (Malmstrom et al., 1998; Lago et al., 2007). Long term
implantation of TIMEs also seems to result in limited tissue reaction (Badia et al., 2011).
The implantation of a sieve electrode results in significant nerve damage since the implantation
procedure requires a complete nerve transaction. Peripheral nerves do however regenerate and some
fraction of the fibers will usually be able to regenerate past the barrier and reinnervate distal targets.
In addition to the damage caused by sieve electrode implantation, mechanical stress exerted by the
barrier on the regenerated fibers results in some long term axonopathy (Ceballos et al., 2002; Lago et
al., 2005). Furthermore, research has shown that the amplitude of compound muscle action
potentials elicited by nerve stimulation proximal to chronically implanted sieve electrodes reaches a
maximum about 6 months post implantation and that it declines slightly over the next 6 months.
Due to the nature of the interface, virtually all in-vivo studies utilizing sieve electrodes have been
done non-acutely. Therefore, a significant amount of data is available on the chronic capabilities of
the sieve electrodes. Functionally, multiple studies have established the capability of the interface to
achieve chronic recordings of fiber activity at ~200-400 days following implantation (Edell, 1986;
Kovacs et al., 1992; Ceballos et al., 2002). Notably, sieve electrodes have been used to obtain highly
specific recordings of peripheral nerve fiber activity induced by auditory and mechanical stimulation
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as late as ~20 weeks post-implant. (Della Santina et al., 1997). To date, no study has been published
that systematically quantifies the recruitment selectivity of sieve electrodes. Unpublished studies
conducted by our group have however shown that it is possible to consistently achieve selective
neuromuscular stimulation using chronically implanted sieve electrodes (more detailed information
is provided throughout this work).
Comparing the recruitment selectivity of different peripheral nerve interfaces is often difficult
without conducting head to head studies (and even then it can be complicated, see below). The
selectivity of an interface is often quantified using a term called selectivity index. Selectivity indices
are calculated based on the ability of an interface to selectively recruit target muscles while causing
minimum spill over activation onto other muscles innervated by the interfaced nerve. Unfortunately,
the utility of the selectivity index as a metric for making comparisons between different interfaces is
limited. The reason for this is manifold. Firstly, the term itself is poorly defined and, to date, no true
consensus has been reached on exactly how to calculate it (e.g. compare (Veraart et al., 1993) and
(Ledbetter et al., 2012)). Moreover, various research groups use different animal models to test the
selectivity of their interfaces. This means that the size of the interfaced nerve and, more importantly,
the patterns of fasciculation vary widely from study to study. Interfacing a 2 mm wide rat sciatic
nerve with two fascicles is not directly analogous to interfacing a 10 mm wide human sciatic nerve
containing roughly a dozen. An example of how this factor can influence the estimated selectivity
indices of different interfaces can be found by comparing (Badia et al., 2011) and (Kundu et al., 2013).
The placement of the electrode can also have a large influence on the selectivity index derived in a
particular study. The number of muscles innervated by the fiber population within the trunk
gradually decreases and the spatial clustering of functionally related axons increases distally along the
nerve (Watchmaker et al., 1991). Both these factors will usually facilitate selective recruitment but
distal placements are not always preferable. Overall, it is hard to compare the selectivity of
peripheral nerve interfaces placed at different positions along the same nerve as well as interfaces
interfacing different nerves. A related issue is the choice of muscles used to evaluate the selectivity
of a device. On average, at each nerve location, axons innervating different muscles are either
topographically clustered or remains clearly separated from each other within the nerve (Gustafson
et al., 2012). Since it is harder to selectively recruit fibers that are collocated within the nerve, higher
selectivity indexes can usually be achieved if the sample target muscles are chosen based on a
favorable topographical configuration. Finally, the total number of muscles used to evaluate the
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selectivity of a device will also have a large impact on the selectivity index. For the reasons outlined
above, no attempts will be made in this subsection to ―rank‖ the selectivity of different interface
beyond a brief summary of the few studies available comparing the selectivity of different devices
under similar condition. A head to head study performed in rat sciatic nerve comparing the
selectivity of TIME, LIFE and a conventional multipolar cuff electrode suggested that the selectivity
of TIME is higher than both the LIFE and multipolar cuff electrode (Badia et al., 2011). A second
head to head study done in pigs again suggested the higher selectivity of TIME compared to LIFE
(Kundu et al., 2013).
.

2.4 Functional Electrical Stimulation of Peripheral Nerve Tissue
It has been known since the time of Galvani that biological tissue is excitable by electrical
stimulation. Mechanism for how such excitability arises was however still debated in the middle of
the 20th century and not settled until the patch clamp had been invented allowing for single channel
recordings. As part of the debate about the origin of excitation a number of groundbreaking studies
exploring the dynamics of excitable membranes was published. Early studies on squid giant axons
carried out by Cole and Curtis showed that the impedance of the cell membrane increased
dramatically during an action potential (Cole and Curtis, 1939). In 1949 Katz and Hodgkin published
a paper describing a series of experiments examining the effect of external sodium and potassium
concentrations on the resting and action potentials of squid giant axons (Hodgkin and Katz, 1949).
Their experiments resulted in convincing evidence suggesting that action potentials are, at least in
part, the result of an increased membrane sodium permeability causing a transient inflow of Na+
ions. Building on these results, another huge leap in our understanding of the electrophysiological
properties of excitable tissue came in 1952 when Hodgkin and Huxley published their
groundbreaking studies providing a detailed description of the membrane dynamics and action
potentials of squid giant axons.
Hodgkin and Huxley‘s studies provided strong evidence that that the current flow observed during
an action potential in the squid giant axon could be independently accounted for by the flow of two
separate ions: K+ ions and Na+ ions (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). Importantly, based on their
observations Hodgkin and Huxley formulated a detailed mathematical model of the axonal
membrane. The model describes the membrane as a lumped parameter electric circuit with several
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variable resistances, batteries and a capacitor coupled in parallel. An illustration of this membrane
model taken from Hodgkin and Huxley‘s original publication is shown in Figure 2.2. The resistances
and batteries in the circuit diagram represent the membrane permeability and Nernst potential of
each ionic species respectively (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). Hodgkin and Huxley showed that the
resistances in the circuit model depicted in Figure 2.2 changes as a function of membrane voltage
and time and derived expressions describing these changes (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). Using the
mathematical expression describing the changes in membrane conductance, Hodgkin and Huxley
showed that it was possible to simulate the current flows giving rise to action potential in excitable
cell (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952).
While unknown to Hodgkin and Huxley at the time, the model they had formulated describes the
dynamics defined by highly selective voltage gated ion channels located on the surface of the squid
giant axon as well as on the surface of most biological membranes. The density and types of ion
channels as well as ionic concentration gradients between the intracellular and extracellular space is
highly tissue specific and varies between species but the basic model for excitable membranes
formulated by Hodgkin and Huxley still holds. Only the details surrounding the types of ion
channels, the gating mechanics of the ion channels, maximum conductance for each type of ion
channel, reversal potential of ionic species and membrane capacitance needs to be adjusted.

Figure 2.2. Lumped parameter circuit model of excitable membranes (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952)
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Electrical excitability of cells is due to changes in potential distribution between the interior of the
cell and the extracellular space caused by a current or voltage source. These changes cause charged
subunits in the ion channels to shift which in turn leads to the opening or closing of the ion
channels and changes in ion flow across the cell membrane (Hille, 2001). In peripheral nerve axons a
depolarizing current3 in the extracellular space can trigger the initiation of an action potential which
is generally the effect of a very rapid activation of sodium channel causing a dramatic inflow of ions
into the cell with the local membrane potential going towards the sodium Nernst potential as
described by Hodgkin and Huxley 1952. While it is possible to model the dynamics and current
flows of individual ion channels in great detail it is more common to use the lumped parameter
model suggested by Hodgkin and Huxley. The equations describing a generic Hodgkin and Huxley
membrane circuit model can be found in Appendix A.

2.5 Action Potential Propagation and axon modeling
Once an action potential has been initiated in an axon it will spread in both directions away from the
initiation point (Malmivuo and Plonsey, 1995). This is due to the rapid influx of sodium ions causing
an efflux of ions in the membrane segments flanking the initiation point. If this ionic efflux
depolarizes these membrane segments sufficiently to cause an activation of their rapidly activating
voltage gated sodium channels the action potential will propagate. The action potential doesn't
backtrack since the rapidly activating voltage gated sodium channels are inactivated shortly after
being opened and are activated with a slow time constant (Hille, 2001).
In myelinated axons large segments of the axonal membrane are covered with multiple Schwann
cells wrapping around the axon forming a myelin sheet. The high impedance of the myelin sheet
surrounding these segments means that their impedance is very high relative to the naked membrane
impedance and similarly their capacitance is very low compared to the naked axonal membrane. The
nodes of Ranvier formed in the space between two sheets of myelin have a high density of voltage
gated fast activated sodium channels (Hille, 2001). Due to the insulating nature of the myelin sheet

Depolarizing currents are generated by sinks which lowers the difference between the extracellular and intracellular
potential. In some membranes sources which hyperpolarize the membrane can also give rise to so called anode break
excitation which can lead to action potential initiation.
3
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Figure 1.3 Principles behind action potential propagation (Malmivuo and Plonsey, 1995)

The most common way of modeling axons is by using a cable model (Malmivuo and Plonsey, 1995).
the influx of sodium ions at the action potential initiation point will not cause a large efflux of ions
in the membrane patches directly flanking the initiation point (Malmivuo and Plonsey, 1995).
Instead the ionic efflux takes place at the unmyelinated nodes of Ranvier, depolarizing the nodal
membrane, activating the sodium channels and leading to the propagation of the action potential
(Malmivuo and Plonsey, 1995). Action potential propagation in unmyelinated and myelinated axons
are illustrated in Figure 2.3.
In the case of unmyelinated axons the model is built up from the circuit representation of several HH membrane equivalent circuit diagrams connected with each other in parallel with resistances inbetween the parallel components representing the axolemal and extracellular resistance per unit
length (Malmivuo and Plonsey, 1995). In the case of myelinated axons the nodes of Ranvier are
represented as H-H circuits and the myelin sheet are represented by different circuits depending on
the complexity of the model. In the simplest case the myelin sheet are approximated as a perfect
insulator which means that the resistances between the H-H circuits representing the nodes of
Ranvier represents the axolemal and extracellular resistance of the entire internodal segment.
Equations for a generic cable model can be found in Appendix B. Detailed circuit representations of
the axon models used in this work are presented in the next chapter.
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3 BIOELECTRICAL MODEL OF THE
MACRO-SIEVE ELECTRODE/NERVE
INTERFACE
Throughout this work, bioelectrical modeling is used to explore the interaction between macro-sieve
electrodes and nerve fibers regenerating through them. To aid in this exploration, a computational
model has been developed that is able to predict the effect of constant current stimuli delivered
through the interface on the electrophysiological state of the interfaced tissue. This bioelectrical
model consists of two discrete pats: A finite element (FE) model used to calculate how the potential
field amplitude within the nerve trunk changes as current is driven through the metalized sites on
the interface and a set of McNeal type core conductor models (McNeal, 1976) which are used to
evaluate the electrophysiological response of the nerve to these changes. This chapter describes the
implementation of each of these two models and how they are combined to yield the integrated
bioelectrical representation.

3.1 FE Models of the Electrode and Interfaced Nerve Trunk
Three-dimensional FE models of the macro-sieve electrode, interfaced peripheral nerve trunk and
surrounding bioelectric environment were created using COMSOL Multiphysics (V.3.4, COMSOL
AB). The physical structure of the macro-sieve electrode consists of a silicone regeneration guidance
tube, a thin (~10 µm) polyimide barrier perforated by eight peripheral and one central via-hole, two
silicon wafer PCB boards providing mechanical support to the polyamide barrier and an anchoring
point for attaching leads from external or implantable current sources. The polyimide barrier
contains eight, 200 nm thick, platinum-iridium electrodes, four of which are located in the spoke
regions between peripheral via-holes and four that are positioned around the central via hole.
Interfaced peripheral nervous tissue is only in contact with the polyimide barrier, the electrode sites
and the silicone tube. Therefore, the silicon wafer PCB boards were not included in the model.
Electrode geometries were designed using solid works (V3.4) and imported into COMSOL
Multiphysics as 2D dxf files. The polyimide barrier and silicone tube was extruded into 3D space
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while the electrode sites were considered thin enough to be approximated as imported 2D surface
geometries.
The nerve trunk was modeled as a cylinder filling up the whole space inside the silicon conduit. The
environment surrounding the nerve interface was modeled as a saline sphere. The geometrical setup
of the finite element model and a top-down picture of the macro-sieve electrode are shown in
Figure 3.1. The FE model is used to solve for the potential distribution in the 3D space surrounding
the macro-sieve electrode as current is driven through one or several of the metalized sites. Here the
nerve and the surrounding tissue are approximated as a non-polarizable, nonmagnetic conductive
media (the motivation for this approximation is given in subsection 3.3). Amperes law states:

Where H is the magnetic field strength, D the electric flux density, and J the current density. Since
the tissue is approximated as non-polarizable and since any changes in electric flux density is
assumed to happen relatively slowly (quasi-stationary) the displacement current density (∂D/∂t) is
ignored and (3.1) simplifies to:

Or:

Next, the current density is divided into impressed (Ji) and conduction (Jc) current density:
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Figure 3.1. Finite element model representation of the macro sieve electrode, silicon conduit, nerve trunk and
surrounding tissue
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The relationship between conduction current density and electric field strength is calculated using
ohms law:

Where σ is the conductivity of the media, and E is the electric field strength. Finally, the definition
of electric potential:

Where Φ is the potential field. The relationship between impressed current and potential can be
written by combining (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6):

In the finite element model, the impressed current density (Ji) is defined for the electrode sites and
the conductivity (σ) is defined for each tissue type (subdomain). The finite element method is then
used to derive the potential field throughout the modeled geometry. Conductivity values used for
the modeled structures are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Conductivities utilized in finite element model of nerve/electrode complex.
Subdomain
Conductivity [S/m]
a
Saline (1%, 38°C)
2
a
Silicon Conduit
1e-10
Polyimide Barrier c
1e-12
Endoneuriumb
Traverse
0.083
Axial
0.571
a)
Choi et al. b) Ranck and BeMent c)Chisca et al.
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3.2 Boundary Conditions
Boundaries between subdomains were defined using continuity boundary conditions:

Where n is the normal vector of the boundary surface, and J1 and J2 are the current densities of the
two subdomains separated by the boundary. The continuity boundary condition is used to describe a
boundary where the outflow/inflow of current one side of a boundary is identical to the
inflow/outflow of current on the other side of the boundary.
Boundary conditions on active electrode sites were chosen to simulate stimulation current supplied
by an external constant current source:

When a stimulating electrode is inactive, Ji is set to zero (the boundary is completely insulating). A
truly passive (Ji = 0) site is a theoretical concept but it is possible to achieve very low current
through passive electrodes using a stimulator capable of maintaining good channel isolation.
Electrodes that are acting as either sources or sinks during stimulation (active electrode sites) are
simulated by assigning a non-zero value to Ji. The relationship between the current density assigned
to the surface of an electrode site and the total current driven through that site is given by

Where Is is the applied current amplitude (either positive or negative) and Ai is the electrode surface
area. In cases where more than one electrode are used to source or sink current, the total current
amplitude is assumed to be distributed equally among the participating sites. This choice was made
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to limit the active channel combinations to a large (38) but manageable set. Finally, the boundary of
the saline sphere was defined as ground:

3.3 Modeling Assumptions
A number of assumptions were made during the implementation of the finite element model. In this
subsection these assumptions and their motivations are discussed.
The amount of current sourced or sinked by each metalized site was assumed to be independently
controllable and the assumption was made that that current can flow freely between the metalized
sites (carried by electrons) and the surrounding medium (carried by ions). The validity of these
assumptions is tied to the specifications of the stimulator used to supply the constant current
stimulation pulse to the electrode. For some stimulation scenarios, e.g. when more than one
electrode site source or sink current, the amount of current sourced or sinked by each site can only
be considered well defined if the output impedance of the stimulator is significantly higher than the
impedance of the metalized sites and the stimulator is able to maintain a high degree of isolation
between channels.
Furthermore, the nerve trunk was modeled as a cylinder filling up the whole space inside the silicon
conduit. This simple approximation is disparate to many contemporary modeling studies (Schiefer et
al. 2008; Butson et al. 2011; Raspopovic et al. 2011) which have used sophisticated geometric
representations of the nerve taking into account complex outer shapes as well as intricate internal
microstructures. The choice of using a cylinder to approximate the nerve trunk was motivated by
histological studies conducted in our lab which have shown that the regenerated nerve loses all
natural fasciculation and adopts an outer shape filling up the entire internal diameter of the silicon
regeneration tube. Figure 3.2 shows a photograph of a rat sciatic nerve regenerating through a macro
sieve electrode and the cross-sectional microstructure of the nerve near the interface.
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Figure 3.2. a) Sciatic nerve trunk regenerating through a macro sieve electrode. b) Cross sectional view showing
the microstructure of the nerve in just distal to the perforated barrier.

The peripheral nerve was approximated as a time invariant, conductive subdomain, i.e.: the nerve
tissue was approximated as purely resistive and any current exchanged between the axoplasm and
the extracellular medium as well as any membrane permeability changes resulting from action
potentials were ignored. There are good reasons to believe that these assumptions are valid.
Theoretical studies have shown that at frequencies below 10 kHz, the reactive component of
biological tissue impedance can be ignored (Plonsey and Heppner, 1967). This has been confirmed
by experimental studies which have shown that neural tissue can be considered purely resistive at
frequencies below as few tens of kHz (Nicholson, 1965; Ranck and BeMent, 1965; Logothetis et al.,
2007). Action potential initiation and propagation will lead to the creation and dissipation of highly
localized current sources within the tissue (Holt and Koch, 1999) but nodal currents present during
action potential initiation and propagations are small compared to the stimulus current (a few nA
compared to a few tens to several thousand µA). In addition, the nodal positions of different axons
are randomly distributed axially leading to an averaging of electric fields caused by sinking and
sourcing nodes positioned in a close proximity to each other. It has long been known that the
conductivity of neuronal tissue following excitation does increase (Cole and Curtis, 1939). Ignoring
this effect will decrease the fidelity of the model but the effect is assumed to be small since the main
permeability changes at low stimulation amplitudes (low enough to mainly recruit large to medium
sized motor axons) takes place in nodal regions which represents <0.5% of the length of a
myelinated fiber.
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Finally, the metalized stimulation sites are very thin with a thickness of ~200 nm. For a macro-sieve
electrode designed to interface a 2 mm nerve, the edge surface area of the central and peripheral
electrode sites are ~233 µm2 or 235 µm2 respectively. For the same interface, the total surface area of
a single site is ~32,000 µm2 or ~24,000 µm2. Since the surface area of the edge is a tiny fraction of
the surface area of the electrode and since its thickness is minute relative to any relevant axial feature,
the metalized sites were approximated by 2D boundary conditions rather than 3D subdomains.
Tests were carried out to assure that this simplification had minimal impact on the stimulation
results.

3.4 Utilized Axon Models
In order to evaluate the response of the nerve to changes in potential field amplitude resulting from
constant current stimulation delivered through the interface, the FE model was coupled with models
describing the behaviour of myelinated peripheral nerve axons under the influence of an artificially
introduced electric gradient. In this work, the electrophysiological response of the nerve is modelled
using McNeal type core conduction models (equations defining a generic core conduction model are
outlined in the previous chapter). Hereafter the term ―McNeal type core conductor model‖ and the
term ―axon model‖ are used interchangeably.
A number of axon models have been developed using electrophysiological data from different
mammalian and non-mammalian species. The main discrepancies between these models are
differences in the equations used to describe nodal membrane dynamics and differences in the level
of detail with which particular models accounts for the myelin sheet and its substructures.
Since no single model developed to date is capable of capturing each aspect of axonal behaviour
with high fidelity, a range of models are used in contemporary computational studies. In some
studies the axon model is completely replaced by a binary thresholding scheme (Choi et al., 2001).
More often the axon is modelled using computationally efficient axon models where the myelin
sheet is assumed to be perfectly insulating (McIntyre and Grill, 2000; Miocinovic and Grill, 2004;Wei
and Grill, 2009). Less computationally efficient axon models incorporating detailed information
describing the microstructure of the multiple substructures of the myelin sheet are also used
frequently (Miles et al., 2007; Grill et al., 2008; Ackermann et al., 2009).
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In this work, multiple axon models are used in parallel to evaluate the response of regenerated and
normal nerve fibers to various stimuli. The motivation for using multiple axon models in parallel
rather than relying on a single model is twofold. First, particular models only accurately captures
some aspects of axonal behaviour (Richardson et al., 2000), multiple models are required to more
adequately characterize the full range of axonal responses to different stimuli. Importantly the
response characteristics of the nerve to several types of stimuli delivered through the macro-sieve
electrode have already been characterized in-vivo which makes it possible to directly compare the
response predicted by a particular axon model to the measured response. This information can be
used to evaluate which models can be relied on to make forward predictions of the expected
behaviour of the nerve to similar types of stimuli.
Second, one focus of the current study is to evaluate how regenerated axons behave differently than
normal axons when subjected to the same stimuli. The morphology of regenerated nerve axons are
significantly altered compared to that of non-disrupted fibers (Greenman, 1908; Gutman and
Sanders, 1943; Sanders and Whitteridge 1946). One alteration is a significant change in the thickness
of the myelin sheet (Fields and Ellisman 1985; Archibald et al., 1995). In order to evaluate the effect
of this change on the response behaviour of the fiber, it is important to utilize an axon model
incorporating an explicit representation of the myelin sheet. Such models are however
computationally intensive which can be an issue in studies requiring high throughput evaluation. As
mentioned above, they may also be inaccurate in capturing other aspects of axonal behaviour,
making it important to use them to supplement, rather than to replace, other models.
In total the current study employs five different axon models. Three of the models (originally
conceived by Richardson (Richardson et al., 2000)) use the human nodal membrane dynamics first
described by Schwartz (Schwartz et al., 1995) and later modified by McIntyre and Grill (McIntyre
and Grill, 1998). Sharing the same nodal dynamics, these three models differ only in their
assumptions about the myelin sheet. The most simple of the three models (Model A) assumes that
the myelin sheet has infinite resistance and zero capacitance. The intermediate model (Model B)
assigns a finite resistance and a non-zero capacitance to the myelin sheet, allowing for radial currents
in internodal segments. The most complex of the three models (Model C) also includes an explicit
representation of the periaxonal space creating a double layer structure with axial currents flowing in
the space confined by the axon membrane as well as the space formed between the axon membrane
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and the myelin sheet and radial currents flowing from the axoplasm to the periaxonal space and then
from the periaxonal space to the extracellular space. In addition, nerve fibres were also modelled
using the CRRSS model which uses nodal dynamics based on the work of Chiu (Chiu
et al., 1979) and was later modified for temperature by Sweeney (Sweeney et al., 1989). Figure 3.3
shows the lumped parameter circuit diagram equivalent of each of the utilized axon models.

3.5 Axon Model Implementation
CRRSS and model A were implemented both in MATLAB (V. 7.10, The MathWorks Inc.) and in
NEURON (V. 7.1, Hines and Carnevale, 1997) while model B and model C was implemented
exclusively in NEURON. During simulation trials, all models were integrated using implicit Euler
integration with a 0.01 ms step size (0.001 ms step size was used for chronaxie evaluations). Axons
were considered recruited if an action potential could be initiated at any node along the axon and is
able to propagate to multiple adjacent nodes in either direction. An axon was considered recruited
for each stimulus amplitude above its threshold amplitude (i.e. any effects of unidirectional or
bidirectional anodal blocks was ignored).
A series of tests, identical to those described in (Richardson et al., 2000), was carried out in order to
confirm the correct implementation of models A-C and to study the differences in behavior between
models A-C and the CRRSS model. In order to facilitate direct comparisons with the data published
by Richardson and colleagues, all tests were performed using an axon with the morphometric
properties listed in the original paper.
The strength distance relationship of each model was evaluated using an idealized point source in an
infinite medium with an isotropic resistivity of 500 Ω·cm. For these conditions, the extracellular
potentials at the center point of each compartment along the axon are described by (Richardson et al.,
2000):
(

)

Where ρe is the extracellular resistivity, Iext is the stimulus amplitude Xelec, and Yelec,the horizontal and
vertical coordinates of the point source respectively, X and Y the horizontal and vertical coordinates
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Figure 3.3. Lumped parameter circuit diagram of each implemented axon model.

of the center point of each axonal compartments (node or internode). In each trial, the central node
of the axon was placed with a random horizontal offset relative to the horizontal position of the
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point source to simulate axonal staggering. The intracellular currents induced by the introduction of
an extracellular potential can be calculated using the method suggested by Rattay and others (Rattay,
1986) and introduced explicitly into the model. Another method of accounting for the effect of
extracellular stimulation is by using the extracellular mechanism that comes with the neuron
software. Since these methods yielded virtually identical results in each of the listed trials, the later
method was preferred due to its more concise implementation. Axons at each position were
stimulated using 100 µs long, monophasic, cathodic stimulus pulses. The strength distance
relationships of the implemented models are shown in Figure 3.4. Overall, Model C is significantly
less excitable than all of the other three models at each the evaluated distances. Interestingly the
CRRSS model is about as excitable as Model A when the vertical distance between axon and the
point source is small but significantly less excitable than both model A and model B at a distance of
about 1000 um. This property will influence the shape of the recruitment curves generated by the
implemented models in simulations utilizing a large number of axons placed at different spatial
locations relative to the active electrode(s). In such studies, the CRRSS model is expected to predict
a wider normalized recruitment curve than the other implemented models.

Figure 3.4. Strength-Distance relationship for each implemented model.
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Strength-duration curves are used to study the impact of stimulus pulse lengths on the recruitment
thresholds predicted by an axon model. Strength-duration curves for each implemented model were
generated by evaluating the recruitment threshold of axons at different vertical (500, 1000 and 1500
µm) and horizontal (0, 275 and 575 µ) positions using stimulus pulses of various lengths (10, 20, 50,
100, 200, 500, 1000 and 2000 µs).

The average strength-duration relationship for the listed

combination of placements is shown in Figure 3.5. While the recruitment thresholds of Model A, B
and C are all very sensitive to variations in pulse duration, the recruitment threshold of CRRSS is
only weakly dependent on the length of the stimulus pulse. This discrepancy highlights one benefit
of using multiple axon models to simulate a given stimulation system. Concretely, the threshold
predictions made by the different axons models will vary significantly depending on the stimulus
pulse length. While Model B and the CRRSS models make relatively similar predictions of the
recruitment thresholds when stimulating axons using 100 µs pulses (see Figure 3.4), their predictions

Figure 3.5. Strength-Duration relationship for each implemented model.
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will diverge significantly for very long or very short stimulus pulse lengths. Therefore, only one of
these two models will accurately predict recruitment thresholds of an experimental system utilizing
such pulses. The model generating accurate predictions can be isolated through comparisons with
experimental data. This model can then be used to make forward predictions of recruitment
threshold system in novel but related stimulation scenarios.
Finally, Figure 3.6 shows the action potentials generated by each axon model. The nodal membrane
potentials have been normalized so that the resting membrane potential is zero. The repolarization
phase of the action potential generated by the CRRSS model is clearly divided into two phases
whereas the repolarization phase of the action potential generated by the other implemented models

Figure 3.6. Action potential shape of each implemented axon model.
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are roughly monophasic. The action potential length is shorter for the CRRSS model compared to
the other evaluated models. Action potentials produced by Model A and Model B are very similar
both in amplitude and shape. Model C produces action potentials with a slower depolarizing phase,
faster repolarizing phase and lower peak amplitude than Model A and Model B.
The strength-distance, strength-duration, action potential shape and afterpotential shape for model
A, B and C are described in detail (including Figures 3.4-3.6) in the original paper by Richardson et al.
introducing these models. In reproducing their results, this chapter confirms that model A, B and C
have been correctly implemented.

3.6 Integrating the FE and Axon Models
For each simulation involving the macro sieve electrode, the FE model was used to solve for the
electrical potential along ―virtual axons‖ placed at different coordinates within the cross-sectional
area of the nerve. Since the system is linear, potential profiles were only calculated for a unitary
stimulation current amplitude (1 µA) and the potential profiles for other stimulation amplitudes were
generated by scaling these unitary profiles. The responses of interfaced fibers were evaluated by
simulating the transmembrane potential along axon models within a discrete time window. The
effect of stimulus pulses applied through the interface was modeled by importing the potential
profiles generated by the FE model and applying them as extracellular potential along the axon

Figure 3.7. Illustration of recruitment assessment method. Left panel: 3D model of the sieve electrode and evaluated
axonal positions. Middle panel: Recruitment data overlaid onto a colometric plot of potential distribution within the
nerve during constant current stimulation. Empty and filled in squares represent sub-threshold and recruited axons
respectively. Right panel: Potential distribution along axons placed at the cross sectional coordinates marked by A
and B in the middle panel together with the response generated by one of the axon models these potential
distributions (50 µs pulse width).
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Figure 3.8. Sampling schemes used in this work. a) Vertical sampling scheme used to study the threshold behavior of
axons located at different fixed distances from an active electrode site. b) Sparse sampling scheme used to increase the
computational efficiency of the model and allow high throughput studies. c) Fine sampling scheme used to study
threshold behaviors in greater detail.

models for the pulse duration. The evaluation process is illustrated by Figure 3.7. The left panel
shows the positions of a number of ―virtual axons‖ used to evaluate the response of the nerve. A
colorimetric plot of potential distribution across the cross-sectional plane 200 µm normal to the
plane of stimulation is shown in the middle panel. An array of black and white squares representing
the cross-sectional position of each virtual axon is overlaid on top of the colorimetric plot. In the
figure, filled in and empty squares represent activated and non-activated axons respectively. The
right panel shows the potential profiles generated along two sample axons in the array together with
the simulated response of the fibers when these potential profiles were applied as extracellular
potential for 50 µs. The 57 axonal coordinates shown in the figure represents one of a few different
sampling schemes used throughout this work. In addition to the scheme shown in Figure 3.7, two
other sampling schemes are used in this work. One scheme is used to evaluate the responses of
axons placed at different distances from an active electrode site. The third scheme represents a fine
sampling of the nerve where the nerve is sampled using a square grid with a spatial resolution equal
to 1/40 of the diameter of the sampled nerve. The three sampling methods are shown in Figure 3.8..
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4 INTERFACING REGENERATED NERVES
Like all regenerative electrodes, macro sieve electrodes exclusively interface regenerated peripheral
nervous tissue. A large number of computational studies have focused on the interaction between
non-regenerative peripheral nerve interfaces and undisrupted peripheral nerves but very little
theoretical work has been devoted to exploring the interaction between regenerative electrodes and
regenerated nerves. Therefore, an evaluation of the differences between interfacing non-disrupted
and regenerated nervous tissue serves as natural starting point for a rigorous theoretical
characterization of the MSE. In this chapter, the response characteristics of regenerated nervous
tissue are explored in detail using bioelectric modelling.

4.1 Undisrupted and Regenerated Peripheral Nerve Axons
It is well-established that peripheral nerve axons undergo a series of morphological changes
following major mechanical, chemical or thermal trauma. The phenomenon was first discovered by
Greenman in the early 20th century (Greenman, 1908) and was investigated in greater detail in the
middle of the century (Gutman and Sanders, 1943; Sanders and Whitteridge 1946; Vizoso and
Young 1948; Aitken and Thomas 1962). On a population level, major changes includes a reduction
in average fiber caliber and alterations of fiber caliber distributions from the bimodal semi-uniform
distribution often observed in undisrupted axonal populations to an unimodal distribution skewed
towards lower caliber axons (Gutman and Sanders, 1943; Fields and Ellisman 1985; Querfurth et al.,
1987; Archibald et al., 1995; Fugleholm et al., 2000). Observations of individual regenerated fibers
have revealed increased g-ratios (Fields and Ellisman 1985; Archibald et al., 1995) and a dramatic
decrease in average internodal distance (Hiscoe, 1947; Vizoso and Young 1948; Beuche and Friede
1985; Hildebrand et al., 1985). In addition, after nerve transaction, the normal linear relationship
between internodal length and fiber diameter is lost, regenerated axons following complete nerve
lesion show no discernible dependence between the two variables (Vizoso and Young 1948; Beuche
and Friede 1985; Querfurth et al., 1987).
The temporal stability of these morphological changes is dependent on the severity of the trauma.
Following crush injury the nerve is able to recover more robustly with caliber distributions returning
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to a near normal level about one year after the trauma with individual nerve fibers recovering more
typical morphological parameters (Hildebrand et al., 1985; Fugleholm et al., 2000). After complete
nerve transection, individual axons retain their regenerated morphometric properties more than a
year after the initial trauma and axonal size distributions remains heavily altered, suggesting
permanent morphometric changes (Hiscoe, 1947; Vizoso and Young 1948; Archibald et al., 1995).
Since MSEs interface populations of axons, which regenerate though the electrode following
complete axonal lesion, it is important to understand how these permanent, morphometric changes
alter the interaction between the electrode and interfaced tissue. Therefore, two sets of axonal
morphological parameters were used in this chapter to represent undisrupted and regenerated rat
sciatic nerve axons. Morphometric parameters for each group of axons can be found in Table 4.1. In
addition, caliber distributions for regenerated and undisrupted sciatic axonal populations determined
by our group (previously unpublished) using histological studies on undisrupted and regenerated
nerve are shown in Fig. 4.1.
Table 4.1 Morphometric data for undisrupted and regenerated axons
Regenerated axons
Fiber Diameter
Internodal distance
±SD (µm)a

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

297
±77

297
±77

297
±77

297
±77

297
±77

297
±77

297
±77

297
±77

297
±77

297
±77
69

Nr of myelin lamellab
29

36

41

46

51

55

59

62

65

Node length (µm)c

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Axon diameter (µm)b

1.1

1.9

2.8

3.6

4.5

5.4

6.2

7.1

8.0

8.9

Node diameter (µm)d
Periaxonal space
Width (µm)e

0.9

1.2

1.5

1.9

2.2

2.5

2.8

3.2

3.5

3.8

0.004

0.004

0.004

0.004

0.004

0.004

0.004

0.004

0.004

0.004

Undisrupted axons
Fiber Diameter

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Internodal distance
±SD (µm)b,f †

300
±66

430
±81

560
±96

680
±112

790
±127

900
±143

1000
±158

1080
±173

1160
±189

1240
±204

29

43

56

70

83

95

107

118

129

140

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.1
0.9

1.7
1.2

2.3
1.5

2.9
1.9

3.5
2.2

4.2
2.5

4.8
2.8

5.4
3.2

6.1
3.5

6.8
3.8

0.004

0.004

Nr of myelin lamellab
Node length (µm)c
(µm)b

Axon diameter
Node diameter (µm)d
Periaxonal space
Width (µm)e

0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
Beuche and Friede, 1985. b Friede, 1986. c Richardson et al., 2000. d Fabricius et al., 1994.e McIntyre et al., 2002. f Hildebrand et al., 1985
† Estimated from published data
a
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Figure 4.1. Axonal caliber distributions obtained from control and regenerated sciatic nerve.

4.2 Recruitment Threshold Discrepancies between Undisrupted and
Regenerated Axons
Axonal morphology is a key factor determining the recruitment threshold of peripheral nerve fibers
(McNeal, 1976). Regenerated and non-disrupted fibers of the same caliber do not share a common
morphological profile and are therefore expected to have substantially different activation thresholds.
To test this hypothesis, undisrupted and regenerated fibres with axonal diameters ranging from 2-10
µm were placed in the central via-hole directly below the top central electrode site at axial
displacements between 50-600µm (50µm increments, the sampling scheme shown in the left panel
of Figure 3.8). Fibers were stimulated to threshold (with an accuracy of 0.1 µA) by 200 µs
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monophasic, cathodic, rectangular constant current stimulus pulses delivered though the top central
electrode site. The longitudinal distance between the centremost node of Ranvier and the plane of
stimulation (defined by the plane of the polyimide layer containing the electrode sites) was varied
between 0- Lin/2 (in increments of Lin/20). Reported recruitment thresholds represent the average
threshold over this range of longitudinal displacements. Alterations in the potential field distribution
within the nerve during active stimulation were computed using the bioelectric finite element model
of the electrode/nerve complex described in the previous chapter. Potential field distributions along
each of the evaluated axons were imported into NEURON as extracellular potentials. The effect of
generated extracellular potentials on interfaced axonal populations was assessed in parallel by the
four different McNeal-type core conductor models listed in chapter 3.
The mean predicted recruitment thresholds (±SD) of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 µm fibers evaluated using this
methodology are shown in Figure 4.2. The simulation results suggest a significant threshold disparity
between regenerated and undisrupted axons of the same caliber. This disparity is considerably larger
for high caliber axons compared to thinner fibers reflecting the more extensive morphological
dissimilarity between large diameter regenerated and undisrupted fibers. Ratios between the

Figure 4.2. Recruitment thresholds of undisrupted and regenerated 2-10 µm axons. Bottom right panel: Semi-log plot of
the thresholds of normal and regenerated fibers showing the larger threshold range predicted for the normal fibers.
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Figure 4.3. Ratio between the recruitment threshold of regenerated and undisrupted with the same caliber.

recruitment thresholds generated using regenerated and non-disrupted fibers of the same caliber are
shown in Figure 4.3. The model predicts that the threshold discrepancy between undisrupted and
regenerated fibers increases as a function of the distance between the target fiber and the active site.
This observation can be explained by a large variation in electric field strength between the tested
axial positions. At small axial displacements, the electrical field strength is high which leads to
relatively minor differences in the activation function4 calculated using fibers with short and long
internodal distances (such as regenerated and non-disrupted high caliber fibers). At larger
displacements, the potential gradients between the central node and the two nodes flaking it
depends strongly on the internodal distance of the fiber which leads to the larger threshold
discrepancy predicted by the model.
In addition to threshold discrepancies between regenerated and undisrupted fibers of the same
caliber, the model also predicts significant caliber based threshold discrepancies when comparing
fibers within each group. This caliber based discrepancy is substantially smaller for regenerated
axons compared to undisrupted axons (Bottom right panel in Figure 4.2). The clear caliber based

The activating function, or the second spatial derivative of the potential field strength between the nodes of Ranvier of
the axon provides a good, but not perfect (Warman et al.., 1992), indicator of the response of a fiber.
4
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threshold discrepancy shown in figure 4.2 may not be valid for regenerated axons, for more details
see subsection 4.6. The results shown in figure 4.2 and 4.3 were generated by model C.

4.3 Influence of Nodal Position on Recruitment Thresholds for
Undisrupted and Regenerated fibres
The influence of nodal position on fibre recruitment thresholds have been shown to be substantial
for undisrupted fibres located in close proximity to longitudinally restricted current sources (Butson
et al., 2011). Since regenerated axons are characterized by a foreshortened nodal spacing compared
to undisrupted axons it is unclear whether this effect has any relevance on regenerated fibres
stimulated though macro-sieve electrodes. To test this, the data generated in subsection 4.2 was
reprocessed to evaluate the effect of nodal position on the recruitment threshold of undisrupted and
regenerated fibers at different distances from the active electrode site. Figure 4.4 shows the
difference between the lowest and the highest threshold at each evaluated position (i.e. the
difference resulting from differences in nodal position). Similar to the observations made by Butson

Figure 4.4. Nodal based threshold discrepancies for fibers located 50-600 µm away from the active electrode site.
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et al. our data suggests that nodal position has a substantial impact on recruitment thresholds for
undisrupted axons located in close proximity to the interface. In addition, corroborating the
observations made by Butson et al., this effect is highly caliber dependent with large caliber axons
showing the largest sensitivity to nodal staggering due to their very long internodal distances. In
contrast, the nodal positions of regenerated fibers have almost no impact on their recruitment
thresholds regardless of their size and their distance from the electrode sites. Model C was used to
generate the nodal discrepancy data but similar results were predicted by the other three models

4.4 Influence of Regenerated Axon Morphologies on Chronaxie
Experimental studies have shown significantly altered chronaxie values in regenerated nerves
compared to undisrupted nerves of the same type (Moldovan and Krarup, 2004; Sawai et al. 2008).
To examine the extent to which this observation can be accounted for by differences in
morphometric properties, chronaxie values of undisrupted and regenerated axons with fiber
diameters between 2-11 µm was determined computationally. Tested axonal positions and
stimulation parameters are described in sub-section 4.2. At each position, chronaxie values were
determined for fibers with longitudinal displacements equivalent to 0, Lin/2, and Lin. Stimulus
thresholds were determined iteratively (minimum step-size = 0.1 µA) using 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500,
1000, 2000 µs long stimulus pulses. Chronaxie values were determined by least squares-fitting a
power function (Siu and Morley, 2008) to strength duration data for each evaluated combination of
fiber type, placement, and nodal displacement. Reported chronaxie values represents average
computed values for each position and nodal displacement evaluated (36/fiber).
Computed chronaxie values for each fiber size generated by model C is shown in the top panel of
Figure 4.5. The computational assessment suggest that regenerated fibers with diameters above 2µm
have, on average, slightly longer chronaxies compared to undisrupted axons of the same diameter.
This effect was present in the results generated by all axon models (Supplemental Figure S4.5). To
facilitate comparisons with previous in-vivo studies, population based chronaxie values were
generated for undisrupted and regenerated nerve by calculated weighted averages of fiber dependent
chronaxie values using weights derived from caliber distribution data. Population based chronaxie
values produced by each of the five axon models are shown in the bottom panel in Figure 4.5.
Chronaxie discrepancies generated using each axonal model were: Model A, 15.82%; Model B,
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10.73%; Model C, 11.38%; CRRSS, 19.42%; average, 13.92 ± 3.65%. Interestingly, the average
population dependent discrepancy estimated using chronaxie values generated by fitting the
strength-duration data with Weiss‘s function (Weiss, 1901) were considerably larger than the
discrepancies generated when fitting the strength-duration data using the power function (However,
Weiss‘s function did not fit the strength-duration data as well as the utilized power function).

4.5 Recruitment Profile
Discrepancies Between
Undisrupted and
Regenerated Axons
The previous subsections focus on
how differences in behaviour between
individual

regenerated

and

non-

disrupted fibers. The focus of this and
the following subsection is to quantify
the how differences in the behaviour
of individual fibers influences the
response characteristics of the entire
interfaced nerve.
Bulk stimulation of the nerve was
conducted

by

monophasic,
constant

applying
cathodic,

current

200

µs

rectangular

stimulus

pulses

ranging between 5-1000 µA (5 µA
increments) to an array of 57 axons

Figure 4.5. Top panel: Chronaxie values for undisrupted and

sparsely distributed over the cross regenerated nerve fibers with diameters between 2-11 µm
generated by model C. Bottom panel: Chronaxie values for

sectional area of the nerve (the sampling undisrupted and regenerated nerve generating by weighed
averaging of fiber based data.
scheme shown in the in the middle
panel of Figure 3.8). The longitudinal position of the central node of each axon relative to the
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electrode

site

stochastically

was
by

assigned
introducing

random

longitudinal

displacements varying between 0Lin/2 (Lin being the internodal
distance of the axon). Reported
data represents averaged results
from 10 simulation iterations using
different, stochastically determined,
displacements.
profiles

Recruitment

were

evaluating

the

generated

by

percentage

of

model axons firing a propagating
action potential at each tested
stimulation amplitude. Figure 4.6
show recruitment profiles for
undisrupted
axons

with

and

regenerated

calibers

ranging

between 4-10 µm. The recruitment
profiles shown in Fig. 4.6 were
generated by Model C.
The simulation results suggest a Figure 4.6. Comparison between recruitment profiles generated using axons
significant disparity in the with undisrupted and regenerated morpholgies.
recruitment

profiles

generated

when populating the nerve with regenerated and undisrupted axons of the same caliber. Again, this
disparity is considerably larger for high caliber axons compared to thinner fibers. The average
stimulation amplitude required to recruit 90% of a population of regenerated 10 µm and 4 µm axon
is ~2.6 and 1.75 times that required to elicit the same response in a population of undisrupted fibers
of the same caliber respectively.
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Under the assumption that the motor fibers within the nerve have a uniform caliber of 8 µm in
undisrupted and 6 µm in regenerated nerve, then the stimulus amplitude required to activate all
fibers in the array differs by a factor of ~3. A difference of this size has important implications on
the amount of charge required to elicit a given response and on the maximum allowable electrode
impedance and/or minimum allowable stimulator compliance voltage. Fibers in real regenerated and
non-disrupted nerves are not all of the same size; the next subsection uses population distributions
to make a more accurate prediction of the significance of this effect.

4.6 Population Based Recruitment Profiles
In order to make comparisons between axonal recruitment profiles generated using macro-sieve
electrodes in-vivo and recruitment profiles generated computationally, a second set of recruitment
data was produced by populating the model nerve with axons exhibiting caliber distributions based
on histological studies of undisrupted and regenerated rat sciatic nerve. Computational recruitment
data was generated following the procedure outlined in the previous subsection with two minor
alternations. Firstly, for each modelling iteration, the fibre size of each axon in the model nerve was
assigned randomly based on a probability distribution yielded from the histological data shown in
Fig. 4.1. Secondly, recruitment data was generated using both one of the central and one of the
peripheral electrode sites. Each electrode configuration was simulated 20 times, reported values
represents the average of both configurations (40 iterations in total).
This subsection also features recruitment data derived from in-vivo experiments utilizing chronically
implanted macro-sieve electrodes. This data represents the response of rodent sciatic nerve motor
fibers to 200 µs, cathodal, monophasic stimuli delivered though individual central and peripheral
electrode sites. Resulting activations of rodent gastrocnemius, tibialis anterior, and extensor digitorum longus
muscles were recorded and analyzed as a functional metric of motor fiber activation. Recruitment
data for all electrodes tested with stimulus amplitudes between 10-200 µA (n = 7, average tested
electrode configurations per electrode = ~6.86) were averaged together to form the in-vivo
recruitment dataset.
Since the in-vivo recruitment data corresponds to motor fibre activation, a second set of
computational recruitment data was produced by populating the model nerve with axons with
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diameters within the range of motor axon calibers in undisrupted and regenerated rat sciatic nerve.
The exact caliber distribution of motor fibers within rat sciatic nerve is not well characterized since
histological studies typically do not report calibre distributions of afferent and efferent myelinated
fibers separately (motor axons only make up a fraction of all myelinated fibers in both normal and
regenerated sciatic nerves (Lago and Navarro, 2006)). The ranges used in this chapter correspond to
that stipulated by Fields and Elisman (Fields and Elisman, 1986): 7-9 in undisrupted nerve and 6-7
in regenerated nerve. Recruitment data was generated using the procedure outlined above with the
exception that the caliber of each axon in the model nerve was assigned stochastically based on a
truncated version of the probability distribution including only the relevant fibre diameters (i.e. the
distribution of myelinated fibers was considered representative of the distribution of motor fibers in

Figure 4.7 Stimulation amplitudes required to recruit 25/50/75% of all axons in the model nerve for: Top: undisrupted
and regenerated axonal populations; Bottom: undisrupted and regenerated motor axonal populations
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the given range).
Average stimulation amplitudes required to elicit 25, 50 and 75% axonal recruitment for each of the
evaluated models are shown in Figure 4.7. Within population comparisons of the simulation data
reveals a substantial model dependent discrepancy in predicted recruitment thresholds. For the
undisrupted axonal populations, the stimulation amplitude required to recruit 75% of all axons in
the model nerve predicted by model A is only about 58 % of the amplitude predicted by the CRRSS
model. For the regenerated axonal populations the difference in predicted thresholds is even more
substantial with the predicted stimulation amplitude required to achieve 75% recruitment for Model
A being a mere 34% of the amplitude predicted by Model C. Comparisons of recruitment thresholds
between the two populations show that populations of regenerated axons require substantially
higher stimulation amplitudes to activate than populations of undisrupted axons. The predicted size
of this difference also varied significantly depending on the choice of axon model. Model C
predicted that the stimulation amplitudes needed to reach the 25/50/75% recruitment thresholds in
regenerated nerve were 190/229/239% higher than corresponding amplitudes in undisrupted nerve.

Figure 4.8 Comparison between recruitment profiles measured in-vivo and recruitment data generated in-silico. Only the
two simulated recruitment profiles with the lowest RSME compared with the measured in-vivo recruitment profile are
shown.
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In comparison, Model A predicted this difference to be about 63/75/90%. Model B, CRRSS and SE
predicted population based threshold discrepancies somewhere between these values.
To explore similarities between modelled and in-vivo recruitment data, the root mean squared error
(RMSE) was calculated between the measured in-vivo recruitment profile and recruitment profiles
generated by each model and axonal population. The average RSME for all tested models and
axonal populations were 21.4±9.5 with average RSMEs for the regenerated and undisrupted motor
populations being 18.4±8.1 and 30.0±6.8, respectively. The two computational recruitment profiles
that corresponded most closely to the in-vivo data (lowest RSME) are shown in Fig. 4.8 and were
generated by Model B for regenerated axons (SME = 5.3), and by the CRRSS model for regenerated
motor axons (SME = 7.0). In contrast, the lowest RSME for the undisrupted motor group was 23.2
(CRRSS).

4.7 Relevance of the Size Principle when Interfacing Regenerated
Peripheral Nervous Tissue
As discussed previously, average internodal distances remain permanently foreshortened following
complete nerve transaction. Data presented in this subsection quantifies how this morphometric
alternation affects caliber based threshold discrepancies.
Data presented in subsections 4.2 and 4.6 suggest that the threshold discrepancy between large and
small caliber fibers is smaller in regenerated than in non-disrupted axons. This data was generated
using stereotypical axons with morphometric properties assigned based on the average morphology
of a regenerated or non-disrupted axon of a given caliber. Comparisons of size based activation
thresholds between fibres featuring archetypical morphological properties is illustrative but ignores
significant morphological differences observed in similarly sized fibres. Morphological data suggest
that the internodal distances in regenerated axons are more variable compared to undisrupted axons
(see table 4.1). Since the internodal distance of a regenerated nerve fibre (following complete nerve
lesion) shows no significant correlation with fibre caliber, this large variability will lead to
populations of axons where a significant proportion of the thinnest myelinated fibres have
substantially longer internodal distances than many of the population‘s highest caliber fibres. In
contrast, the linear relationship between internodal distance and fibre diameter observed in
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undisrupted peripheral nerves makes it highly unlikely that very thin myelinated fibres feature longer
internodal distances than any of the large diameter alpha motor axons. To investigate how these
differences change the size based threshold properties in regenerated nerve compared to
undisrupted nervous tissue, activation thresholds were calculated for undisrupted and regenerated
axons with internodal distances within ±3 SD (in increments of 0.1 SD) of the mean internodal
distance for each fibre caliber (assuming normal distribution). Each fibre was evaluated using the
simulation protocol described in 4.2.).
Threshold distributions for undisrupted and regenerated axons with fibre diameters of 4, 6, and 8
µm positioned 500µm from the stimulus site are shown in the middle and the lower panel of Figure.
4.9. Each distribution represents the range in activation thresholds that can be accounted for by
variations in internodal distance for axons with identical diameters. The left panel of Figure 4.9
shows very little overlap between threshold distributions generated using undisrupted small and
large caliber axons. In contrast, threshold distributions generated using 4-8 micron regenerated
axons are highly overlapping with distributions between 4 and 6 micron axons being virtually
indistinguishable.

Figure 4.9 Activation threshold distributions for fibers with internodal distances within ±3 SD of the mean internodal
distance for each fiber type. Shown threshold data correspond to fibers positioned 500µm from the stimulating
electrode.
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Table 4.2. Threshold distribution overlap percentages for undisrupted and regenerated axons.
Undisrupted axonal population overlap
Axonal sizes

4

5

6

7

8

4

100

45.2

14.4

5.6

1.2

100

54.2

23.5

9.7

100

54.1

31.1

100

65.4

5
6
7
8

100
Regenerated axonal population overlap

Axonal sizes

4

5

6

7

8

4

1

83.6

85.0

82.8

78.1

1

99.6

99.1

94.4

1

99.3

93.7

1

95.1

5
6
7
8

1

Significant overlap between threshold distributions generated using different sized axons suggests
weak size-based discriminability. Or, in other words, significant overlap between threshold
distributions produced using small and large caliber axons suggest that activation thresholds are
mainly determined by internodal distance rather than caliber (i.e. the assertion that large fibre axons
fire before small fibre axons becomes less relevant). To quantify these differences, calculations were
made of the percentage of overlap between threshold distributions generated using different caliber
fibres. Since distribution overlap is a proxy for caliber based discriminability, the calculated
percentages can be used to compare the discriminability between different caliber axons.
Distribution overlap percentages for undisrupted and regenerated axons between 4-8 µm are shown
in Table 4.2. For undisrupted axons, substantial distribution overlaps (~50%) are limited to
distributions generated using similarly sized fibres (caliber discrepancies of no more than 1 µm).
Threshold distributions generated for regenerated fibres show significant overlap over the full range
of evaluated calibers. For axons above 5 µm, distribution overlaps are all above 90% suggesting very
low size based discriminability. Data presented in this subsection was generated using model C.
Model A/B and CRRSS also predicted substantial discrepancies in size based discriminability
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between undisrupted and regenerated axons. It is important to note that while all models suggest a
great reduction in size based discriminability in regenerated compared to undisrupted axons, results
generated by Model A/CRRSS/SE do not support the almost complete abolishment of size based
discriminability in regenerated axons predicted by model C.

4.8 The Hybrid Nature of Regenerated Fiber Morphology and its
Effect on Recruitment Thresholds of Individual Fibers
The morphometric properties of regenerated fibers are different in the regions proximal and distal
to a disruption (Gutmann & Sanders, 1943; Fugleholm et al. 2000). In the proximal region, the
morphological characteristics of the nerve fibers are not significantly altered from non-disrupted
nerves of the same type while distal fibers adopts the regenerated morphological properties outlined
above (Berry et al., 1944; Archibald et al., 1995, Fugleholm et al. 2000). Functionally, this hybrid
morphology results in well studied phenomena such as the very significant slowdown in conduction
velocity at the site of disruption (Berry et al., 1944.).
During FES, the generated electric field is applied to both sections of the nerve fibers. Since the
electric field is much stronger close to the stimulating electrode it is typically possible to differentially
elicit action potentials in the two regions by moving the stimulating electrode so that it is located
very proximal or very distal to the site(s) of disruption. Regenerative PNIs are however integrated
into the nerve and cannot be moved without significant surgical intervention. Since the location of
regenerative PNIs are fixed, stimulation applied through regenerative PNIs can result in significant
potential gradients being present along both sections of each fiber if either the proximal stump is
implanted in close proximity to the plane of stimulation and/or if the potential field generated by
the interface isn‘t sufficiently focused longitudinally. In these situations, the threshold behaviour of
the fibers may not adhere well to behaviour of regenerated fibers described in the earlier subsections.
This subsection explores the effect of this hybrid morphology on the recruitment thresholds of
axons regenerating through MSEs.
A number of factors influence the impact of this hybrid morphology on the recruitment threshold
of regenerated fibers. One important factor is the matching between the proximal and distal fiber
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calibers. Complete nerve transection results in the breakdown of the axons and their myelin sheets
on the distal side of the lesion leaving a matrix of endoneurial tubes. These tubes act as guidance
conduits allowing sprouts originating from axons in the proximal segment to reach the end organs
originally innervated by the nerve. Studies have shown that the caliber of the axons on the distal side
is in part determined by the caliber of the axons on the proximal side both on a population level
(Simson & Young, 1945) and on the level of individual fibers (Marshall & Govrin-Lippmann, 1979).
Studies have also shown phenotype specific matching between proximal axons and endoneurial
tubes such that sensory fibers preferentially enter endoneurial tubes originally housing sensory fibers
and motor fibers preferentially enter endornuerial tubes originally housing motor fibers (Brushart,
1988; 1993)(Höke et al., 2006). On the other hand, other reports have determined that the size of
regenerated fibers are partly determined by the size of the endoneurial tubes trough in which they
regenerate (Hammond & Hinsey, 1945). In addition, as is illustrated in Figure 4.1, fibers on the distal
side are much thinner than fibers on the proximal side which necessitates the occurrence of fibers
with distinctly different diameters proximal and distal to the disruption. It is therefore important to
study the effect of this type of caliber mismatch on the recruitment thresholds of hybrid fibers.
A second important factor is the size of the gap that is left between the proximal stump and the
interface during implantation. Since the space between the proximal stump and the interface consists
entirely of regenerated fibers, the axonal response characteristics will approximate that of uniform
regenerated axons if this gap is sufficiently large to ensure that the electric field strength is greatly
diminished at the start of the proximal segment. Finally, it is important to consider the position of
the lesion along the internode of the severed axon. Following transaction, anterograde degradation
will typically occur up to the first node of Ranvier proximal to the lesion (McQuarrie, 1985). This
degradation will create a second gap between the plane of stimulation and the start of the proximal
segment which can be substantial for axons with large internodes. Figure 4.10 shows an illustration
of the effect of the lesion position and gap size on the nodal sampling of the potential field and the
subsequent axonal response. The bottom row of the figure depicts how the response characteristics
of the example fiber changes depending these two factors. When the fibre is cut at the proximal tip
of the internode (bottom left) and the gap between the proximal stump and the sieve electrode is
negligible resulting in a large potential field gradient between the first and second proximal nodes.
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Figure 4.10. Illustration of how lesion position and implantation gap size affects the response of an example fiber to
FES delivered through the MSE. Top row: Position of stumps following nerve transaction (top); Position of proximal
segment following wallerian degeneration, opaque segment(s) are degenerated as a response to the lesion (middle); The
final geometrical configuration (bottom). The black vertical line shows the plane of stimulation. Middle row:
Extracellular potential profile along an example fiber overlaid with markers showing the position of the nodes of
Ranvier. Bottom: The response of the axon to the applied stimulus. The shown fiber have a diameter of 8 µm (both
distal and proximal to the lesion) and was positioned 300 µm below the top central electrode side. The axon was
stimulated stimulated using a 1 µA stimulus pulse delivered through the top central electrode site. Transmembrane
potential was sampled 150 µs following stimulus onset.

To test how these parameters affects the recruitment thresholds of individual fibers, axons with
different caliber mismatch was placed using the sampling scheme displayed in the left panel of
Figure 3.8 and stimulated to threshold by 200 µs monophasic, rectangular stimulus pulses delivered
from the top central electrode. Recruitment thresholds were determined for implantation gap sizes
ranging from 0-16 mm. Figure 4.11 show the recruitment thresholds of axons with proximal and
distal calibers ranging from 2-10 µm for three different implantation gap sizes. At each position and
gap size, thresholds were evaluated for 10 different lesion positions (0-90 % of internodal length, 10%
increments), reported values represent the mean threshold of the evaluated lesion positions. Overall,
there is a moderate to significant shift in the recruitment thresholds of most combinations of fibers
compared to those observed for uniform regenerated fibers (top dashed black line) when the
implantation gap size is 0 or 1000 µm. For these gap sizes, the recruitment thresholds of hybrid
fibers with very thin distal segments (<2 µm) are greatly reduced if the diameter of the original fiber
(proximal caliber) is at or above 4 µm. The recruitment thresholds of hybrid fibers with moderate to
This large gradient ensures that the maximum axonal response occurs in the proximal segment of
the fiber. If the fiber is cut more proximally, the potential gradient between the proximal nodes is
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smaller and the maximum response shifts distally to the regenerated segment of the axon. This effect
is further enhanced if a gap is left between the proximal side and the electrode. The addition of such
a gap results in a response profile not much different than that observed for axons with uniform
morphology.
thick distal segments (>4 µm) can be either higher or lower than recruitment thresholds of uniform
regenerated fibers of the same caliber depending on the caliber of their proximal segment. Generally,
the recruitment threshold of these hybrid fibers are roughly equal or higher than that of a uniform

Figure 4.11. Activation thresholds for hybrid axons characterized by different caliber mismatch for three different
implantation gap sizes. Each column shows the recruitment threshold of hybrid fibers with a fixed distal caliber (2-10
µm, left to right) for a range of proximal fiber sizes (2-10 µm, red to purple). E.g. the top left panel shows the thresholds
of axons that were originally between 2-10 µm (proximal side) that have given rise to a regenerated fiber that is 2 µm in
diameter. The dashed black lines show the thresholds of axons with a uniform undisrupted (lower line) or regenerated
(upper line) morphology throughout their length.
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regenerated fiber of the same caliber as their distal segment if the size of their proximal segment is
equal or larger than their distal segment and vice versa. Overall, the discrepancy between hybrid
fibers and purely regenerated fibers is increased as the distance between the fiber and the electrode
increases. As is shown by the bottom row, as the implantation gap size is increased, the recruitment
thresholds of the hybrid fibers closely resembles that of uniform regenerated fibers of the same
diameter as their distal segment. The results shown in figure 4.11 were generated using the CRRSS
model.

4.9 Effect of Hybrid Axonal Morphology on the Recruitment
Threshold and Recruitment Specificity of Fibers Interfaced by MSEs
Results presented in the previous subsection establish that recruitment thresholds of regenerated
fibers cannot always be accurately modelled using axon models with uniform axonal morphology.
This subsection evaluates the impact of this finding on the recruitment patterns of axons interfaced
by the MSE. There are two salient ways that the hybrid morphology characterizing regenerated
fibers could impact the behaviour of axons interfaced by MSEs. Firstly, the hybrid morphology may
influence the response characteristics of regenerated fibers so that they no longer adhere to the
behaviour of uniform regenerated fibers outlined in subsections 4.2-4.7. Not only would this make
the findings in presented in subsections 4.2-4.7 less relevant to the effort of capturing the behaviour
of axons interfaced by the MSE. It would also mean that axon models featuring a uniform
morphology would have to be abandoned in studies involving the MSE and replaced by more
elaborate hybrid axon models.
The hybrid axon morphology could also impact the recruitment selectivity of the interface both insilico and in-vivo. Axons in an undisrupted nerve are topographically clustered so that axons
innervating the same end-organ are located in closer proximity to each other than to axons
innervating other end-organs. This spatial organization is of crucial importance to the ability of PNIs
to selectively recruit groups of functionally related axons. When the nerve is cut, sprouts originating
from the axons on the proximal side will regenerate across the gap and enter the endoneurial tubes
on the distal side. While some sprouts enter endoneurial tubes originally housing fibers going to the
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same target that the sprouting axons originally innervated, many will not (Valero-Cabré, 2004). This
will create a topographical mismatch where axons located in one topographical region of the nerve
connect to a completely different region following regeneration (these cases are expected to be very
common unless specifically avoided during the implantation surgery). If action potentials commonly
originate from the proximal section of the fibers then the effect of this mismatch is expected to be
significant since spatially activating a region of a nerve will no longer correspond to selective
activation of a group of axons innervating the same target. If on the other hand action potentials
typically originate from the distal segment of each fiber then the impact of this topographical
mismatch on the selectivity of the device is expected to be limited.
The significance of both of these effects can be tested by comparing recruitment curves generated
using populations of hybrid fibers with curves generated using populations of regenerated fibers
with a uniform morphology. A significant mismatch between these curves suggests that the
behaviour of the tissue cannot be captured using a homogenous regenerated fiber approximation. If
the threshold of the hybrid fibers are significantly lower than the threshold of homogenous fibers
than that would further suggest that the topographical mismatch described above may have a
significant adverse effect on the selectivity of the device. To facilitate these comparisons,
recruitment curves were generated by evaluating the thresholds of both hybrid and uniform
regenerated fibers placed throughout the nerve. Hybrid fibers with combinations of distal and
proximal segment calibers ranging from 2-10 µm (distal) and 2-11 µm (proximal) as well as
regenerated axons of a uniform morphology measuring from 2-10 µm were placed at random
locations on the 2D grid shown in the right panel of Figure 3.8 and stimulated to threshold using
200 µs, monopolar stimulation pulses delivered through the top central electrode sites. For each
combination, recruitment curves were generated from a sample of 1000 axons. The internodal
distance and lesion position was determined randomly for each axon. Each combination were tested
for implantation gaps of 0, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000, 16000 µm.
Figure 4.12 shows the recruitment curves generated using populations of hybrid axons with distal
and proximal diameters between 2-6 µm and 4-8 µm respectively as well as recruitment curves
generated using uniform regenerated fibers with calibers ranging between 2-6 µm. The depicted
recruitment curves were generated using an implantation gap size of zero. Comparisons between the
recruitment curves generated using the hybrid and uniform recruitment profiles reveals that the
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recruitment thresholds of axons with very small distal diameters (~2 µm) deviates significantly from
the recruitment thresholds of uniform axons with the same caliber if they originate from axons with
moderate to large diameters. These discrepancies can be very large, it requires roughly 9 times less
current to recruit 90% of a population of hybrid fibers with distal and proximal calibers of 2 µm and
8 µm than to recruit 90% of a population of uniform fibers with the same distal caliber. Similar
effects are present, but less marked, for fibers with moderately sized distal segments (~4 µm)
originating from moderate or large caliber proximal fibers. Recruitment curves for fibers with large
distal calibers are not greatly different than those generated using uniform regenerated fibers. For
the majority of the shown combinations, the hybrid fibers have lower recruitment thresholds

Figure 4.12. The effect of caliber mismatch on the discrepancy between recruitment profiles generated using hybrid vs
uniform regenerated fibers. The red lines shows recruitment profiles generated using populations of hybrid fibers with
distal calibers ranging from 2-6 µm (top to bottom row) and proximal calibers ranging from 4-8 µm (left to right
column). Black lines represents recruitment profiles generated using populations of regenerated axons with a uniform
caliber throughout their length equal to the distal caliber of the hybrid axons with which they are compared (identical for
each row). Each recruitment profile was generated using 1000 hybrid or uniform fibers placed at random locations on
the fine grid shown in the right panel of Figure 3.8. All recruitment profiles are generated using an implantation gap size
of zero.
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compared to uniform fibers with the same distal caliber. The exception is hybrid fibers with large
distal calibers originating from small caliber proximal fibers which have recruitment thresholds
slightly above those of uniform fibers of the same size. While the magnitude of this discrepancy is
modest, its presence further demonstrates that the recruitment thresholds of hybrid fibers doesn‘t
converge towards those of uniform regenerated fibers if the proximal fiber caliber decreases below a
certain threshold. Implantation gap size also significantly affects the discrepancy between
recruitment curves generated using hybrid and uniform fibers. The effect of implantation gap size
on recruitment curve discrepancies is shown in Figure 4.13. The figure shows recruitment curves
generated using axons with a distal caliber of 4 µm and proximal calibers of 4-8 µm together with
recruitment curves generated using uniform regenerated 4 µm fibers. There is a significant decrease

Figure 4.13. The effect of implantation gap size on the discrepancy between recruitment profiles generated using hybrid
vs uniform fibers. The red lines shows recruitment profiles generated using populations of hybrid fibers with distal
calibers of 4 µm and proximal calibers ranging from 4-8 µm (left to right column). Black lines represent recruitment
profiles generated using populations of uniform 4 µm regenerated axons. Each recruitment profile was generated using
1000 hybrid or uniform fibers placed at random locations on the fine grid shown in the right panel of Figure 3.8.
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in the difference between the two recruitment curves (expressed in RMES) if a small 1 mm gap is
introduced between the proximal stump and the sieve electrode during implantation. If a larger gap
(4 mm) is left between the stump and the sieve, then the discrepancy between the two curves is
completely abolished.
As illustrated by figures 4.12 and 4.13, one way of quantifying the threshold discrepancy between
hybrid and uniform regenerated fibers is by calculating the RMES between the recruitment curves
generated using fibers with hybrid and uniform morphologies. The RMES between the recruitment
curves generated using each tested hybrid fiber type and the corresponding uniform fibers are
shown in Figure 4.14. To avoid the influence of long tails, the RMES was only calculated for
stimulus amplitudes below that required to achieve 90% recruitment of the uniform regenerated
population. The RMES distributions shown in Figure 4.14 indicate that the discrepancies between
recruitment thresholds of hybrid and uniform fibers are moderate except for cases where the distal
caliber of the hybrid fibers is small (< 4 µm) or for cases involving fibers with a substantial
caliber mismatch between their proximal and distal segments. However, as discussed in subsection
4.8, very large caliber disparities are expected to be present only in a small minority of the
regenerated fibers. In addition, for reasons mentioned earlier, the vast majority of motor axons are
expected to have distal calibers above 3-4 µm. For implantation gap sizes of between 1-2 mm, the
typical implantation gap size between the proximal stump and the MSE using the implantation
technique employed in our lab, fibers with distal diameters of 5 µm and above behave approximately
like uniform regenerated axons unless their proximal diameter is very small. Since fibers with very
small proximal calibers typically do not give rise to large regenerated fibers, the results support the
notion that regenerated motor fibers can be relatively well approximated using uniform regenerated
fibers. It‘s important to note that this approximation is only conditionally valid. As is shown in
chapter 7, this approximation is only valid for MSEs designed to interface larger nerves if the
implantation gap above certain thresholds. All results presented in this subsection were generated
using the CRRSS model.
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Figure 4.14. The RMSE between recruitment profiles generated using hybrid fibers and regenerated fibers with a
uniform axonal morphology throughout their length.

4.10 Discussion
The present study indicates large discrepancies between the response characteristics of undisrupted
and regenerated peripheral nerve tissue to artificially generated potential gradients. Mirroring the
results of experimental studies (Fields and Elisman 1986; Fugleholm et al. 2000; Moldovan and
Krarup, 2004; Sawai et al., 2008), the computational models predict substantially increased
recruitment thresholds in regenerated peripheral nervous tissue. Importantly, very large threshold
discrepancies can be explained by changes in morphometric properties without considering any
changes in ion-channel densities and distributions. Comparisons between modelled and
experimentally determined recruitment curves show that recruitment curves generated using
regenerated motor axon morphologies provides a significantly better approximation of the
recruitment curves generated in-vivo compared to those generated using undisrupted motor fibers.
This highlights the importance of utilizing regenerated axonal morphologies when computationally
evaluating recruitment thresholds of regenerative PNIs.
The predicted increase in recruitment thresholds suggest that higher stimulus currents are required
during functional neuromuscular stimulation delivered through regenerative PNIs. This has
implications both on the amount of charge required to elicit a given response as well as on
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considerations related to compliance voltage of stimulators used to supply direct current stimulation
pulses to regenerative PNIs as well as the impedance of the interfaces stimulation sites. Overall
more charge will be required to elicit a given response compared to non-regenerative electrodes
which may lead to more tissue damage over time. Similarly, the impedance of the electrode sites
needs to be low enough to deliver sufficient current amplitudes without requiring the use of very
large voltage amplitudes. Finally, if the impedance of the electrode sites of a given regenerative PNI
is not sufficiently low, the compliance voltage of any stimulators used with such a device needs to be
high enough to account for the diminished tissue excitability. It may be possible to overcome these
challenges using novel channel designs (Suzuki et al, 2006; Lacour et al., 2009).
Experimental studies have produced conflicting results regarding chronaxie values in regenerated
and undisrupted nerve. One study found that the chronaxie was lower in regenerated than in
undisrupted nerves after crush injury (Moldovan and Krarup, 2004), while a later study found the
opposite to be true (Sawai et al., 2008). Regardless of the nature of this change, both experimental
studies reported significant chronaxie changes (0.25 ms vs 0.4 ms; 0.23ms vs 0.15ms for regenerated
and undisrupted nerves, respectively) while all the evaluated models predicted moderate chronaxie
differences based on differences in axonal morphology alone. This observation suggest that
measured changes in chronaxie may not be exclusively a result of morphometric differences and
supports the dominating hypothesis that such changes are, at least in part, a reflection of
discrepancies in nodal membrane properties (Moldovan and Krarup, 2004; Sawai et al., 2008).
From a neural interfacing standpoint the most interesting result generated by the model is perhaps
the prediction that activation thresholds in regenerated nerve are largely caliber independent.
Substantial effort have been put into the development of stimulation techniques aimed at reversing
the un-physiological axonal recruitment order resulting from FES of peripheral nervous tissue where
large motor axons innervating fast-twich fibers activate at lower thresholds than small motor axons
innervating slow-twich fibers (Accornero et al., 1977; Fang and Mortimer 1991; Grill and Mortimer
1995; Vuckovic et al., 2004, 2008; Hennings et al., 2005). If the size principle is largely irrelevant in
regenerated neural tissue due to the small differences in recruitment thresholds between large and
small fibres predicted computationally combined with the highly truncated fibre size distribution
derived histologically, then this could have important implications on the effectiveness of
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regenerative electrodes in motor restoration applications. An interesting line of inquiry would be to
test this property further experimentally.
Simulations involving axon models that explicitly capture the hybrid morphology of regenerated
fibers illustrate the added complexities of interfacing nervous tissue through regenerative PNIs. The
simulation results suggest that stimulation applied through a regenerative PNI may elicit action
potentials in the proximal or the distal segment of each axon. Since only the distal segment of each
fiber features a regenerated morphological profile, the behaviour of fibers interfaced by regenerative
PNIs can be highly variable. Populations of target fibers may act as regenerated fibers, normal fibers
or a mix between the two depending on the geometric properties of the interface/nerve complex,
the size of the gap left between the proximal stump and the stimulation site(s) during implantation
and the caliber distribution of the target axonal population. If not considered during the design of an
implant, this erratic behaviour can be problematic since it adds an additional layer of unpredictability
to an already complex system. The simulation results do however suggest that it is possible to
control the behaviour of the interfaced population by adopting particular strategies when designing
an interface and its implantation procedure. Trivially, it is possible to assure that the behaviour of
the interfaced axons adhere to the relatively predictable behaviour of uniform regenerated fibers by
introducing a sufficiently large gap between the proximal stump and the site of stimulation.
Introducing large gaps between the distal and proximal stumps can however affect the quality of
regeneration limiting the utility of this method. A different method to achieve the same result is to
design the interface to accomplish more focused potential fields. This can be achieved by restricting
the longitudinal dimensions of the electrode sites and/or by utilizing novel channel designs (Suzuki
et al, 2006; Lacour et al., 2009).
The optimal placement of the distal and proximal stump is likely going to be different for
regenerative PNIs that are designed for sensory feedback and motor control. For motor control, the
target end organs are distal to the interface. Since the topographical organization of the distal stump
is presumably maintained following complete nerve transection, the spatial selectivity of the device
may benefit from positioning the distal stump as close as possible to the site of stimulation. Due to
topographical mismatching (see 4.8 for a more detailed discussion) the topography of the proximal
stump is not maintained for distal targets. Therefore, it may be prudent to introduce a gap between
the proximal stump and the site of stimulation to avoid eliciting action potentials in the proximal
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region. For sensory feedback, the target structures are proximal to the interface. Since the proximal
stump is topographical organized with respect to proximal targets (and the distal stump is not)
stimulation of afferents reverses the situation described above. Placing the proximal stump as close
as possible to the site of stimulation when interfacing afferent fibers may also reduce the recruitment
threshold of the interfaced population.
Finally all data presented in this chapter has assumed that the undisrupted and regenerated axons are
similar in all but morphology. This in not accurate, multiple studies have observed significant
changes in ion-channel makeup and density in regenerated nodes of Ranvier (Ritchie, 1982;
Hildebrand et al., 1985; Mert et al, 2004; Sawai et al., 2008; Nakata et al., 2008). A more complete
understanding of the response characteristics of regenerated nervous tissue will require the
development of an axon model incorporating these changes.
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5 TOPOGRAPHICAL ORGANIZATION OF
MOTOR AXONS FOLLOWING COMPLETE
NERVE SECTION
In healthy, non-disrupted peripheral nervous tissue, motor axons innervating the same target are
generally located within the same region of the trunk. Without this topographical organization, it
would be challenging to achieve selective activation of distal or proximal targets using PNIs (the
primary exception being PNIs used in applications were selective activation of a limited number of
targets can be achieved using principally caliber based selectivity). Following complete nerve
transection and subsequent regeneration, the topography of the nerve distal to the disruption
changes dramatically including a substantial spatial redistribution of the motor fibers within the
trunk (Lago and Navarro, 2006). Instead of forming clearly defined groups of fibers, the motor
axons bundle together into small fascicles located throughout the cross-sectional area of the nerve
(Lago and Navarro, 2006). It is important to understand how this redistribution may impact the
recruitment selectivity of the MSE. In particular it is critical to evaluate the degree with which motor
fibers innervating the same target remains clustered within this new organization. In this chapter,
this issue is addressed by using computational modeling to analyze in-vivo recruitment data generated
using chronically implanted MSEs

5.1 Importance of Nerve Topography to the Theoretical Evaluation
of the MSE
The overarching goal of this work is to test the feasibility of utilizing MSEs to achieve upper limb
remobilization in paralyzed patients through selective musculoskeletal stimulation. This evaluation
will focus on a number of parameters, the most important of which is the recruitment specificity of
the device, i.e. the ability of the interface to elicit force production in one or more target muscle(s)
while maintaining minimum force production in all non-targeted muscles innervated by an
interfaced nerve. The recruitment specificity of the MSE is dependent both on the spatial selectivity
of the interface and on the distribution of motor fibers within the interfaced nerve. It is less
challenging to achieve high recruitment specificity if motor fibers innervating each skeletal muscle
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form single, isolated, and compact fiber cluster than if fibers innervating each end organ is widely
distributed across the trunk.
The archetypical, fasicular topography of a large number of nerves have been mapped out in-vivo
using different histological techniques (Watchmaker et al., 1991; Gustafson et al., 2005; 2009; 2012;
Badia et al., 2010). This makes it possible to include the effect of nerve topography in computational
studies aimed at evaluating the recruitment specificity of non-regenerative PNIs. However, since
fasicular topography is not conserved following complete nerve transection, the topographical maps
of normal nerves can only be used in computational studies involving regenerative PNIs if it is
possible to determine that fibers innervating the same muscle remain clustered following nerve
transection.

5.2 Evaluating Fiber Clustering using Computational Modeling
Chapter 4 showed how it is possible to accurately recreate in-vivo recruitment profiles using the
bioelectrical model described in Chapter 3. In addition to their use in model validation, in-silico
recruitment profiles can also be utilized to test hypotheses regarding the topographical organization
of motor axons following reinnervation. This type of model based hypothesis testing can be
described as follows:
1. Recruitment curves are generated in-vivo by applying a small number of constant current
stimulation paradigms through chronically implanted MSEs and recording the elicited motor
response;
2. Salient features are extracted from the in-vivo data e.g. average selectivity indices at different
inclusion thresholds, maximum selectivity index within the tested set etc.;
3. A hypothesis is made about the organization of the motor fibers following regeneration, e.g.
―following regeneration motor fibers innervating the same muscle no longer cluster together
but are rather randomly dispersed throughout the trunk‖;
4. Fibers belonging to different motor populations (innervating different muscles) are placed
within the model trunk according to this hypothesis;
5. The threshold of each fiber is determined computationally by simulating the effect of the
stimulation paradigms applied in-vivo on the fibers within the trunk. Recruitment thresholds
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are used to create a recruitment profile for each muscle included in the study, features are
extracted from the recruitment data;
6. Step 4-5 is repeated ~10,000-100,000 times to create a statistical distribution of outcomes
(statically distribution of the feature dataset);
7. The features generated in-vivo is compared with the feature-distribution generated using the
computational model. The hypothesis is discarded if one of the in-vivo features falls outside a
predefined interval of the computationally derived feature distribution (e.g. it is below or
above the 2.5th or 97.5th percentile).
The technique described above is different to typical hypothesis testing only in that a bioelectric
model is used to create the statistical distribution which the measured sample is tested against. The
general framework described above can be used to test any hypothesis regarding the motor fiber
organization in the regenerated trunk. In particular, it can be used to test well defined sets of
hypotheses describing a range of plausible organizational patters. While it is possible to use the
framework to test arbitrarily complicated distribution models, this chapter will test a simple
distribution model containing two factors: cluster center position and cluster density. The cluster
center position is a single variable describing the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution
used to determine the position of the cluster centers relative to the center of the trunk. Centering the
Gaussian distribution used to determine the position of cluster centers on the center of the trunk
ensures a higher fiber density in central locations relative to more proximal locations, mimicking a
distribution pattern often seen in-vivo. Cluster density consists of a single variable describing the
standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution used to determine the locations fibers around each
cluster center. The variables used to define the spatial distribution of motor of fibers within the
trunk are summarized in table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Variables used to define the spatial distribution of motor fibers within the trunk
Variable

Range

Description

σCC

100-900 µm,
200 µm increments

Standard deviation of Gaussian distribution used to determine position
of cluster centers relative to center of trunk

50-550 µm,
100 µm increments

Standard deviation of Gaussian distribution used to determine position
of each axon within a cluster relative to the center of the cluster

σF
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In addition to the distribution model described above, the hypothesis that motor fibers are
completely randomly dispersed throughout the regenerated trunk was also tested.

5.3 Modeling Neuromuscular Stimulation of Regenerated Nerves
Computational studies have been used to simulate the response of skeletal muscles to stimulus
applied through non-regenerated peripheral nerve interfaces (Schiefer et al., 2012). The response of
reinnervated muscles to stimuli applied to regenerated motor axons is expected to be different than
that of non-deinnervated muscle innervated by non-disrupted fiber populations. A major factor
influencing this discrepancy is the relatively small difference in recruitment threshold between
regenerated fibers of different calibers. In healthy peripheral nervous tissue, motor unit force output
is correlated with motor axon size (McPhedran et al., 1965), i.e. the activation of large caliber axons
generates large muscle tensions while the activation of low caliber axons produces smaller tensions.
Since the caliber based threshold discrepancy of non-disrupted nerve fibers is significant, the
recruitment order of motor axons (and motor units) is strongly influenced by both fiber size and
fiber position. In contrast, the caliber based threshold discrepancy of regenerated fibers is minor
which increases the relative influence of fiber position on axonal recruitment thresholds.
Results presented in the previous chapter quantified the threshold discrepancy between nondisrupted and regenerated fibers with different diameters. The caliber based threshold discrepancy
predicted by the tested axon models differed in magnitude. Model C predicted an almost complete
abolishment of the size principle while model A, B and CRRSS suggested that the effect of the size
principle is greatly reduced in regenerated peripheral nerves but not abolished. Since the results are
inconclusive, both scenarios were modeled in this chapter.
The very minor caliber based threshold discrepancy predicted by model C was simulated by
modeling each motor axon as a 6 µm fiber with an internodal distance randomly assigned based on a
normal distribution with a mean and standard deviation listed in Table 4.1. The moderate caliber
based threshold discrepancy predicted by the other axon models was modeled using a more detailed
representation. To the best of my knowledge, no reliable data specifying the motor fiber caliber
distribution in regenerated rat sciatic nerve exists. Therefore, an estimate of this distribution was
derived using distributions of myelinated axons. This translation was complicated by the difficulty in
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discerning which percentage of myelinated axons of each caliber consists of motor fibers. In this
chapter, the assumption was made that regenerated rat sciatic nerve motor axons is no smaller than
5 µm and that the distribution of fibers is similar than that of myelinated fibers (see Figure 4.1).
Since groups of smaller diameter regenerated myelinated axons are more likely to contain some
proportion of both sensory and γ motor axons, the assumption was made that the proportion of
motor fibers making up the pool of myelinated fibers with diameters of 5 µm is only half as large as
that of larger caliber fibers. This approximation is admittedly crude. Fortunately, the significant
overlap in recruitment thresholds of regenerated fibers with similar diameters limits the effect of
inaccuracies in estimating motor fiber distributions on the fidelity of the model. As in the case of the
simplified model, the internodal distance of each fiber was determined randomly using a normal
distribution.
In the context of this work, a crucial factor impacting the recruitment order of motor units is the
lost correlation between fiber size and motor unit output following complete nerve transection
(Gordon and Stein, 1982). While the relationship between fiber size and motor unit output returns
with time, the relationship was still absent at three months post nerve transection in the cat medial
gastrocnemius muscle (Gordon and Stein, 1982). Since in-vivo evaluations of the MSE took place ~3
months post implantation there are good reason to believe that the relationship between fiber size
and motor unit output were still absent during the experimental MSE evaluation and therefore
shouldn‘t be included in the computational model. On the other hand, the motor unit force
distribution appears to be largely conserved in reinnervated muscle tissue (Dum et al., 1984; Tötösy
de Zepetnek et al., 1992). Nonetheless, the normalized force output generated by the activation of
each fiber was stochastically assigned based on motor unit force distributions measured in
reinnervated rat TA (Tötösy de Zepetnek et al., 1992), EDL (Albani et al., 1988), and Medial
Gastrocnemius muscles (Kanda and Hashizume, 1991). In both the simplified and the complex
representations, axonal populations (differing in internodal distance for the simplified representation
and caliber and internodal distance for the more complex representation) and muscle forces were
generated independently for each muscle. The output of each fiber was then assigned a normalized
force output chosen at random from the pool of muscle forces (no replacement).
The number of motor units within each evaluated muscle is another important factor defining the
behavior of the model. Estimating the number of motor units in the tested muscles are complicated
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by inconclusive data on motor unit numbers and an imperfect understanding of the degree with
which the number of motor units to various muscles are reduced following complete nerve
transection. The number of motor units in each tested muscle estimated using electrophysiological
(EP) methods or through histological motor neuron counting (MNC) techniques are summarized
Table 5.2. Overall, the range in reported motor unit numbers is significant for both TA and EDL.
When discrepancies was found between the MU estimations of different sources, a value close to the
median was used (the utilized estimates are bolded in the table). Experimental data on the reduction
in the number of motor units innervating a particular muscle following complete nerve transections
is also inconclusive. One electrophysiological study showed that sciatic nerve transection resulted in
a ~40-60% decrease in Gastrocnemius motor unit number for a medium gap (~1 cm) repair when
the nerve was allowed to regenerate through a silicon conduit containing saline, ventral or dorsal
nerve grafts at 90 days post transection (Lago et al., 2007). A second EP study in rats suggested that
the reduction in tibialis anterior motor units following Common peroneal nerve lesion was ~20%.
Histological studies found that the discrepancy in the number of motor neurons innervating tibialis
anterior, gastrocnemius and plantar muscles before and after sciatic nerve transection is ~25%
(Valero-Cabré et al., 2001) or statistically insignificant (Valero-Cabré et al., 2004) for silicon tube
repair. Since the reduction in MU number following complete nerve transection is uncertain, the
sensitivity of the computational model on MU number was tested by running all simulations using
Table 5.2. Motor unit estimation in rat Tibialis anterior (TA), Medial and Lateral Gastrocnemius (MG, LG) and
Extensor digitorum longus (EDL)
Muscle

TA

EDL

MG
LG

Estimate
77
123†
84/68
74/57
87±6
38
61/42
62.7
40±1.67
40
97/81
102
97.8/68.3
57/93/117/103±16
43±6.7‡

Type

Normal/Regen
Adult/Old
Young/Old

Adult/Old
Young/Old

Method

Source

EP
EP
EP
MNC
MNC
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
MNC
EP/EP/EP/MNC
EP

Edstrom and Kugelberg, 1968
Fu and Gordon, 1995
Tötösy de Zepetnek et al., 1992
Ishihara et al., 1988
Peyronnard et al., 1986
Saint-Come and Strand, 1985
Cederna et al., 2001
Kung et al., 2013
Gougoulias et al., 2004
Close, 1967
Kadhiresan et al., 1996
Kuiken et al., 1995
Hashizume et al., 1998
Arasaki et al., 1997
Gillespie et al., 1987

†Estimated

from figure in publication ‡To my knowledge the SD of rat Lateral Gastrocnemius MU number has never been reported,
in this chapter the SD was assumed to be of the same relative size as that measured in Medial Gastrocnemius.
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MU reductions of 0%, 20% and 40%.

5.4 Recruitment Profile Features
Each assessed distribution hypothesis was validated by comparing features extracted from in-vivo
recruitment profiles with a distribution of features extracted from recruitment profiles generated
computationally. Two sets of features were extracted from each individual recruitment curve:
Maximum selectivity indices at inclusion thresholds between 10-95% of maximum force output
(increments of 5%); a total of 18 features were extracted from each individual recruitment curve.
In addition to features extracted from individual recruitment curves, additional features were
extracted by grouping recruitment curves into sets of 46 (the total number of in-vivo recruitment
curves). The highest selectivity indices within each set were calculated for all inclusion thresholds,
generating 18 additional features. A distribution hypothesis was rejected if one or more chosen

Figure 5.2. Block diagram outlining the process used to evaluate distribution hypotheses. The green blocks represent
modeling procedures relying on histological and electrophysiological data derived from experimental studies (procedures
neither dependent on the tested hypothesis or on the bioelectrical model). The yellow blocks represent procedures that
are dependent on parameters defined by the tested hypothesis (but not on the bioelectrical model). The red block
represents procedures relying on the bioelectrical model.
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feature (typically one or more levels of normalized muscle output) extracted from the in-vivo
recruitment data fell outside the 2.5th or 97.5th percentile of the corresponding computationally
generated feature distribution. If more than one feature was used the percentile range was adjusted
for multiple comparisons.
The process used to assess the clustering of motor fibers within the regenerated nerve trunk is
summarized in Figure 5.1. First the number of fibers innervating EDL, TA and Gastroc was
determined probabilistically based on normal distributions with means and SDs listed in Table 5.2
and each fiber was assigned an internodal distance (based on normal distribution with means and
SDs listed in Table 4.1), a fiber caliber (in the more complex representation) and normalized muscle
response from a pool of probabilistically determined MU outputs. The position of each cluster
center and the position of each motor fiber around these cluster centers were then specified using
probability distributions determined according to the assessed hypothesis. The steps listed above (14 in figure 5.1) completely define the characteristics and positions of the motor axons innervating
the evaluated skeletal muscles. Each parameter (fiber count, intermodal distance, muscle response,
fiber cluster center, and fiber placement) were determined pseudo-randomly for each modeling
iteration.
Once the distribution had been specified, the recruitment threshold of each motor fiber and
stimulation paradigm was determined indirectly using the bioelectrical model. Using an indirect
method was preferred since the evaluation of each distribution hypothesis involves iteratively
generating 80,000-800,000 recruitment curves, each curve generated based on the thresholds of
~270 motor fibers. Directly determining the threshold of each motor fiber based on its position
using bioelectrical modeling is computationally demanding. Computational times can be reduced
significantly using indirect approximations. In this chapter, thresholds were first determined for
regenerated fibers with calibers between 5-10 µm and internodal lengths within 3 SD of the mean
(increments of 0.1 SD) positioned according to the fine grid (square grid, 50 µm spacing) shown in
the right panel of Figure 3.8. During hypothesis assessment, the threshold of a motor axon was
defined as the distance weighted average threshold of fibers with identical morphology positioned
within 36 µm of the evaluated axon.
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Once recruitment thresholds had been established for each fiber in the array, recruitment profiles
were calculated based on these thresholds for each evaluated muscle and stimulation paradigm and
features were extracted from these profiles. This entire procedure was repeated 10,000-100,000
times generating 80,000-800,000 recruitment curves (8 stimulation paradigms applied to each
distribution) for each distribution hypothesis. Following the last iteration, recruitment data was
grouped together to generate the group based features. A distribution was constructed of each
computational feature and used to validate the hypothesis through comparisons with the
corresponding feature generated in-vivo.

5.5 Completely Intermingled Motor Fiber Placement
Before evaluating the more complex distribution model outlined in subsection 5.2, it is relevant to
evaluate whether the in-vivo recruitment profiles were likely generated from a motor fiber distribution
where clustering between functionally related fibers was completely absent (hereafter referred to as
the completely intermingled distribution hypothesis). Two versions of this hypothesis were tested. In
the first version, fibers were randomly distributed within the trunk using a uniform distribution
resulting in an equal fiber density across the cross-sectional area of the nerve. In the second version,
the fibers from each muscle were probabilistically placed so that the average fiber density decreased

Figure 5.2. Maximum SI and maximum set SI calculated using the completely intermingled distribution model. For the
computationally derived values solid lines represent averages and the colored areas represent the 95% feature interval
(the interval of features between the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles). The 50% force output level is marked by the vertical
cyan line.
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linearly from the center to the periphery. To account for different degrees of fiber density gradation
two variations accounting for peripheral fiber densities of 50-75% relative to that in the center were
tested. Graded fiber densities simulates the possibility of a lower fiber density in the peripheral
regions of the nerve while maintaining complete probabilistic intermingling of axons innervating
different target muscles. In order to test the impact of the virtually non-existent caliber dependent
threshold discrepancy predicted by model C in the previous chapter, the intermingled distribution
model was also tested using populations of fibers of a single caliber. Since no consensus has been
reached on the magnitude of motor unit reduction (if any) in reinnervated muscle tissue (see above),
the intermingled distribution model was tested using motor unit numbers present in normal muscle
and two levels of motor unit pool reductions (20/40%).
All versions of the distribution model described above were tested using 100,000 different,
probabilistically determined fiber placements, generating a total of 800,000 recruitment curves for
each version. Two sets of features were extracted from each recruitment curve: The maximum
selectivity index calculated among all muscles in the recruitment curve at muscle force outputs
between 10-95% of maximum normalized outputs (hereafter referred to as ―maximum SI‖); the
maximum selectivity index achieved among a set of 46 stimulation paradigms within the same range
of force outputs (hereafter referred to as ―maximum set SI‖).
The hypothesis that no topographical clustering exists between functionally related fibers in
regenerated nerves was tested by comparing the computationally generated recruitment features with
features measured in-vivo. Figure 5.2 shows the maximum SI and maximum set SI calculated from
recruitment curves generated using the intermingled distribution model at three motor unit pool
reduction levels as well as the range of maximum SI and maximum set SI covering 95% of the tested
trials (2.5-97.5th percentiles). In this subsection, a given distribution hypothesis is rejected if the invivo selectivity features falls outside the 95% feature interval generated by the model for the
distribution at 50% normalized force output (selectivity at 50% force output measured in-vivo
compared with selectivity at 50% force output generated by the model).
As shown in the left panel of Figure 5.2, the average maximum selectivity index increased slightly as
the number of motor units innervating each muscle was reduced. For a fiber distribution completely
void of clustering between functionally related fibers this finding is not surprising. If functionally
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related fibers are not topographically clustered achieving high selectivity becomes increasingly
unlikely as the number of motor units controlling each muscle increases. This becomes clear when
contemplating the far ends of the motor unit pool size distribution. On one side of the spectrum, if
each muscle is only innervated by a single motor unit the selectivity with which an interface can
recruit each muscle is expected to be virtually perfect regardless of the underlying distribution model
since it is highly unlikely that two fibers have the exact same threshold. On the other side of the
spectrum, the selectivity with which each muscle can be recruited will approach zero as the number
of motor units approach infinity.
The figure also shows that the average maximum SIs measured in-vivo are higher than those
generated by the model for each assessed motor unit pool size. Even so, the average maximum SI
data lies well within the 2.5-97.5th percentiles of the computationally generated maximum SI data for
each tested MU pool size. Because of this, it will not be possible to reject the tested recruitment
hypothesis based on the maximum SI data using the rejection criterion described above. In fact, the
range of the computationally derived maximum SI data is so large that it becomes impossible to use
it to reject almost any distribution hypothesis based on the rejection criterion used in this subsection.
Fortunately, the range of the maximum set SI is significantly smaller making it a more efficient
becomes smaller, the maximum set SI generated from the in-vivo data always remains above the 97.5th

Figure 5.3. The effect of graded fiber density (left) and caliber based threshold discrepancy on the simulation results
(right).
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feature to test the validity of a given distribution hypothesis. The right panel of Figure 2.2 shows the
average maximum set SI data for the tested MU pool sizes as well as the limits of the 2.5th and 97.5th
percentile of the generated distributions. While the maximum set SI increases as the MU pool sizes
percentile for each tested MU pool size for all muscle outputs above 15% of minimum output. In
particular it is higher than the computationally derived maximum set SI at the 50% force level.
The simulation results suggests that it is highly unlikely (in fact virtually impossible) that it would be
possible to achieve the degree of selectivity generated by the sieve electrode in-vivo if no spatial
clustering was present between functionally related fibers in regenerated nerves.
This conclusion is not influenced by the fiber density distribution within the interface nor the choice
of model used to simulate discrepancies between different caliber fibers (uniform or non-uniform).
This is illustrated by Figure 5.3 which compares the 95% interval of the maximum set SI data
generated using the methodology described above for the 40% MU pool size reduction with
distributions generated under identical conditions except graded rather than uniform fiber densities
(left panel) or uniform rather than physiological axonal caliber distributions (right panel). The
intervals generated by each variation of the distribution model are virtually identical suggesting that
the results are minimally influenced by either factor.
The number of trials used as a basis to generate the intervals also appears to be large enough that
even significant reduced trial numbers yields almost identical results. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4

Figure 5.4. The effect of trial number on computationally derived maximum SI and maximum set SI values.
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Figure 5.5. Maximum set SI data at different intervals. The green interval represents the highest selectivity achieved
among any of the 800,000 recruitment curves.

which compared the SI data generated using the 60% motor unit pool size for the utilized number
of trials (100,000) and a number of trials one tenth of that (10,000). Again, the overlap between the
two distributions is almost complete
Finally, the completely intermingled distribution hypothesis can also be rejected based on more
stringent rejection criteria. Figure 5.5 show the intervals covering 95%, 99% and all of the maximum
set SI data generated using the 60% motor unit pool size. From the figure it is clear that the in-vivo
selectivity index is higher than the highest computationally derived selectivity index at almost all
muscle outputs. This means that it would be improbable to achieve the highest selectivity index
generated in-vivo even after 100,000 experimental trials (100,000 implantations) unless some spatial
clustering exists between functionally related fibers within regenerated peripheral nervous tissue.

5.6 Clustering of Functionally Related Fibers in Regenerated Nerves
The previous subsection provided evidence to suggest that it is unlikely that no topographical
clustering exists between functionally related fibers in regenerated peripheral nerves. This subsection
attempts to quantify the degree of the clustering between fibers innervating the same distal
musculature in regenerated rat sciatic nerves by testing a range of different distribution hypotheses.
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The tested hypotheses are described in more detail in subsection 5.2. Briefly the difference between
the tested distributions is: the magnitude of the standard deviation of the Gaussian used to place the
center of each fiber cluster; the magnitude of the standard deviation of the Gaussian used to place
fibers around each cluster center. If the standard deviation of the Gaussian used to place fibers
around each fiber cluster is high then that means that the distance between clusters is large (higher
clustering, more selective recruitment). If the standard deviation of the Gaussian used to place fibers
around each cluster center is large, then clusters are more diffuse (lower clustering, less selective
recruitment).
Each distribution hypothesis was tested for three levels of motor unit reductions (0, 20, and 40%). A
distribution hypothesis was rejected if the maximum set SI measured in-vivo fell outside the 97.5%
feature interval (1.25-98.75th percentiles) generated by the model at either 40% or 80% of
normalized maximum muscle output. For the 0/20/40% motor unit reduction levels, 73/70.0/67%
of the tested number of hypothesis were rejected based on this criterion. The patterns in hypothesis
rejection were similar at all MU reduction levels. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 shows the rejection pattern of

Figure 5.6. Rejected and non-rejected distribution hypotheses. The black squares represent rejected hypotheses while the
red squares represent hypotheses which were not rejected by the model. Two of the three dots represents hypotheses
which were rejected because they generated too high SI values (magneta), too low SI values (cyan). The green dot
represents a hypothesis which was not rejected. Maximum set SI intervals generated from each of the marked
hypotheses are shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7. Rejected and non-rejected distribution hypotheses for the 20 and 40% motor pool reduction scenarios.

the tested distribution models at the 0% motor reduction level and at the 20/40% reduction levels,
respectively. The black squares represent rejected distribution hypotheses while the red squares
represents distribution hypotheses which couldn‘t be rejected based on the rejection criterion.
With a single exception, distribution hypotheses that assumed a close very close proximity (σCC <=
0.1 mm) between cluster centers were rejected. Similarly, clustering hypotheses that assumed very
tight clustering between fibers belonging to the same cluster (σF <= 0.25 mm) were typically rejected
unless close enough proximity was maintained between cluster centers to ensure intermingling
between fibers belonging to different muscle groups. On the other side of the spectrum, distribution
models that assumed highly dispersed fiber clusters (σF >= 0.55 mm) were also rejected with a single
exception (in the in the 40% MU reduction variation).
The significant majority of non-rejected distribution hypotheses (75/78/70% for the 0/20/40%
reduction criterion) are characterized by a moderate degree of fiber clustering (σF = 0.35-0.45 mm)
and a medium to large spatial separation between cluster centers (σcc >= 0.3 mm). Maximum set SI
intervals (between the 1.25th and 98.75th percentiles) generated from the three different distribution
hypotheses marked by the three dots in Figure 5.6 are shown in Figure 5.8. As is shown by the
examples in Figure 5.8, hypotheses characterized by very compact or dispersed fiber clusters or very
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Figure 5.8. Maximum set SI intervals (between the 1.25th and 98.75th percentiles) generated from the three different
distribution hypotheses marked by the three dots in Figure 5.6.

close proximity between cluster cores typically resulted in SIs that were either too high or too low
compared to that measured in-vivo. The simulation results suggest that there exists a range of
clustering parameters which corresponds well with SI data measured in-vivo. The implications of this
finding are discussed below.

5.7 Discussion
The goal of this chapter was to use computational modeling and in-vivo recruitment data generated
from chronically implanted MSEs to determine the degree of spatial clustering between functionally
related axons in regenerated peripheral nerves. This was done by specifying a series of distribution
hypotheses representing a range of different topographical organizations. The bioelectrical model
described in Chapter 3 was then used to generate recruitment curves from each evaluated fiber
distribution. Next, recruitment selectivity data was extracted from the computationally generated
recruitment curves and compared to in-vivo selectivity data to determine the probability that in-vivo
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selectivity data was generated by the MSE based on the type of fiber distribution specified by each
distribution model.
There are benefits and disadvantages in using computational modeling to assess the probable fiber
distribution present in nerves regenerating through MSEs. One benefit is that computational
modeling facilitates predictions of the fiber distribution underlying the recruitment data generated
during the in-vivo evaluation post-hoc, limiting the need for additional in-vivo studies. Post-hoc
analysis also allows for predictions to be made of the conditions present during the original
experiments without making inferences from a later experiment which may be contaminated by
differences in experimental technique or other sources of error.
While there are clear benefits of model based, post-hoc data analysis, there are also significant
disadvantages. In the present study, two salient disadvantages are a strong dependence on model
accuracy and a limited ability to account for all possible distribution models. While experimental
fiber tracing studies are marred with potential inaccuracies (Hayashi et al., 2007); accurately
capturing the behavior of neuronal systems using computational modeling is not trivial. During the
development of the computational model used in this study, attempts were made to capture relevant
aspects of the rat neuromuscular system with sufficiently high detail to avoid errors resulting from
by faulty assumptions and/or oversimplifications. Unfortunately, as is evident from subsection 5.3,
there are parameters which are difficult to ascertain using currently available experimental data. One
such factor is the degree of motor unit reduction of reinnervated musculature where the numbers
reported in the literature often differs substantially (Tötösy de Zepetnek et al., 1992; Valero-Cabré et
al., 2001; 2004; Lago et al., 2007). Since variations in MU numbers has a meaningful impact on the
selectivity index predicted from a given distribution hypothesis, the uncertain nature of this
parameter represents a potential source of error. In the present modeling study it was therefore
important to test more than one motor unit pool size for each assessed distribution model.
Fortunately the presented results were robust enough that strong conclusions can be drawn from
them even as the numbers of motor units were reduced by as much as 40%.
The limited number of tested distribution models represents another source of error. The tested
distribution hypotheses all assume that the spatial organization of motor fibers is rather simple. The
assumption was made that there exists no significant difference between the distances between
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Figure 5.9. Fiber positions generated from the distribution hypotheses marked by the circles in Figure 5.6. Fibers are
twice the diameter than their actual size in-vivo. Dots surrounded by a halo represent fibers activated by a 50 µA pulse
delivered from the top central stimulation site. Red/Green/Blue dots represent populations of fibers innervating
Gastroc/TA/EDL muscles respectively.

clusters innervating to different muscles (i.e. no accounting for the possibility that fibers innervating
two specific muscles intermingle more with each other than with fibers innervating a third muscle).
In addition a single cluster center was assigned to each muscle which disregards the possibility that
fibers innervating a single muscle may form multiple clusters within the nerve. The choice of testing
a limited number of simple models was made to avoid situations were a very large number of
different distribution models all provides an adequate basis to explain the in-vivo data.
Computational modeling makes it possible to test an arbitrary number of arbitrarily complex
distribution models. Since many highly complex distribution models may fit the data very well, it is
important to only include models which are likely to be present in-vivo or it may become difficult to
interpret the computational results.
From subsection 5.5 it is clear that the model strongly rejects the notion that the in-vivo recruitment
data could be generated from a fiber distribution void of spatial clustering between motor fibers
innervating the same muscle. Instead, the simulation results support the notion of some degree of
spatial clustering of motor fibers in regenerated nerve. The goal of subsection 5.6 was to quantify
the magnitude of this clustering. Simulation results presented in subsection 5.6 suggest that there
exists a well-defined range of clustering parameters which results in recruitment SI similar to those
measured in-vivo. For the purpose of this discussion it may be useful to provide illustrations of fiber
distributions generated by rejected and non-rejected distribution models. Figure 5.9 shows examples
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of the fiber positions generated from the distribution hypotheses marked by colored dots in Figure
5.6. The simulation results presented in subsection 5.6 rejects the presence of the type of strong
intermingling among functionally related fibers shown in the left hand panel. The computational
model also rejects distribution models resulting in situations where significant spatial overlap
between fibers innervating two or more muscles is almost never present (right panel). Instead the
modeling results suggest a moderate degree of intermingling between fibers such as that shown in
the middle panel.
It is difficult to discern the degree with which the spatial clustering of motor fibers innervating
different musculature changes in regenerated nerves without detailed knowledge of the degree of
overlap between the positions of fibers innervating the three tested muscles in non-disrupted nerves.
Studies have shown that fibers innervating distal musculature remain clustered in relatively proximal
nerve regions such as the region used as the implantation site of the MSEs in the in-vivo evaluation
(Badia et al., 2010). Unfortunately, to the best of my knowledge, the degree of spatial clustering and
intermingling between fibers innervating Tibialis anterior, Medial and Lateral Gastrocnemius and
Extensor digitorum longus has never been determined in non-disrupted rat sciatic nerves. Even so, the
clustering parameters presented in the current chapter study should be considered representative of
the approximate degree of clustering expected in a nerve region characterized by relatively high
clustering in its non-disrupted state (e.g. mid to proximal regions of the rat sciatic nerve). The
clustering data determined in this chapter will be used in the last chapter of this thesis to explore the
degree of recruitment selectivity expected when implanting MSEs into nerves innervating multiple
distal muscle groups.
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6 IMPARTING SELECTIVITY – CURRENT
STEERING
Recruitment selectivity, the ability of an interface to selectively interact with a small or large group of
target axons represents one of the most important concepts in peripheral nerve interfacing (see
chapter 2 for a more comprehensive discussion on recruitment selectivity). The selectivity of an
interface can be increased using multiple different avenues: The number of individually controllable
electrode sites can be expanded to provide a finer sampling of a nerve; the distance between
individual sites and their substrate can be decreased; the structure of the nerve can be altered to
allow more immediate access to functionally distinct groups of axons. In addition to these
techniques, which all rely on geometrical manipulation, it is also possible to increase the selectivity of
an interface through the use of novel stimulation techniques. The next two chapters are devoted to
exploring how two such stimulation methods – ―Current steering‖ and ―Depolarizing sub-threshold
pre-pulses‖ can be used to increase the recruitment selectivity of the MSE.

6.1 Stimulation Paradigms
In the context of this work, a stimulation paradigm means the set of stimulation parameters
including stimulation time, stimulation waveform and choice of active stimulation electrodes that
defines a unique type of constant current stimulation. In theory the number of possible stimulation
patterns is infinite but in this work only a very limited set of stimulation paradigms will be discussed.
Each tested stimulus waveform consists of a short stimulus pulse varying between 50-200µs which
may or may not be preceded by a depolarizing pre-pulse. Stimulus waveforms are applied across
various combinations of electrode sites on model sieve electrodes. Importantly, Stimulus waveforms
are applied in both monopolar (non-current steering) paradigms and multipolar (current steering)
paradigms in order to examine synergistic improvements in the recruitment selectivity of the
interface.
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6.2 Evaluation of Selective Axonal Recruitment
Selectivity of individual stimulation paradigms is defined as the ability to activate one specific model
axon or spatial group of model axons while keeping all other model axons below threshold. In the
present study inter-axonal selectivity are quantitatively assessed using multiple techniques.
Recruitment curves are generated for each stimulation paradigm by incrementally increasing the
stimulus amplitude while recording the total number and locations of recruited model axons.
Selectivity is assessed by examining comparative variations in recruitment patterns generated for
various stimulation paradigms. A selectivity index was additionally calculated for each model axon
per stimulation paradigm using the following equation:

(

(

))

The calculated selectivity index provides a measure of the minimum number of axons capable of
being selectively activated by a specific stimulus paradigm. Selectivity indexes were calculated over
multiple ranges of stimulation amplitudes referred to in this work as inclusion thresholds. For a
given inclusion threshold, calculated selectivity indexes were only considered valid if selectivity was
demonstrated over the entire range of stimulus amplitudes (e.g. if an target axons is activated
together with 4 other model axons for stimulation amplitudes between 150-200µA and 8 other
axons between 200-250 µA, the selectivity index for this axon would be ~93% and ~86% for the 50
µA (150-200 µA) and 100 µA (150-250 µA) inclusion thresholds, respectively.)

6.3 Current Steering as a Tool for Imparting Selectivity
Current steering is a proven method for increasing the capability of a neural interface to selectively
interact with small volumes of spatially restricted neuronal tissue (Veraart et al., 1993; Tarler and
Mortimer, 2004; Butson and McIntyre, 2008; Choi et al., 2011; Martens et al., 2011). By using
cathodes and anodes in synergistic patterns it is possible manipulate the electric field distribution
within the nerve so that the potential in some parts of the nerve is positive with respect to ground,
while others are negative. Importantly, much of the tissue in-between these positive and negative
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Figure 6.1. Example of recruitment patterns generated by monopolar and multipolar stimulation paradigms. Filled in
squares and empty squares represents activated and sub-threshold axons, respectively. Interposed dashed line
outlines the zone of activation. Potential profiles show the potential distribution in the plane 200μm longitudinal to
the plane of stimulation.

pockets are characterized by very low electric field strength.
The goal of this chapter is to investigate how current steering can be used to improve the spatial
selectivity of the macro-sieve electrode. To this end, ten micrometer axons featuring normal axon
morphologies were placed at the 57 locations shown by the middle panel in Figure 3.8 and
stimulated using 256 monopolar (non-current steering) and ~300 multipolar (current steering)
stimulation paradigms. Axons were stimulated using 50µs, monophasic pulses with stimulation
amplitudes ranging between 5-500 µA (5µA increments). For paradigms using multiple sinking and
sourcing electrode sites, the total current output were distributed uniformly across active sources
and sinks (e.g. if three anodes and one cathode stimulated the nerve with an 30 µA stimulus pulse,
each anode would source 10µA while the single cathode would sink 30µA). Nodal displacements for
each axon in the model nerve were set to 0.
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The utility in using current steering as a tool to spatially control the zone of activation is illustrated
by Figure 6.1. Individual colorimetric plots represent the potential profiles generated within model
nerve tissue as a result of constant current stimulation applied via the macro-sieve electrode. Model
axons within integrated peripheral nerve tissue are represented by empty and filled squares. Empty
and filled squares represent model axons below and above the threshold of action potential initiation,
respectively, per stimulation paradigm and stimulus amplitude. The zone of activation (spatial region
of the nerve within which all model axons are activated) is enclosed by the interposed dashed black
lines. During monopolar stimulation, the elliptic zone of activation spreads to engulf the entire nerve
over a relatively narrow amplitude range (< 200µA), with activation thresholds being almost
singularly determined by the distance between individual fibres and the cathode. The utilized
multipolar stimulation paradigm results in a more spatially restricted zone of activation preferably
activating fibres within the central via-hole while suppressing activation of axons above the cathode
using the two flanking peripheral anodes. The zone of activation remains highly focused for the
range of stimulation amplitudes shown in Fig. 6.1.
Current steering has already been used to increase the spatial selectivity of chronically implanted

Figure 6.2. Example of recruitment profiles generated by monopolar and multipolar stimulation paradigms in-vivo. The
plots show the recruitment profiles generated as the same channel was used to sink current while the other channels of
the electrode were either passive (monopolar) or actively sourcing current (multipolar).
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sieve electrode. Figure 6.2 shows two recruitment profiles, one generated during monopolar
stimulation applied through one of the central electrode sites and the other when the same site was
used to sink current while the other electrode sites were assigned as anodes. In this example, the
application of the multipolar stimulation paradigm allowed virtually all motor axons innervating the
extensor digitorum longus (EDL) to be recruited without any spill-over activation of either tibialis anterior
(TA) or Gastrocnemius (Gastroc). The general shape of the two curves suggests that the zone of
activation generated by the monopolar stimulation paradigm contained axons innervating both EDL
and Gastroc and that the part of the original zone of activation containing axons innervating
Gastroc was suppressed by the addition of sourcing electrodes.

6.4 Selectivity of Monopolar and Multipolar Stimulation Paradigms
To gain a better understanding of the superior spatial selectivity offered by multipolar stimulation
paradigms, the highest selectivity index achievable for all ~560 tested stimulation paradigm was
calculated for inclusion thresholds from ranging between 0-200 µA. The maximum selectivity index
refers to the highest selectivity index with which a particular stimulation paradigm is capable of
recruiting any axon within the array. Maximum selectivity index data forms a bimodal distribution
(Figure 6.3), with the lower peak corresponding to the mean maximum selectivity index for all
monopolar stimulation paradigms and the higher peak representing the mean maximum selectivity

Figure 6.3. Maximum selectivity index distributions for monopolar and multipolar stimulation paradigms using the 15µA
and 30µA inclusion thresholds.
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index for the tested multipolar stimulation paradigms. At higher inclusion thresholds the width
between the two peaks increases, demonstrating differences in the sensitivity of imparted selectivity
to changes in stimulus amplitude. The left panel in figure 6.4 provides a more complete picture of
this phenomenon: While both monopolar and multipolar stimulation paradigms exhibit high
selectivity at low inclusion thresholds, the selectivity of all monopolar stimulation paradigms
diminishes rapidly with increasing inclusion thresholds and is reduced to zero for thresholds above
~170 µA. In contrast, maximum recruitment selectivity indexes generated using the multipolar
stimulation paradigms are only moderately affected by the choice of inclusion threshold.
Selectivity indexes derived from in-vivo evaluations of the macro sieve electrode (see subsection 4.6
for more information on how in-vivo axonal recruitment data was acquired) are shown the bottom
right panel in Figure 5.4. Only stimulation paradigms capable of achieving 5% recruitment of at least
one the three evaluated motor populations within the range of evaluated stimulation amplitudes (0200 µA for monopolar stimulation paradigms and 0-400 µA for multipolar stimulation paradigms)
was included. The selectivity indexes were calculated using (Ledbetter et. al., 2011):

Figure 6.4 Left panel: Average (±SD) maximum selectivity index for monopolar and multipolar stimulation paradigms
over the full range of tested inclusion thresholds. Right panel: Average selectivity indexes for monopolar and multipolar
stimulation paradigms derived from experimental data
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The figure shows the SIs measured for
inclusion thresholds between 5-95% of the
normalized muscle force.
Overall, the average measured selectivity of the
included multipolar stimulation paradigms (n =
37) was higher than the selectivity index of the
included monopolar stimulation paradigms (n
= 47) but the difference was relatively small
and the range of SIs within each group was
significant. Similar to what was predicted by
the model, the discrepancy between the

Figure 6.5. The ration between the average selectivity index
measured for monopolar and multipolar stimulation
paradigms for different inclusion thresholds.

average selectivity of the two groups increased for higher inclusion thresholds. The ratio between
the average measured SIs are shown in Figure 6.5.

6.5 Stimulation Paradigm Based Selectivity Optimization
In order to provide effective peripheral nerve interfacing, the macro-sieve electrode needs to be
capable of recruiting axonal populations with high specificity regardless of their positions within the
nerve. This subsection looks closer both at the theoretical limitations of the spatial selectivity
achievable by the macro-sieve electrode using the tested monopolar and multipolar stimulation
paradigms as well as optimal stimulation paradigms for recruiting axonal populations located at
different positions within the nerve.
The first of these questions was addressed by calculating the maximum selectivity index for each
fibre position in the model nerve. The selectivity of each fibre was determined by searching through
recruitment data generated for each tested monpololar and multipolar stimulation paradigm.
Maximum selectivity indexes for each fibre was determined for inclusion thresholds between 5200µA. The maximum selectivity indices achievable at each evaluate fibre positions were averaged
together to a form average maximum selectivity index for the nerve (Nerve selectivity index).
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Figure 6.6. Maximum nerve selectivity indexes for normal and regenerated stimulation paradigms over the full range of
tested inclusion thresholds. Maximum nerve selectivity indexes represent the average maximum selectivity index at each
evaluated axonal position.

Average maximum selectivity indexes generated for monopolar and multipolar stimulation
paradigms are shown in Figure 6.6. Comparisons between nerve selectivity indexes generated using
a ―optimal‖ set of monopolar and multipolar stimulation paradigms is relevant since they represent
an approximation of the highest selectivity index that can be achieved in-vivo. The difference in
maximum indexes for the entire nerve achievable for the two types of paradigms is small for the
most generous inclusion thresholds (0-5 µA) but increases rapidly as the inclusion threshold
becomes more stringent. Since inclusion thresholds represents an attempt to filter away unrealistic
results which can only be achievable in-silico using few spatial data points (model fibres), selectivity
indexes for the lowest inclusion thresholds can probably be considered irrelevant for the purpose of
trying the assess the spatial selectivity that can be achieved in-vivo. I.e. the very high selectivity of
multipolar paradigms observed for all inclusion thresholds can be interpreted as a sign of their utility
in increasing the spatial selectivity of chronically implanted macro-sieve electrodes.
For a neural interface to be of effective use in motor function restoration applications it needs to be
able to selectively stimulate groups of motor fibres innervating targeted force actuators (muscle
groups) without causing excessive spill-over activation onto groups of motor fibres innervating nontargeted muscles. One way of realizing this goal is using sets of stimulation paradigms to
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topographically parcelate the nerve into a mosaic of individually controllable spatial units.
Stimulation paradigms capable of recruiting each of the evaluated model axons with high specificity
represent a trivially acquired but effective set of stimulation paradigms. This sampling method
results in a set of 57 different stimulation paradigms each representing the optimal method for
selectively activating nervous tissue located in
close proximity of the 57 fibres used to
represent the model nerve in the sparse
sampling scheme. The upper panel in Figure 6.7
include a two dimensional rendering of the
nerve/electrode complex where each evaluated
fibre position has been assigned a number.
Stimulation paradigms capable of recruiting
axons located at positions 1, 5, 10, and 57 with
high specificity are shown in the lower panel in
Figure 6.7. The optimal stimulation paradigms
(out of the set of ~550 tested paradigms) for
selectively recruiting fibre positions 1-10; 41-43;
49-51; 57 are listed in the top panel. Each
stimulation paradigm is listed as an 8 character
code with each character representing one of
the electrode sites (the first four characters
represents the central electrode sites in an
clockwise manner starting from the top site, the
last four characters represent the peripheral sites
clockwise manner starting from the top right
peripheral

site).

For

each

paradigm,

C

represents cathode, A represents anode and X

Figure 6.7. Top panel: List of stimulation paradigms
capable of recruing fibers positioned at location 1-10; 4143; 49-51; 57 with the high specificity. Optimal
stimulation paradigms for recruiting fibres the locations
covered by the black and red mask represent easily
derived variations of the stimulation paradigms used to
target the non-masked positions. Bottom panel:
Recruitment patterns for stimulation paradigms targeting
fibres located at positions 1, 5, 10, and 57.

represents inactive sites. Due to the symmetry
of the interface, stimulation paradigms targeting
all other numbered locations can be easily
acquired from this base set. This is exemplified
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by the set of stimulation paradigms marked using the red mask which are variations of the nonmarked paradigms (e.g. 6-10 can be easily derived from 1-5). Determining sets of stimulation
paradigms capable of targeting different spatial regions of the nerve represent one way in which the
computational model can be used to guide in-vivo studies using chronically implanted macro sieve
electrodes.

6.6 Hybrid Fibers Stimulated using Multipolar Stimulation
Paradigms
The previous chapter discussed the potential pitfalls of using uniform axon models to approximate
regenerated fibers. This subsection provides a brief overview of the validity of the uniform axon
approximation in simulations aimed at evaluating response of regenerated peripheral nerves to
multipolar stimulation paradigms. The impact of using current steering on the fidelity of the uniform
axon approximation was tested by evaluating the recruitment thresholds of hybrid and uniform
axons using the procedure described in subsection 4.9 with the exception that the bottom central
electrode was used to source current. Figure 6.8 show the multipolar analogue to figure 4.14. The
average RMES values shown in Figure 6.8 are significantly lower than those generated using the

Figure 6.8. Effect of multipolar stimulation paradigms on the RMSEs calculated between the recruitment profiles
generated using hybrid fibers and uniform fibers.
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corresponding monopolar stimulation paradigm. The primary mechanism driving this disparity is the
much sharper potential gradients generated during multipolar stimulation. The decreased threshold
discrepancy between hybrid and regenerated fibers for more and less focused potential fields is
illustrated in figure 4.11 which shows the threshold of hybrid and uniform fibers at different axial
distances from the electrode.

6.7 Discussion
Computational and experimental results presented in this chapter confirm the utility of current
steering stimulation paradigms as a means to increasing the specificity with which neural interfaces
can interact with nervous tissue. As mentioned in Chapter 5, histological studies have shown
significant inter-fascicular and intra-fascicular topographical organization of rat sciatic nerve fibres in
non-disrupted peripheral nervous tissue with nerve fibres innervating the same target (or same type
of target) forming spatially confined clusters (Badia 2010). While other studies have suggested that
motor fibers lose their original spatial organization after complete nerve transaction (Lago and
Navarro, 2006), the results presented in chapter 5 suggests that functionally related nerve fibers
remain topographically clustered following nerve transection and subsequent reinnervation.
Even if the regenerated nerve loses some of its topographical organization, results presented in this
chapter shows how the unique geometrical layout of the macro-sieve electrode makes it possible to
use current steering to create zones of activations sculpted to almost any shape or size. Furthermore,
if the majority of motor axons innervating single muscle groups are distributed within a few fibre
clusters dispersed throughout the nerve, the macro-sieve electrode might still be able to achieve
acceptable control of individual muscle groups by sequentially targeting each of these clusters using
different stimulation paradigms. One of the limitations in the selectivity afforded by the MSE using
short monophasic stimulus pulses is the inability to select regions of the nerve that is located
spatially distant to all electrode sites without co-activating tissue located in close proximity to the
activating electrode. This problem might be overcome using sub threshold depolarizing pre-pulses
(Grill and Mortimer, 1997; van Bolhuis et al., 2001; Vuckovic et al., 2008).
While comparisons between selectivity data generated computationally and data measured in-vivo is
important to establish the viability of the model, any comparisons between computationally and
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experimentally derived selectivity indexes presented in this work needs to take into account
differences in how the data was generated. The computationally derived selectivity indexes shown in
figure 5.4 represent maximum selectivity indexes for each paradigm while the shown in-vivo
selectivity indexes represent the maximum selectivity with which a small number of tested paradigms
are able to selectively recruit motor axons innervating one of the three assessed muscle groups. To
make direct comparisons between the computational and experimental selectivity indexes, the
activity of a large number of fibers throughout the nerve would need to be gauged. Another issue
arises from the way that the experimental selectivity indexes were processed. Unpublished,
functional studies have found that many of the stimulation paradigms that results in no activation of
any of the tested muscles for current amplitudes below 400µA (all of which are multipolar), generate
some of the most interesting and selective activation patterns (movements of individual digits, toe
flexion and extension etc.). While such results are in line with the computational prediction that
multipolar stimulation paradigms is capable of activating small spatial pockets of tissue over an large
range of amplitudes with minimum spill-over activation of non-targeted tissue, these paradigms will
be ignored using the current assessment protocol and are not included in figure 6.4.
Finally it might be prudent to address some methodological concerns related to how the
computational selectivity data was generated. To allow the assessment of large numbers of
stimulation paradigms, selectivity indexes were generated using a highly simplified model (reducing
computational times) using exclusively normal 10 µm axons with perfectly aligned nodes (zero nodal
displacement). The choice of using normal rather than regenerated axons was made to reduce the
number of nodes of Ranvier included in the model. Large calibre normal fibres feature long
internodal distances and allows adequate sampling of the potential field using a small number of
nodes. The use of 10 µm axons does decrease activation thresholds substantially but is unlikely to
have a large impact on normalized inter-axonal selectivity values. Using only an single axonal calibre
and no nodal displacements means that it is possible to directly compare selectivity values for
different stimulation paradigms without averaging together large numbers of model iterations.
Considering the very small effect of nodal displacement on the activation thresholds of regenerated
fibres and the small discrepancy in activation thresholds between regenerated fibres with different
calibres these simplifications are likely to have a limited impact on the calculated selectivity indexes.
Even so, the sparse sampling scheme utilized in this study cannot capture the behaviour of all fibers
within the nerve. As such, reported selectivity indexes should be considered an approximation of the
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ability of the interface to selectively target axons clustered within the immediate neighbourhood of
each sample fiber. Inclusion thresholds were introduced to make this approximation more
representative of the actual behaviour of the tissue and increase the robustness of the model.
If the selectivity index of a stimulation paradigm is robust to changes in inclusion thresholds then
this paradigm will only recruit axons in a particular spatial region almost regardless of how much the
stimulus amplitude is increased. The in-vivo analogue is that such a paradigm will recruit most axons
located within a spatial volume, regardless of idiosyncrasies in terms of activation thresholds
between individual fibres (caused by differences in caliber or intermodal distance), before eliciting
supratheshold response in nerve fibres outside of this loosely defined volume, i.e. the paradigm is
spatially selective.

.
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7 RESTORING UPPER LIMB MOBILITY
USING MACRO SIEVE ELECTRODES
Previous chapters have provided an in-depth theoretical background on the interface between
regenerative MSEs and the peripheral nervous system. In this final chapter, the framework and
models used and developed in previous chapters is integrated with a biomechanical model of the
macaque arm. The gap between the biomechanical and bioelectrical models is bridged by the
development of a detailed model of the neuromuscular system of macaques based on experimental
data yielded from studies aimed at exploring the morphometric and patterns of innervation of the
upper limb peripheral nerves in humans and macaques. A significant proportion of this chapter is
dedicated to describing the development of this model. In order to understand how MSEs can be
used to achieve upper limb mobilization in paralyzed individuals, this integrated model of the
nerve/sieve complex, the macaque upper limb peripheral nerves and the macaque upper limb
musculoskeletal system was used to test the feasibility of utilizing MSEs to control the movements
of the macaque upper limb. Importantly, the integrated model made it possible to explore how
different parameters, including electrode placement and muscle atrophy affected achieved
movement quality.

7.1 Model of Macaque Regenerated Peripheral Nerve Axons
The models of regenerated peripheral nerve axons used in chapters 4-6 are based on morphology
data from regenerated rat sciatic nerve. Histological studies performed on regenerated macaque
upper limb fibers show that they undergo similar post-lesion morphological alteration as rat sciatic
nerve fibers both on the level of individual fibers as well as on the population level (Archibald et al.,
1995). The caliber distribution used in this work is based on histological evaluation of median nerves
regenerated through collagen nerve guides (Archibald et al., 1995). The axonal caliber distribution in
regenerated monkey median nerve changes from a bimodal distribution to a unimodal distribution
with axonal calibers significantly reduced compared to that of non-disrupted nerve (Archibald et al.,
1995). The distributions reported by Archibald and colleagues, are shown in figure 7.1, the
regenerated distribution profile in the lower panel was used as the axonal caliber distribution for
regenerated fibers in all macaque upper limb nerves. In addition to the significant changes in axonal
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caliber distributions, Archibald and colleagues also reported substantial alterations in g-rations
between non-disrupted and regenerated peripheral nerve axons similar to those observed in
regenerated rat sciatic; g-ratio values for regenerated macaque upper limb fibers were adopted based
on their observations. Internodal distances of larger mammalian regenerated axons were adopted
from histological data from rabbit peroneal nerve axons (Vizoso and Young, 1948). All
morphometric parameters used to simulate macaque upper limb peripheral nerve fibers are
summarized in table 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Fiber distributions of non-disrupted and regenerated macaque median nerves (adopted from Archibald et al.,
1995)
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Table 7.1 Morphometric data for regenerated axons in large mammalian nerves
Fiber Diameter

Internodal
distance
±SD†a

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

490
±90

492
±90

494
±90

496
±90

498
±90

500
±90

502
±90

504
±90

506
±90

508
±90

510
±90

512
±90

514
±90

516
±90

518
±90

520
±90

522
±90

524
±90

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Node lengthd

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Axon
diameterb

1.47

2.23

3.00

3.80

4.61

5.44

6.29

7.15

8.03

8.93

9.85 10.79 11.74 12.71 13.70 14.71 15.73 16.94

Node
0.9
1.2
1.5
1.9
2.2
2.5
2.9
3.5
4.2
4.8
5.5
diameterd
a Vizoso and Young, 1948. b Archibald et al., 1995. c Richardson et al., 2000. d Rydmark and Berthold, 1983.
† SD estimated from published data

6.1

6.8

7.4

8.1

8.9

9.4

10.0

7.2 Musculoskeletal Model
In this work, the macaque arm is represented using a 7 DoF musculoskeletal model developed by
other members in the lab. A detailed overview of this model is provided in (Chan and Moran, 2006),
only a short introduction is included in this thesis. Briefly, the musculoskeletal model represents the
arm as a series of rigid segments (bones) connected at the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints. The
shoulder can be articulated in three DoF adduction/abduction, internal/external rotation, and
flexion/ extension), the elbow in one (flexion/extension) and the wrist in two (flexion/extension
and abduction/adduction) (Chan and Moran, 2006). In addition, the model allows for rotation of
the lower arm (pronation/supination) (Chan and Moran, 2006). Explicit representations of 39
muscle tendon actuators are used in the model to produce active joint torques. The current version
of model is implemented in Matlab.
No major modifications of the core parameters of the musculoskeletal representation was
performed as part of this thesis but changes were made to the code that implements the model in
order to optimize its computational efficiency. Increasing the computational speed of the model is
an important step towards being able to use it in real time applications. Substantial additions were
however introduced to the model as part of the process to integrate it into the comprehensive model
of the macaque upper limb neuromuscular system including mechanisms used to account for
imperfect activation of different muscle groups. These additions and modifications are described in
later subsections.
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7.3 Modelling Macaque Upper Limb Peripheral Nervous System
In order to connect the biomechanical and the bioelectrical models a model had to be developed of
the macaque upper limb neuromuscular system. To the best of my knowledge, no detailed model of
the macaque upper limb branching patterns has been developed to date. Therefore such a model
was developed as part of this dissertation. The most fundamental function of this model is to define
the relationship between force actuators included in the musculoskeletal model and nerves
interfaced by the MSE.
The nerves innervating each of the 39 force actuators included in the biomechanical model of the
macaque upper limb are listed in table 7.2. A number of the force actuators included in the model
represents different parts of the same muscle belly (e.g. Deltoid-Anterior, Deltoid-Medial, Deltoid
Posterior) or different heads of a multiheaded muscle (e.g. Biceps short head, Biceps long head). In
the context of simulating neuromuscular stimulation, the separation of muscles into multiple regions
is only relevant if the force output of each region of the separated muscles can be controlled
individually by the utilized nerve stimulator. The validity of this assumption depends on both the
patterns of muscle innervation and on the design of the stimulator itself. Stimulators that are
designed to be inserted near the motor points (terminal branch entries) of each interfaced muscle
would likely be able to control the action of individual regions of a single muscle belly if there is little
overlap between regions innervated by single motor points. Stimulators interfacing more proximal
segments of the nerve may also be able to control the action of individual muscle regions depending
on their recruitment selectivity and the internal topography of the interfaced nerve itself. In this
chapter, only regions of muscles which are supplied by a relatively proximal branch of a common
nerve are assumed to be separately controllable (see below).
Understanding which nerves innervates which muscles is not sufficient to fulfill the goal of finding
the optimized implantation sites of the MSEs. At a minimum, a map needs to be developed detailing
the order that branches innervating each muscle group separate from the main trunk. In addition to
branching orders, it is also relevant to gain a rough estimate of nerve topography and regeneration
distances. Predictions of nerve topography are complicated by topographical changes throughout
the lengths of each nerve trunk. Sensory and motor fibers branch off to innervate their target end
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Table 7.2 Nerves innervating all muscles included in the musculoskeletal model of macaque upper limb
Muscle

Nerve

PCSA(cm2)

Abductor Pollicis Longus
Anconeus

Radial
Radial

0.9
0.9

Biceps-Long Head

Musculocuatneous

1.8

Biceps-Short Head

Musculocuatneous

1.2

Brachialis

Musculocuatneous

4.2

Brachioradialis

Radial

1.2

Coracobrachialis

Musculocuatneous

1.2

Deltoid-Anterior

Axillary

4.2

Deltoid-Medial (Lateral)

Axillary

3.6

Deltoid-Posterior

Axillary

2.7

Dorsoepitrochlearis

Radial

2.7

Extensor Carpi Radialis Brevis

Radial

0.9

Extensor Carpi Radialis Longus

Radial

2.3

Extensor Carpi Ulnaris

Radial

0.9

Extensor Digiti

Radial

0.9

Extensor Digitorum

Radial

0.9

Extensor Indicis

Radial

0.9

Flexor Carpi Radialis

Median

1.9

Flexor Carpi Ulnaris

Ulnar

3.0

Flexor Digitorum Profundus

Median

0.9

Flexor Digitorum Superficialis

Median

0.9

Flexor pollicis longus

Median

0.9

Infraspinatus

Suprascapular

5.5

Latissimus dorsi-Superior

Thoraco dorsal

4.0

Latissimus dorsi-Central

Thoraco dorsal

4.0

Latissimus dorsi-Inferior

Thoraco dorsal

4.0

Palmaris Longus

Median

0.8

Pectroalis-Superior

Medial Pectoral

4.8

Pectroalis-Inferior

Lateral Pectoral

3.6

Pronator Quadratus

Median

1.0

Pronator Teres

Median

1.5

Subscapularis

Upper/Lower Subscapular nerve

9.1

Supinator

Radial

0.9

Supraspinatus

Suprascapular

4.2

Teres Major

Lower subscapular nerve

2.4

Teres Minor

Axillary

2.7

Triceps-Lateral head

Radial

4.2

Triceps-Long head

Radiala

3.6

Triceps-Short head

Radial

4.2

Pritchard 1973, a) May be innervated by Axillary, see De Sèze et al., 2004.
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organs and functionally related axons becomes gradually less clustered proximal to their entry point
into the main trunk (Sunderland, 1945; Watchmaker et al., 1991; Brushart 1991). Detailed,
comprehensive data on the branching patterns and geometries of macaque upper limb nerves are
currently unavailable. While the lack of species specific data is unfortunate, comparative studies have
shown highly similar patterns of innervation in macaque and human upper limb musculature
suggesting that branching patterns and innervation orders of upper limb musculature is highly
conserved between the two species (Liu et al., 1996). Therefore, a map was created of the geometry
of the human upper limb peripheral nervous system using anatomical data yielded from cadaver
studies (Liu et al., 1997; Lindell, 1921; Chaudhary et al., 2014; Friend et al., 2010; Mossman, 1980;
Macchi et al., 2007; Özer et al., 2006). The geometry of the macaque upper limb peripheral nerves
was determined by scaling the human map and adding a branch innervating Dorsoepitrochlearis, a
muscle typically not found in humans. The macaque upper limb - up to the wrist - is about half the
length of the human arm. Specifically, human upper and lower arm measures on average around
56.5 cm (Liu et al., 1997; Lindell, 1921) while the macaque upper limb measures about 29.8 cm
(Cheng and Scott, 2000)). The branch lengths of macaque upper limb nerves were therefore
approximated by halving the branch lengths measured in humans. The slight discrepancy in the ratio
between upper and lower arm lengths in humans and macaques were ignored in this work. Figure
7.2 and Figure 7.3 shows the branching patterns and the branch entry points for nerves innervating
each force actuator of the musculoskeletal model. The most proximal location included in model
was the medial, lateral and distal cords (i.e. divisions, trunks and roots were ignored). Since the
Suprascapular nerve originates proximal to the cords in the brachial plexus it was included separately.
Muscles important for carrying out center out reaching tasks (see below) are marked with red and
green boxes in the figure. Black vertical boxes marks potential implantation sites (see below). The
vertical extent of each branch accurately captures its average position within the shoulder, upper arm
and forearm (discrepancies in branching patterns can however be large between individuals (Liu et al.,
1997; Lindell, 1921)).
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 provide detailed information regarding the relative spatial location of different
branching points. As such, they constitute a framework for constructing a model which can estimate
the discrepancy in spatial clustering between different implantation sites. The creation of such a
model is hindered by the scarcity of reliable data from which to quantify the degree of spatial
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Figure 7.2 Branching patterns of macaque medial and lateral cord (as estimated/scaled from human cadaveric data) and
all nerves innervating muscles included in the musculoskeletal model which originates from them. Red and green boxes
represent muscles important for carrying out center out reaching tasks as described in the next subsection. Black
horizontal boxes represent potential implantation areas. The vertical position of each branching point and the vertical
extent of each branch accurately represent its average position along the limb. All length measures are in units of cm.
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Figure 7.3 Branching patterns of macaque posterior cord (as estimated/scaled from human cadaveric data) and all nerves
innervating muscles included in the musculoskeletal model which originates from them. All length measures are in units
of cm.

clustering between the branch entry points and more proximal locations. In this chapter, decreased
axonal clustering at regions proximal to a branch entry point were modelled based on a single study the paradigm-shifting fiber tracing data published by Bushard two decades ago (Brushart 1991).
Bushard injected a tracer (conjugates of horseradish peroxidase and wheat germ agglutinin) into the
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digital portion of radial nerves in macaque monkeys and traced the positions of the labelled axons
within the median nerve from the hand to the entrance of the brachial plexus. Bushards work
showed that functionally related fibers remain clustered within mixed nerves from their branching
points to the brachial plexus. This was shown using a series of detailed figures which depicts the
topography of the nerve from the distal forelimb to the brachial plexus in 10 mm intervals. From
these figures it is possible to estimate the changes in spatial clustering between functionally related
nerve fibers within macaque upper limb mixed nerves. The model was developed by comparing the
average nerve area occupied by the fibers at each depicted interval, from the most distal to the most
proximal. Topographical maps were extracted from Bushards report and the number of pixels

Figure 7.4. The spatial clustering as a function of length between the nerve entry point to more proximal locations. The
upper panel shows an example of the topography of a macaque median nerve cross-section with the space occupied by
radial digital nerve fibers marked in black (from Bushard, 1991). Clustering was estimated by comparing the total
number of pixels making up the nerve with the number of pixels marked as belonging to the stained fibers.
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within the whole nerve was compared to the number of pixels occupied by the traced fibers. The
discrepancy between tightly and loosely packed regions described by Bushard was ignored; the
fraction of median nerve area occupied by the radial digital nerve axons was calculated by adding
together both regions. This provides a ratio of total nerve area to the area occupied, at least in part,
by the digital nerve axons. Figure 7.4 shows this ratio for locations up to 14 cm proximal to wrist
area. Shown data represents the average ratio taken from the six nerves shown by Bushard in his
original report. The fit represented by the red line was determined by using MATLABS curve fitting
toolbox (R2 = 0.396). The poor fit achieved using the linear approximation is discussed in the last
subsection.

7.4 Determining Target Muscles for Neuromuscular Stimulation
There are a number of conceivable ways that BCI control signals can be coupled to a muscle
stimulation system. One relatively straightforward method is to use the BCI to generate directional
control signals to steer the trajectory and speed of the hand. Unlike conventional cursor control, the
addition of the musculoskeletal model requires directional information to be translated into a set of
muscle activations that can be used to move the hand along the intended trajectory. This translation
can be done using inverse dynamics, a process that calculates a set of ―optimal‖ (satisfying some
optimization function) muscle activations used to generate active joint torques to move the arm
from the current state towards the goal state (Yamaguchi et al, 1995). In this work, inverse dynamics
was used to determine a set of muscles which are important in carrying out a center-out reaching
(Georgopoulus et al., 1988). 80 different sets of center-out movements recorded by previous
members of the lab were analysed using inverse dynamics. The process determines the optimum
force actuator levels of the arm from one state to the next. This is done by first determining the total
active torques (about each joint) required to take the model from the present state to the goal state.
A unit torque matrix (maximum torque producible about each joint by each muscle) is determined
based on the present kinematic state and intrinsic muscle parameters. Finally activation levels are
calculated based on the minimizing of an arbitrary cost function (e.g. total muscle activation, stress,
fatigue) within the constraints set up by the unit torque matrix and required active torques. In the
present study the cost function was set up to minimize total muscle stress. Muscles with an average
activation level and force output equal or above 10% relative to the output of the most active (or
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most force producing) muscle are shown together with a list of the nerves that innervates them in
Fig 7.5 and 7.6. With the exception of Dorsoepitrochlearis (labelled using the red box in Figure 7.5) all
muscles with a normalized average muscle activity equal to or greater than 0.1 during the task also

Figure 7.5 Muscles with average muscle activities at or above 10% of the maximum activity observed during the center
out reaching tasks
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Figure 7.6 Muscles with average force productions at or above 10% of the maximum force production observed during
the center out reaching tasks

produced normalized average forces equal to or greater than 0.1. The muscles in the figures (with
the exception of Dorsoepitrochlearis) represent the primary muscles for neuromuscular stimulation
and the nerves that innervate them the primary implantation targets. The primary muscles are
outlined with red boxes in Figures 7.2 and 7.3.
In addition to the primary muscles, a set of secondary muscles were determined using a different
methodology. Instead of determining an optimal set of muscles using the minimum stress criterion
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the total potential torques achievable by each model muscle about each joint was evaluated by
calculating the total torque possible about each joint from each muscle at each state (muscle state
variables such as fiber shorting speed or fiber length were ignored). The total potential torque was
estimated as the product between the maximum isometric force production of each muscle (~PCSA,
see Table 2) and the moment arm about each joint. Average total potential torques were calculated
over 200 center out reaching movements. Muscles with average potential torque production
capability equal or above 20% of the total average torque production capability represent a set of
secondary target muscles, they are marked by green squares in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. The importance
of this secondary set may not become evident until the total torque requirements exceed that of the
primary target muscles. Importantly the maximum isometric muscle force diminishes due to muscle
fatigue in paralyzed individuals and their total maximum force output using the primary target
muscles may be significantly lower than those of a healthy subject which may necessity the
utilization of the secondary targets. These effects are analysed more in later sub-sections. The
primary and secondary target muscle groups are listed in Figure 7.7. All muscles of the primary
target group, apart from the muscles marked by the red boxes in Figure 7.7, were also members of
the secondary group based on the maximal potential torque criterion.

Figure 7.7 Primary (above) and secondary targets for functional neuromuscular stimulation. Latissimus dorsi only qualified
as a secondary target if each division were added together. In the present work the assumption was made that different
parts of the Latissimus Dorsi cannot be interfaced individually.
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7.5 Integrating the Bioelectrical and Biomechanical Models
The Biomechanical and Bioelectrical models were integrated using the model of the peripheral
nervous system of the macaque described in subsection 7.3. First five nerve segments considered
suitable candidates for potential MSE implantation sites were established based on the innervation
patterns of the primary and secondary targets determined in the previous subsection. All
implantation sites were determined based on the criterion that the site allowed for the selective
interfacing of at least two or more primary targets. With a single exception (the musculocutaneous nerve)
all other chosen sites also innervates at least one secondary target. Distal placements were preferred
to proximal placements. There were three reasons for this. Firstly to avoid interfacing too many
muscles with a single interface which can impact the ability of the interface to selectively activate one
or a few target muscles without significant spill-over activation onto non targeted muscles. Secondly,
the amount of spatial clustering is the highest just next to entry point of a nerve branch (see
subsection 7.3) which is beneficial for achieving selectivity. Thirdly, the larger the distances between
the implantation point and the distal targets of fibers proximal to the nerve transection the longer
the regeneration times and the worse the functional recovery. Only in a single instance were two
sites on a single nerve considered as candidates. The branching point of the triceps brachii is located
relatively proximal which means that if it is to be interfaced through a MSE, a proximal placement is
required.
Once the implantation sites had been determined the bioelectrical model was used to estimate the
selectivity with which the MSEs are able to recruit motor fibers innervating each muscle target
muscle group. Specifically, it is important to determine the approximate amount of spill-over
activation (and the targets of such activation) expected when generating a particular percentage of
the maximum force output of each target muscle. This parameter is important since unwanted spillover activation onto non targeted fibers can lead to compromised motor performance.
Recruitment specificity can be significantly influenced by the topographical organization of motor
fibers within the nerve (see chapter 5). The specific organization within a particular nerve will likely
differ between individuals and, as discussed in chapter 5, may change following implantation.
Therefore even relatively approximate predictions of expected motor target recruitment specificity
require the assessment of a large number of topographic configurations.
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To facilitate the evaluation of large numbers of topographic configurations, maps, similar to those
described in Chapter 5 were created between applied stimulation paradigms and the recruitment
threshold of fibers located at different spatial locations within the nerve. The main discrepancies
between the maps generated in this chapter and the maps generated in Chapter 5 were the choice of
stimulation paradigm and the evaluated calibre range. Since an explicit goal of this thesis is trying to
optimize the degree of motor control achievable using MSEs in-vivo the monopolar stimulation
paradigms used in Chapter 5 were replaced by the set of optimal multipolar stimulation paradigm
described in Chapter 6. The evaluated calibre range was expanded to facilitate the use of fiber
distributions observed in macaque median nerves (see subsection 7.1).
When the map between recruitment thresholds and axonal positions had been established for each
stimulation paradigm, motor units innervating all muscles proximal to the implantation site were
positioned within the nerve using a process similar to that described in Chapter 5. There were
however a couple of differences. First the clustering of functionally related fibers was assumed to be
within the range determined in Chapter 5. To test the effect of more or less favourable topographic
organizations, the highest and lowest degree specified in chapter 5 were used. In addition the
clustering of functionally related axons was reduced as a function of the distance between the sieve
implantation site and the entry point of the nerve where these axons originated. The effect of
distance on clustering was modelled using the linear model described in subsection 7.3.
It is difficult to determine the motor unit numbers of macaque upper limb muscles from the
literature. Human data exists on a number of muscles but the variation in MU number estimations
from various studies is often large. Perhaps more reliable data can be yielded from a tracing study
which details the number of spinal motor neurons innervating a number of macaque upper limb
muscles (Jenny and Inukai, 1983). In this study motor unit numbers for Biceps Brachii, Triceps Brachii,
Flexor Carpi Radials, Flexor Carpi Ulnaris, Flexor digitorum Superferficialis and Profundus, Extensor Carpi
Radialus Longus and Brevis, Extensor Carpi Ulnaris, and Abductor Pollicis Longus were derived by halving
the number of spinal motor units innervating each muscle (studies have suggested that about 50% of
motorneurons represents alpha motor neurons (Burke et al., 1977)). MU numbers of the remaining
muscles were derived from this basic set such that large upper arm muscles (Total PCSA > 8 cm2)
were assigned the same number of MU as the Triceps Brachii, smaller upper arm muscles were
assigned MU pools half as large as the Biceps Brachii, and all remaining lower arm muscles the same
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number of motor units as Flexor digitorum superficialis. Motor unit pool size of each head of Biceps
Brachii, and triceps brachii was assumed to be identical. Studies have determined that the motor unit
distribution of macaque upper limb musculature is very similar between different muscle groups
(Singh et al., 2002). Therefore, the motor unit distribution of all muscles was assumed to be identical.
A muscle with similar motor unit distribution (Rat Gastrocnemius) was used to represents the motor
unit force distribution of each muscle. Muscle reinnervation was assumed to have taken place long
enough ago that the normal relationship between axonal fiber diameter and motor unit force
contribution had returned to normal. The total force output of each fibre was assigned from the
motor pool based on the relative sizes of the motor axon and motor unit output (i.e. large fibers
were assigned large force contributions and vice versa). The internodal distances of each fiber were
determined based on the distribution listed in Table 7.1. Finally the total number of motor units was
reduced by 40% to account for the possible loss in motor unit numbers in reinnervated muscle.
Fibers belonging to each muscle were stimulated using each of the optimal stimulation paradigms
determined in Chapter 6. The recruitment overlap between two muscles was determined by
calculating the average (highest) recruitment selectivity (highest selectivity achieved among the tested
stimulus paradigms) calculated over 1000 trials. The average (highest) recruitment selectivity was
determined for four levels of muscle force outputs: 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95%.
Once the recruitment overlap matrices had been determined for each implantation site and muscle,
they were incorporated into the musculoskeletal model as co-activation matrices at four different
activation levels. Co-activation matrices simulated recruitment overlap by adding the torque
contribution of co-activated muscles (all muscles innervated at the same implantation site) to the
unit torque vectors generated by a given target. This contaminates the unit torque matrix since it
becomes harder to find a combination of force outputs which fulfils the active torque constraint.
This principle can be illustrated by a simple example: If moving between two states requires active
torque to be generated over an single joint with a zero active torque requirement on every other
joints then this condition can only be fulfilled by an muscle exclusively generating torque over the
single target joint. If the activation of this muscle causes overlap activation of other muscles which
generate torques over other joints then the torque condition can no longer be satisfied and the
movement quality will be reduced. Since the selectivity at low force output is typically high (low
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contamination of the unit torque matrix) the ability to produce fluid movements will remain high as
long as the torque requirements stay moderate.

7.6 Simulating Movements Achieved utilizing Functional
Neuromuscular Stimulation through MSEs
Movements induced by MSEs were simulated by adding two constraints to the musculoskeletal
model. The first constraint is the co-activation matrices described above, the second constraint is
that only muscles which are interfaced produce active torques. This means that movements will not
only be degraded by co-activation between muscles resulting in generation of unwanted torques but
also degradation caused by a lowering of the number of muscles producing torques around each
joint. Both of these constraints reduce the number of possibilities to fulfil the active torque
condition with the available combinations of torques. Since the active torque constraint is often not
possible to fulfil using the unit torque matrix generated by the available force actuators, the
optimization criterion was changed to minimization of the difference between the target active
torque and the generated torques.
The degradation in motor performance experienced when controlling the limb through functional
neuromuscular stimulation delivered through MSEs were simulated by having the remobilized arm
perform the same center-out task as the healthy limb. Degradation in motor performance was
quantified by comparing the joint angles of the target movement with the joint angles produced by
the remobilized limb as well as discrepancies between the hand positions. Ten sample center-out
tasks representing movements in eight different directions were used. Each task was evaluated for
four different combinations of implantation sites. The tested combinations were:
a) MSEs implanted in marked sites of the Median, Axillary and Musculocutaneous nerves and in the
distal site of the Radial nerve;
b) Same as a) but with an MSE implanted in the proximal rather than distal Radial nerve
c) Same as a) but with cuff electrodes implanted around the Thoraco dorsal, Ulnar and Median
Pectroal nerves
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d) Same as b) but with cuff electrodes implanted around the Thoraco dorsal, Ulnar and Medial
Pectroal nerves
Each condition was also tested at three levels of muscle force outputs (100%, 50%, and 25%).
Finally each condition was tested for more and less favourable axonal clustering. Figure 7.8 shows
the discrepancy between the generated and intended movements when using the MSE alone. While
performance is poor overall (the model without any constraints generates and average angular error
of about 3.0 degrees and an average position error of around 0.2 cm), it is clear from the figure that
the proximal radial nerve implantation site is significantly superior to the distal site. The impact of
reduced force production is significant for both placements. The impact of decreased axonal
clustering has a similar effect which shows importance of placing the implants in nerve segments
which are well organized spatially. Figure 7.9 shows the reaching data when the activity of the sieve
is supplemented by three cuff electrodes. As is evident from the figure the addition of the cuff
electrodes around the last two primary targets and the Latissimus dorsi increases accuracy of the
movements performed by the remobilized upper limb significantly

Figure 7.8. Movement errors estimated for when using the MSE alone at two different radial nerve implantation sites.
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Figure 7.9. Movement errors estimated when using the MSE and three cuff electrodes. Data represents errors measured
from the proximal radial nerve implantation site

7.7 Discussion
The presented model represents an attempt to bridge the divide between bioelectrical axon
modelling and biomechanical modelling. The model introduced in this chapter represents one
possible avenue for testing hypotheses regarding the degree of motor control achievable using a
particular interface as well as to optimize the outcomes of expensive and time demanding animal
studies. Even so, a number of assumptions loosely based in empirical data went into the presented
model increasing the risk of errors and potentially reducing its fidelity. One salient issue is the
method used to estimate decreased clustering proximal to a nerve branching point. The linear model
presented in subsection provides a poor representation of the measured data. It is clear from the
graph that the area of the nerve occupied by the traced fibers expands and contracts at different
distances. It is however very difficult to generalize this pattern of expansion and contraction across
nerves which are why the simpler model was chosen. Furthermore the approximation of upper
extremity motor unit numbers presented in subsection 7.5 is only partly based in empirical
observations. It is unfortunate that we know so little about the MU numbers of different muscles in
both humans and non-human primates. The issue partly stems from the inaccuracies in the
techniques used to estimate MU number in humans which leads to large discrepancies in the
numbers reported by different investigators.
Finally it may be appropriate to end by addressing the question of whether the MSE represents a
feasible tool for restoring upper limb mobility in paralyzed patients. The results presented in this
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chapter strongly suggest that MSEs may be used for motor restoration under certain conditions.
Even so, it is clear from the anatomical mapping of the nerve that, if used for upper motor
restoration, the MSE should be considered primarily a tool for controlling the force output of distal
muscle. Proximal sites are typically either too far away from the distal end organs to allow for
sufficient regeneration implantation or innervate only a few muscles in which case the added
selectivity of the MSE is not required. Distal nerve regions in the median or radial nerves represent a
better target for neuromuscular stimulation through MSEs. Not only do these nerves typically
innervate a large number of different fibres but they require fine, selective recruitment in order to
control the movement of the fingers. One the major advantages of the MSE over all other existing
interfaces is the small difference between recruitment thresholds of different types of regenerated
motor fibres. This reduces the risk of un-physiological activation of easily fatigable, fast twitch
motor units which is a concern for other implants. In addition, since reinnervated muscles are on
average much less fatigable than non-disrupted tissue, the slightly lower muscle output resulting
from neuromuscular stimulation with regenerative electrodes may, at least in part, be compensated
for by more robust resistance to muscle fatigue.
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Appendix A: Equations Describing the Dynamics
of Generic Hodgkin and Huxley Membrane
Circuit Models
The Figure below outlines the general structure of a Hodgkin and Huxley membrane patch with n
types of ion channels. The resistances in the Figure represents all the different kinds of ion channels
present in the membrane patch. The batteries above the resistances in the circuit model represents
the Nernst potentials of the ionic species of which the ion channels (the resistances below the
batteries) are permeable to. The conductance of the ion channels can change as an function of many
different parameters, the ion channels considered in this work are however exclusively voltage gated
meaning that their permeability changes as an function of time and membrane voltage. EL and gL
represents the leak current Nernst potential and conductance which represents an combination of all
constant non-identified sources of ionic transmembrane flow in the studied membrane. Cm
represents the capacitance of the lipid membrane bilayer of the membrane patch.

Extracellular Medium

E1

E2

En

EL

Ii

Cm
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gn
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Intracellular Medium
The size of the current Ii through any of the ion channels can be formulated:
Ii = (Vm - Ei)gi
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Where Ei is the Nerst potentials for the ionic species that the ion channel are permeable to, Vm the
membrane potential and gi is the conductance of the ion channel. The net transmembrane ionic flux
can be described as:

∑

In the Hodgkin Huxley formalism the gating variables n1,n2 ... nk of each ion channel is determined
by first order kinetics:

Where

are the opening rate of the channel and

ion channels

and

the closing rate. In the case of voltage gated

are functions of membrane voltage. The exact equations determining the

opening and closing rates of an type of ion channel is dependent on the properties of that particular
channel and needs to be determined experimentally. Using the above formalism, the conductance of
each channel type can be expressed as:

∏
Where

are functions of the gating variables

(j = 1 ... ki) and

the maximum

conductance of that channel. The number of gating variables ki are different in different channels,
for most ion channels the number gating variables are less than 3.

Using the above equations the current through an ion channel can be formulated as:

∏
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Giving the equation for the net ionic flux:

∑
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∏

Appendix B: Cable Equations
Cable equations are used to describe the axial axoplastic and transverse transmembrane currents that
define the dynamics of an myelinated axon. A single layered cabel model is shown in the figure
below:

Extracellular Medium
Internode
Ves-1

Node
Ves

Internode
membrane
circuit
equivalent

Rm

Internode
Ves+1
Internode
membrane
circuit
equivalent

Nodal
membrane
circuit
equivalent

Rnm
Vis-1

Rnm
Vis

Rm
ViS+1

Intracellular Medium
The nodal membrane is normally represented by an Hodgkin Huxley circuit model. The internodal
membrane are represented by different circuit models in different axon models. In the simplest case
the internodal membrane is considered an perfect insulator meaning that no transverse currents flow
in the internodal segments and the only currents taken into account are the transverse nodal currents
and the axial currents between nodes. In the more complex models the Internodes is generally
represented by RC circuits representing the combined capacitance and conductance of the axon and
myelin membranes. The equations listed below are valid only for the later more complex model but
can be easily converted to represent the simpler case where the myelin sheet is considered an perfect
insulator.
During computational modeling the internodal segment are generally divided into an arbitrary large
number of segments while the nodal segment is normally represented by an single segment. For each
segment the extracellular and intracellular potential is only considered at one point, generally the
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midpoint of the segment, and the axial resistances represents the resistances between the midpoints
of each segments.
Rmn and Rn represents the axial resistances between an nodal segment and the first internodal
segment on either side and between two internodal segments respectively. Their values are calculated
in the following way:

Where

is the axoplasmic resistivity,

the internodal segment and

the nodal length,

the nodal diameter,

the length of

the axonal diameter.

When the internodal membrane is represented by RC circuit and the nodal segment is represented as
an Hodgkin Huxley circuit model the transmembrane resistivity and capacitance of the internode as
well as the capacitance of the nodal segment also needs to be calculated:

(

)

(

)
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Where
capacitance

is the internode transmembrane resistance,
internodal resistivity per unit area,

resistivity per unit area per myelin lamella,
capacitance per unit area per lamella,

the internodal capacitance

the number of myelin lamella,

the thickness of one myelin lamella,

the internodal capacitance per unit area and

the nodal
the
the
the nodal

capacitance per unit area.
The change in membrane potential per unit time at an arbitrarily chosen nodal segment can be
calculated as follows:

(

)∑

∏

(

)

If
(

)

∑

Then:

For intermodal segments flanking nodal segments:
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∏

(

)

For other intermodal segments:

During computational axon modeling time is discretized and the membrane voltage of each
successive time step can be calculated by numeric integration. The simplest integration method is
explicit Euler which can be formulated as:

Which for change in nodal membrane voltage would be:

Explicit Euler is however prone to numerical instability and will not work for the more complex
axon models used in this paper unless the size of the time step is allowed to be extremely small.
Using such small time steps does however give rise to unfeasibly long calculation times making it
impossible to integrate using Explicit Euler. Implicit Euler is another numerical integration method
which can be formulated as:
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Implicit Euler is beneficial since it is more numerically stable. It is however more computational
intensive and harder to implement since it includes an function of

. The double cable

model which is used in Model C is based on the same principle as the single cable model and can be
modeled using the same basic techniques.
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Appendix C: Nodal Membrane Equations
Model A-C:
Fast sodium current INaf:

Persistent sodium current INap:
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Slow potassium current IKs:

Leakage current ILk:

CRRSS:
Fast sodium current INaf:
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Leakage current ILk:
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Appendix D: Implantable Wireless System for
Multi-Channel, Electrical Stimulation
through High Impedance Neural Interfaces
Numerous interfaces have been developed to facilitate selective electrical stimulation of neural tissue
in the peripheral and central nervous systems. Yet, chronic implementation and assessment of such
interfaces has been limited by a reliance on external stimulators and transdermal connectors. In
order to provide a unique platform for chronic evaluation of multi-channel neural interfaces a novel,
fully implantable wireless stimulator was designed and constructed. The present stimulator
facilitates: 1) wireless selection of 8 independent channels, 2) implementation of monopolar /
multipolar stimulation paradigms, 3) delivery of high-voltage impulses necessary for high impedance
interfaces, and 4) wireless power transmission and communication. Together the robust
functionality and low profile of the present system suggests a unique role in assessing the full
potential of existing neural interfaces in chronic in vivo settings.

D.1 System Overview
The implemented wireless stimulator system consists of a passive implantable wireless stimulator
and a custom built high power RF transmitter (Fig. D.1). Transmitter output is controlled by TTL
pulses delivered through the parallel port. The power output of the Transmitter can set by varying
RV (Fig. D1) or by adjusting the voltage output of the DC power supply.
Implantable wireless stimulators were fabricated using standard printed circuit board technology.
Integrated receivers tuned to 5.0 MHz (Input Ch 2) and 1.8 MHz (Input Ch 1) supplies power and
trigger/logical controls to onboard circuitry, respectively. Channel setup are executed by two
cascaded 12 bit binary counters with clock signals delivered over the 1.8 MHz carrier frequency (5
Kbit/s). Power delivered over the 5.0 MHz carrier frequency is stored on an onboard stimulus
capacitor used to drive initiated stimulus pulses triggered over the 1.8 MHz carrier frequency.
Custom GUIs were designed to modulate wireless transmitters and facilitate real-time control over
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a)

b)

Fig. D.1. System overview. (a) Circuit diagram outlining the basic structure of the system including the transmitter (outlined
by the dashed box) and the implantable device. (b) Picture depicting the front of the fabricated implantable wireless
stimulator.

channel selection as well as the duration, amplitude, frequency, and polarity of evoked electrical
stimuli.

D2. Decoder
A decoder circuit was designed to allow input Ch 1 to be used for output channel setup, stimulus
pulse triggering, and system reset (Fig. D.2). The state of node D1 in Fig. D2 is used to control the
trigger circuit in the output stage. For any duration that D1 is pulled low, charge stored in the
stimulus capacitor is injected into the tissue. Binary inputs to D3 are used to provide the clock signal
to change the state of onboard binary counters. D2 is connected to the reset pin of the binary
counter ICs. Signal decoding is achieved by timing circuits used to divide each stimulus event into a
cycle with a number of discrete phases marked by arrows in Fig. D.2:
1) In the first phase, input Ch 1 is initially used to charge C1/C2/C3. C2 is a large tantalum
capacitor used as a stable voltage source to power the binary counter ICs and provide gating
voltages for onboard transistors. After C3 has been charged to at least 5V, pulses delivered
through input Ch 1 have no effect on the state of D1. This guarantees that no stimulus pulses
are triggered during output channel setup. Once C1/C2/C3 are fully charged, the state of the
binary counters can be adjusted using pulse counting.
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2) After the output channel configuration for the stimulus paradigm is finished, C3 is allowed to
discharge. Once C3 is discharged below ~1V, the state of input Ch 1 will no longer affect the
state of D3. Instead any inputs delivered over the 1.8 MHz carrier frequency will pull the voltage
at D1 to stimulator ground, triggering a stimulus pulse. During this phase, input Ch 2 is used to
charge the stimulus capacitor.
3) Once the stimulus capacitor has been charged to an appropriate level, pulses are generated over
the 1.8 MHz carrying frequency to trigger one or several stimulus pulses. The temporal aspects
of stimulus pulses are determined by the pulse width of the input pulses delivered through input
Ch. 1, stimulus amplitudes are decided by the potential over the stimulus capacitor at the time

Fig. D.2. Top: Circuit diagram detailing the layout of the decoder circuit. Output D1, D2 and D3 are used for stimulus
pulse triggering, channel setup and system reset, respectively. Bottom: Cartoon showing how the decoder can be used
to control the outputs of D1, D2 and D3 depending on the temporal aspects of the inputs received through Input
Channel 1. The letters A, B, C and D represents the start of different phases in the stimulus cycle. A: C1/C2/C3 fully
charged. Input has no effect on the state of D1, inputs from input channel 1 can be used to setup the channels used for
stimulation. B: C3 fully discharged. Input has no effect on the state of D3, C: Inputs from channel 1 can be used
initiate stimulus pulse D: C1 is allowed to discharge, system reset. The time that input channel 2 is active is marked by
the yellow rectangle.
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of stimulus pulse triggering.
4) After the last stimulus pulse has been delivered, C1 is allowed to discharge completely. Once C1
discharges below ~1V, D2 is pulled high which resets the system. After system reset, a new
stimulus cycle can be initiated.

D3. Output Stage
The output stage consists of a Greinacher voltage doubler, a stimulus pulse trigger allowing inputs
from D1 to trigger the output of the system, and nine segments controlling the stimulation settings
of eight electrode sites and one reference electrode (Fig. D.3a). C1 is the stimulus capacitor that is
charged by input Ch. 2 during the charging phase. The Greinacher voltage doubler is used to allow
voltages in the excess of 200V to be generated and stored over the stimulus capacitor. Resistors
R11-R18 are used increase the output impedance of the system which allows the system to be
roughly approximated as an controlled current stimulator. All nine control segments except for the
segment controlling the reference electrode receive two inputs from the casketed binary counters.
Depending on the input from the binary counters, each electrode site can be set independently to
either source or sink current during stimulation. In addition each electrode site can be set as passive
limiting the current being passed through the electrode site to minute leakage currents of the inactive
bipolar junction transistors (BJT) and reverse bias leakage currents through the diodes. Fig. D.3b
show an example of how two channels can be independently controlled to alternately act as sources
and sinks during stimulation.
We do not use biphasic stimulus waveforms in our electrode evaluations and no support for
biphasic waveform generation was added to the output stage. This choice might seem unorthodox
since biphasic waveforms are an important tool in attempting to accomplish charge balanced
stimulation. The main motivation for using uniphasic stimulus waveforms is that a vast majority of
selective stimulation paradigms used with our electrodes involves current steering using multiple
anodes and cathodes. Current steering makes it possible to sculpt the zone of activation by
suppressing parts of the nerve by hyperpolarization using anodes and stimulating other parts of the
nerve by depolarization using cathodes. For these types of stimulation paradigms it is difficult to use
biphasic stimulation because the shape of typical biphasic stimulation waveforms would result in a
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great expansion of the zone of activation since all active electrodes serves as cathodes in one of the
two phases. It would be possible to overcome this problem by designing a circuit producing nonsymmetric biphasic waveforms where the two phases have different amplitudes and durations but
are equal in terms of total charge. Circuitry used to generate this type of waveforms might be
included in future iterations of the system.
To evaluate the range of stimulus current amplitudes achievable by the system and the shape of the
stimulus pulse we tested the output of the system over a 50kΩ resistor. The implantable wireless
stimulator was placed on a tabletop and the transmitter coil was positioned directly over the receiver

a)

b)

A1:0 A2:1
C1:1 C2:0

A1:1 A2:0
C1:0 C2:1

Fig. D.3. a) Circuit diagram showing the structure of the output stage. High voltage AC inputs delivered over the
6.0MHz carrying frequency is doubled and rectified by an greinacher voltage doubler and stored over C1. When D1
is pulled low, stimulus current is delivered over the tissue. Inputs from the binary counters are used to set the output
state of each output channel. b) Example of how different binary counter input configurations can be used to allow
channel 1 and channel 2 to alternately source and sink current during stimulus pulse delivery.
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To evaluate the range of stimulus current amplitudes achievable by the system and the shape of the
stimulus pulse we tested the output of the system over a 50kΩ resistor. The implantable wireless
stimulator was placed on a tabletop and the transmitter coil was positioned directly over the receiver
coils on the stimulator, minimizing transmitter-receiver distance. The stimulus cycle used for
channel setup, stimulus pulse triggering and system reset is described above. A range of stimulus
configurations including different current amplitudes, stimulus pulse widths and channel
combinations were tested. Tests were also performed to ensure that the current amplitude was
approximately identical when the polarity of stimulation was reversed between a pair of channels.
Both single pulses used in peripheral nerve stimulation to elicit muscle twitches and pulse trains used
in tetanic stimulation were attempted. Results were recorded using a Tektronix MSO2000 digital
oscilloscope and saved to a PC.
Recorded current traces for a two channel stimulus configuration are shown in Fig. D.4a. Positive
and negative current pulses represent output Ch 1 sourcing and sinking current respectively.
Stimulus current amplitude is a function of the voltage over the stimulus capacitor at the time that
the stimulus pulse is triggered by input Ch 1. Stimulus current amplitude can be varied by in a couple
of ways. The most straightforward way of adjusting stimulus current amplitude is to adjust the
power being delivered to charge the stimulus capacitor during the charging phase. This can be
accomplished by adjusting charging time lengths or by changing the voltage output of the
transmitter. The first method was deemed inaccurate in our experiments; we used the second
method in all our trials. A second way of adjusting the stimulus current is to trigger the stimulus
pulse at different delays following charging phase termination. Resistor R1in Fig. D.4 was placed in
parallel with the output capacitor to hasten the voltage falloff rate of the capacitor following the
termination of the charging period. With the addition of R1, the RC falloff rate is approximately
equal for each trial, allowing stimulus pulse amplitude to be adjusted by varying the delay between
the termination of the charging pulse and stimulus pulse initiation. This method was used in all our
experiments to enhance the range of stimulus amplitudes achievable with a single transmitter setting.
In theory this method makes it possible to achieve the full range of stimulus amplitudes with a single
transmitter setting, in our experiments we generally used more than one setting. Traces on the right
side of Fig. D.4 provides an example of how we managed to achieve the full range of stimulus
amplitudes between 20-800µA with three values for VR.
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One issue arising from initiating stimulation after the charging pulse has been turned off is that the
slope at the highest point of the stimulus pulse is nonzero. This effect is most apparent when the
stimulus is triggered at a very short delay after charging pulse termination since the slope of the
falloff rate is very steep at that time. This phenomenon puts an upper limitation on stimulus pulse
widths for a given size of stimulus capacitor when utilizing delay times to modulate stimulus pulse
amplitudes. Using bigger stimulus capacitors will lessen this effect as will triggering the stimulus
pulse while the charging pulse is still on. In addition, very long triggering pulses delivered by input
channel 1 will charge C3 in Fig. D.2 above a certain threshold which will automatically terminate the
stimulus pulse. The pulse-length needed to charge C3 can be varied by adjusting the size of R6 or
increasing the size of C3 itself which makes it possible to adjust the maximum stimulus pulse length
allowed. The minimum pulse length achievable is limited by the speed of the transmitter control
system and the time needed to charge and discharge the demodulating capacitor demodulating the
1.8 MHz AC signal. Since the stimulus pulse width is set by the time that the 1.8 MHz signal is
present, pulse widths can be set with in very fine increments.
The motivation for using a 50kΩ impedance load in our bench top evaluation is that this value is
close to the average impedance of our electrodes before implantation at 1 kHz. After about 3
months of implantation electrode impedances have generally increased further. While the choice of
load impedance for bench top testing might seem trivial it is actually of extreme importance in
evaluating whether a stimulation system can be used chronically for a certain electrode type.
Low compliance voltages put limitations on the current amplitudes that can actually be produced
over a high impedance load (such as an high impedance electrode). This leads to a number of
complications. Firstly, there tends to be variability in the impedance of different electrodes in a multi
electrode device and a discrepancy in the current amplitude needed to achieve relevant muscle
recruitment based on the position of the electrode sites relative to the position of interesting axonal
populations. This means that for low compliance voltages, only a limited number of channels (if any)
may be able to produce substantial axonal activation. Secondly, a low compliance voltage puts
limitations on the range of pulse-widths that can be used for stimulation. Shorter stimulus pulsewidths require higher current amplitudes to activate a given population of axons than longer pulsewidths (with the exception of sub-threshold depolarizing pre-pulses). Because of this, a low
compliance voltage will put a lower limit the range of pulse-widths over which relevant nerve
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recruitment can be achieved regardless of the lower temporal limitation set by the hardware
configuration of the stimulator. This is important since studies have shown that shorter pulse-widths
tend to lead to higher spatial selectivity in axonal recruitment (Grill and Mortimer, 1996).
In addition to these general issues, any stimulator utilizing bipolar stimulation paradigms have even
more rigid compliance voltage requirements. During bipolar stimulation between two electrode sites,
impedance is double that of a single electrode site. In addition, bipolar stimulation paradigms
generate a more focused sphere of activation than monpolar stimulation paradigms. This means that
bipolar stimulation paradigms tend to generate substantial muscle activation at much higher stimulus
amplitudes.

a)

b)

Fig. D.4. a) Right: Recorded, single 100µs stimulus pulses with amplitudes
between 20-800µs delivered between channel 1 and channel 2 over a 50kΩ load.
Right: Black curves show voltages measured over the stimulus capacitor for
different transmitter setting, colored dashed lines show the times at which the
stimulus pulses shown on the right panel were triggered. b) Recorded train of
100Hz stimulation pulses used to evoke tetanic responses.
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D5. In-vivo evaluation
Recruitment curves for one monopolar stimulation paradigm and one multipolar stimulation
paradigm are shown in Fig. D.5a. For both paradigms, muscle twitch force output increases
systematically with increasing stimulation current amplitude. In addition both paradigms achieves
selectivity between the tested muscle groups with the monopolar stimulation paradigm showing
selectivity for Gastrocnemius and the multipolar stimulation paradigm displaying selectivity for
Tibialis anterior. Fig. D.5b shows normalized twitch force profiles for the stimulation amplitude that

a)

b)

Fig. D.5. a) Recruitment curves showing the twitch force output of tibelis anterior (TA), Extensor digitorum
longus (EDL) and gastrocnemius (Gastroc) elicited by monopolar (left) and bipolar (right) in-vivo stimulation
of rodent sciatic nerve delivered through an chronically implanted Macro-sieve electrode using our
wireless stimulator. b) Comparison of twitch force profiles at the stimulation amplitude (shown by black
dashed lines in top figures) resulting in the highest selectivity index for the monopolar and the bipolar
stimulation paradigm.
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generated the highest selectivity between muscle groups (based on selectivity index). It should be
noted that the lowest current amplitude producing a significant muscle force output is well above
100µA for both the shown stimulation paradigms. Considering the impedance of our electrodes this
this means that any device with a compliance voltage below or around 5V would be ineffective in
eliciting any muscle response for either of these stimulation paradigms.
The maximum force output generated by the tested muscles for 100 Hz tetanic stimulation at 300
µA is displayed in Fig. D.6. Different electrode sites were used to produce the maximum force
output for different muscles. The amplitude of the maximum force outputs generated by the
wireless system is in the same range as the maximum outputs generated by our usual external setup
for similar experimental conditions.

Fig D.6. Tetanic responses elicited by 100Hz stimulus trains delivered through a chronically
implanted macro sieve electrode using our wireless system.
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Appendix E: Novel Low-component Class E
Oscillator for Efficient Wireless Power
Transmission
Inductive links are a commonly used tool for recharging, powering and interacting with external and
implantable medical devices including cochlear implants, retinal implants, and peripheral/central
nervous system interfaces [1-7]. An inductive link typically consist of a transmitter circuit generating
an oscillating electric current within a transmitter coil that induces a potential over a tuned receiver
coil through magnetic coupling.
One problem in using induction to power and communicate with a wireless device is the relatively
low transmission efficiency between the transmitter and receiver coils. Magnetic field strength falls
off rapidly as a function of distance, which is exacerbated by the requirements of implantable
medical technology to be compact, driving the development of miniaturized receiver coils. Together,
these two factors limit the effective use of biomedical systems utilizing inductive links to relatively
short ranges. Efforts have been made to increase the transmission efficiency of inductive links by
introducing multi-coil transmission systems [8] as well as optimizing the geometries of the
transmitter and receiver coils in an effort to improve the coupling coefficient between the two [9].
An alternative approach of increasing the range and/or effective power output of an inductively
powered wireless device is to increase the efficiency and power output of the transmitter. Class-E
amplifier circuits [10] represent the most common transmitter type used with contemporary
inductively powered biomedical devices. Class-E transmitter circuits can theoretically operate at
100% efficiency [10] with efficiencies as high as 95% having been reported for a transmitter
operating at frequencies between 0.52-1.7 MHz [11]. While the theory of operation of class-E
amplifier circuits is relatively simple, the implementation of efficient class-E transmitter circuits in a
lab setting can be challenging. The main challenge stems from the fact that the efficiency of the
circuit is largely determined by the precision with which the utilized gate driver is able turn the
circuits switching transmitter on and off. The failure to design an adequate gate driver can severely
compromise the performance of a transmitter design.
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This work describes the creation of an efficient transmitter circuit using as few as four discrete
components (excluding the transmitter coil) with a modified version of the traditional class-E circuit
configuration. Due to its relative simplicity, the presented class-E circuit can be implemented by
those with limited experience in circuit design. This paper briefly outlines the theory of operation of
the proposed circuit. In addition, instructions are provided on how to implement transmitter circuits
operating at 0.76, 3.5 and 6.7 MHz using a MOSFET currently priced at ~$1.

E1 Circuit Overview
A schematic of the transmitter circuit is shown in the middle panel of Fig. E.1. The core of the
circuit consists of a resistor (R1), LC oscillating tank (LTrans/C1), RF choke (LChoke) and a MOSFET

Fig. E.3. Transmitter circuit diagrams. Top: A typical class-E transmitter circuit. Middle: The core part of the proposed
transmitter circuit. Bottom: The core part of the circuit together with optional circuit elements.
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(M1). LTrans represents the transmitter coil. Depending on the design specifications, the capabilities of
the circuit can be extended by adding additional components (bottom panel of Fig. E1). R2 and R3
can be used to increase the dynamic range of the power output of a given transmitter configuration
while C2/C3 permits CGS/ CDS (the inherent MOSFET capacitances between gate/source,
source/drain) to be adjusted.

E2. Theory of Operation
The switching transistor of a well-designed class-E amplifier circuit dissipates very little power. In
order to achieve this property, the gate driver of the circuit needs to be implemented such that
significant currents and voltages are never simultaneously present over the transistors source/drain
(or collector/emitter) terminals.
During transmitter operation, the sinusoidal potentials produced over the transmitter coil and C1
(capacitor of the LC tank) are 180° out of phase. At the resonant frequency of the LC tank,
potentials generated over the inductor and capacitor cancel and the voltage over the LC branch is
zero (assuming lossless operation). The addition of C3+CDS shifts the resonant frequency of the
circuit away from the resonant frequency of the LC tank resulting in a discrepancy between the
potentials generated over C1 and LTrans. Since the switching transistor is connected in parallel with
the LC branch this discrepancy results in, often large, potentials being generated over its sourcedrain terminals. During the presence of these potentials the transistor needs to be turned off or it
will dissipate significant power (only positive potentials are generated due to the MOSFETs body
diode). In addition, after these potentials have subsided, the MOSFET needs to be turned on to
provide a minimal resistance path for current from the LC branch. If there is a mismatch in
transistor switching cycles and the LC circuit charge/discharge cycles then the efficiency of the
transmitter is decreased. If the mismatch is substantial then the power dissipated by the switching
transistor can cause it to heat up to the point of failure.
In the proposed circuit, the gate drive is supplied, in part, by direct feedback from the LC tank.
Since C1 and CGS are connected in series, an AC voltage signal is generated over both during LC
tank oscillations with the change in gate terminal potential following (Please see E5 for a more in160

depth description on how equations (E1-7) were derived):
(
)
Where VG is the gate voltage, VDS the potential over the drain and source terminals and VC the
potential over C1. Ignoring the resistance of the transmitter coil, the potential generated over the
drain-source terminals of the MOSFET is given by:

If we assume that VC is a sinusoidal signal at the resonant frequency of the circuit (ωres), (E1, E2)
simplifies to:
∫
(
)

Assuming that the damping effect of the integral term will be minimal for large R1, (E3) further
simplifies to:

where:

Based on these assumptions, VG can be described as a scaled analogue of VC at an offset defined by
the source voltage. Since CGD often change dramatically as the MOSFET is turned on and off, a
varying degree of discrepancy between the shape of VC and VG can be expected depending on the
size of CGD and the offset between the resonant frequency of the LC tank (ωLC = 1/(2πC1Ltrans) and
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ωres.
Since the AC component of the gate potential approximately follows the potential over C1, and
since the phase shift between the potentials generated over C1 and LTrans is 180°, the potential over
the gate (VG) will be low as the potential over the source-drain terminals (VDS) is high and vice versa.
The relationship between them can be derived from (E2, E4):

where:

Equation (E6) shows that achieving the desired property of VG and VDS being 180° out of phase
requires β to be a negative number larger than one. The ease with which this can be achieved for a
given circuit configuration is chiefly determined by size of CGD and the discrepancy between ωres2 and
ωLC2.

E3. Evaluated Transmitter Circuits
Three transmitter circuits operating at 0.76, 3.5 and 6.7 MHz were implemented using International
Rectifiers IRFSL5620PBF-ND power MOSFET (M1), an 150 µH RF Choke (LChoke), and an 1/4 W
100kΩ resistor (R1). The values of LTrans, C1, C2, C3 used to implement each circuit are listed in
Table E.1. Ltrans was made using 20 AWG braided copper wire, mica capacitors were used for C1
while ceramic capacitors were used for C2 and C3. The circuits were assembled on a custom made
PCB board and were powered using an Agilent E3631A power supply. It is important to note that
when C1 is small enough (few tens of pF) parasitic capacitances between PCB traces and parallel
capacitances of oscilloscope probes can have a significant impact on the operating frequency of the
circuit. As an example, the mica capacitor used in the 6.7 MHz transmitter circuit (25pF) is not large
enough by itself to satisfy β <-1. Here, the sum of the capacitances of the voltage probe used to
measure the transmitter coil potential and the trace capacitances increased the total effective value of
C1 well above 25 pF. Fig. E.2 shows voltage traces measured over C1, the transistor gate terminal,
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Table E.1 Component values used in transmitter circuits
Frequency LTrans
C1
C2
C3
(MHz)
(µH)
(pF)
(nF)
(nF)
0.76
30.0
1800
14.05
8.22
3.5
17.1
125
5.62
N/A
6.7
17.1
25
1.87
N/A

the transistor drain-source terminals and transmitter coil (VC, VB, VDS, VTrans respectively) during
operation of the 3.5 MHz transmitter.

Fig. E.4. Voltage traces measured over C1 (VC), the switching transistor gate (VG) and source-drain terminals (VDS), and
the transmitter coil (VTrans) during operation of the 3.5 MHz transmitter circuit. In order to generate the given output
VDD was set to 5.94 V and 226 mW was drawn from the supply.
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Fig. E.5. Measured RMS transmitter coil voltages at various source power outputs (amount of power drawn from the
power supply to generate the indicated RMS voltage).

As expected, VG approximately behaves as a low amplitude analogue of VC at an offset defined by
VDD. Importantly, VG is close to 180° out of phase with VTrans meaning that the gate terminal voltage
is low at times where large potentials are present over the transistors drain-source terminals (VDS)
and high during the rest of the operating cycle, closely resembling the ideal behavior of a class-E
gate drive signal. As discussed in greater detail below, the relationship between VG and VDS plays an
important role in determining the overall efficiency of the transmitter. The performance of each
transmitter circuit was evaluated by comparing measured RMS transmitter coil potentials with the
amount of power drawn from the power supply by the circuit. Transmitter coil voltages were
recorded using Tektronix 1002B and 2014B oscilloscopes over a range of power supply voltages
(and corresponding source power outputs). Measured voltage traces were then imported into Matlab
and RMS potentials were calculated using three periods. The RMS transmitter coil potentials over
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the evaluated ranges of supply power outputs are shown in Fig. E.3. In addition, Fig. E.3 includes
two data points showing the performance of two class-E transmitter circuits used in previous studies
[9, 12]. The voltage output of the transmitter circuit described in [12] was calculated based on the
reported transmitter peak-to-peak current data. Transmitter coil inductance and operating frequency
was nearly identical to those reported in [9] and [12] to ensure the relevance of using coil potentials
as a metric for comparing transmitter performance. As is evident from the figure, the performance
of the example circuit operating at 0.76 MHz is practically identical to that reported in [12] while the
performance of the 6.7 MHz circuit is significantly better than that reported in [9]. The main
advantage of the proposed 0.76 MHz circuit compared to the circuit presented in [12] is simplicity
and scalability. The proposed circuit can be easily implemented using as few as 6 discrete
components (including C1 and C2) while the transmitter presented in [12] uses 24 discrete
components and 5 ICs. The use of ICs puts additional restrictions on the maximum effective
operating frequency, which can influence the efficiency of the transmitter in applications where
higher operating frequencies are preferable.
Another important property of a transmitter circuit is the range of power outputs over which its
performance can be maintained. This range can be determined by studying the relationship between
the power being consumed by the circuit and the power being generated over the transmitter coil.

Fig. E.4. Normalized transmitter output vs. normalized power source output. A linear relationship between the two
suggests that the transmitter efficiency isn't significantly influenced by source power output in the evaluated range
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The ability of the circuit to maintain its performance over a particular range of power outputs can be
evaluated by measuring the linearity of the relationship between the input and output power within
the specified range. Since current increases linearly with potential for an ideal inductor it is possible
to determine the range of outputs over which the input-output relationship remains linear by
observing the range over which the square of the normalized RMS potential (normalized power
output) increases linearly with the normalized source power output. As is shown in Fig. E.4, the
input-output characteristics of the transmitter is close to linear for the two higher frequency
transmitter circuits, while the performance of the lower frequency transmitter circuit decreases with
increasing power. The determining factor causing this discrepancy between the 0.76 MHz and the
higher frequency transmitters is likely that the later circuit was tested using a larger range of supply
voltages. In fact, the output of the 0.76 MHz circuit increases roughly linearly with source outputs of
up to ~5.87 W. It is hard to test the response of the higher frequency circuits empirically using the
example circuits since each circuit was tested within the range of supply voltages at which they
produced a stable output (with that range being lower for the 3.5 and 6.7 MHz circuits). Methods
for increasing the stable operating range of the transmitter are discussed in the next subsection.

E4. The effect of C2, R2 and R3 on transmitter performance
As mentioned above, the relationship between VG and VDS has a large impact on the operating

Figure E.6. Effect of the size of C2 on the performance of the transmitter circuit. The performance of the circuit for
different C2 values and transmitter coil potentials was evaluated by comparing the ratio between the square of the RMS
coil voltage (used to approximate output power) and the input power. Ratios were normalized with respect to the largest
ratio in the series; corrections were made for changes in transmitter frequency resulting from adjustments of C2.
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efficiency of a given circuit configuration. By adjusting α, the parameter used to determine the
amplitude of VG relative to VC, it is possible to optimize the gate drive signal such that the switching
transistor remains closed while VDS is large and open for the remainder of the operating cycle. The
easiest way to achieve this is by manipulating the gate capacitance using C2.
The effect of C2 on the performance of the 3.5 MHz circuit is illustrated by Fig. E5. The gate
capacitance (CGS + C2) has a significant impact on the efficiency of the transmitter circuit at a given
output. In addition, when power output changes, the optimal gate capacitance shifts. The figure also
illustrates the tradeoff between using large and small α values. If α is too small (C2 is too large) the
fluctuation of the gate drive is insufficient to drive VG below the threshold of the transmitter before
or during the VDS transient. An example of this is shown in Fig. E6. In this example, a large C2 of
16.86 nF results in gate drive fluctuations being too small to drive the gate voltage below the
threshold of the switching transistor (shown by the dashed black line on the bottom traces) at any

Fig. E.7. Effect of C2 on the relationship between VDS and VG at different transmitter outputs. Panels a)-d) corresponds
to VDS and VG generated for transmitter outputs (RMS transmitter coil potentials) and C2 values of: a) 48 V, 2.81 nF; b)
144 V, 2.81 nF; c) 48 V, 16.86 nF; d) 144 V, 16.86 nF. Bottom row shows a zoomed in view of the relationship between
VDS and VG during the voltage transient. The transistor is turned off when the grey line representing the gate voltage
decreases below the dotted black line representing the threshold voltage of the switching transistor (V Thres). Ideally the
gate voltage will decrease below the threshold voltage before VDS increases above baseline.
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point of the transmitter cycle. Using large values of α has the opposite effect, where downward or
upward deflections in VC are translated into large changes in gate voltage, which can cause the gate
to open prematurely before VDS has subsided. In addition, the potential over VG can cause small
increases in VDS (by feedback through CGD) while the gate is open resulting in further decreases in
operating efficiency. This effect becomes evident as the output of the transmitter increases causing
the AC component of the gate voltage to increase (since it is a fixed fraction of the voltage over C1)
reducing the operational efficiency of the transmitter using a C2 of 2.81 nF. In contrast, the same
relative increase results in the gate voltage being sufficiently large to turn the transistor off for
the16.86 nF circuit significantly increasing its overall operating efficiency illustrating the importance
of transmitter output in determining the optimal size of C2 for an given circuit configuration.
As mentioned previously, the effective range of operation of the transmitter circuit can be adjusted
by adding R2 and/or R3.
The main advantage of R3 is to decrease the output of thetransmitter for a given source input
voltage which can be beneficial in applications requiring smaller transmitter outputs. In addition,
making R3 adjustable provides a convenient way to allow modifications to transmitter outputs when
using a fixed voltage supply to power the circuit. As shown in Fig. E7, the addition of R3 decreases
the overall efficiency of the transmitter. Here, addition of a 50Ω or 500Ω resistor produces a
moderate or significant efficiency cost, respectively. In the example circuit the addition of a 50Ω
resistor allowed the minimum RMS coil voltage to be adjusted as low as 4.3 V.
The addition of R2 reduces the DC component of the gate voltage relative to the source voltage.
The effect of this change is a significant increase in the stable operating range of the transmitter.
Unlike R3, R2 is mainly beneficial in applications requiring high transmitter outputs since it slightly
increases the lowest possible transmitter output while greatly increasing the greatest stable output. In
addition, the addition of R2 makes the output of the transmitter less sensitive to fluctuations in the
input source voltage. Unlike R3, the addition of R2 comes at no significant cost in terms of
transmitter efficiency (Fig. E.7 top). The addition of R2, however, allows the transmitter to maintain
a roughly linear relationship between the input and output power over the significantly increased
range of tested transmitter outputs (tested up to about 6.67 W of input power). The reason why the
transmitter was only tested up to 6.67W of input power was that the very large voltages (~1.25kV PP at 6.67 W) generated over the transmitter coil caused arching between two closely placed through
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Fig. E.8. Top: RMS transmitter coil voltages vs. input power for different values of R2 and R3. Bottom: Relationship
between the normalized input and output power of the 3.5 MHz transmitter measured over a larger range of power
outputs (R2 = 100kΩ was tested up to 6.67W while R2 = 0 was tested up to 1.50W).

holes on the PCB board. In summary, R2 and R3 can be used to greatly increase the range of
transmitter output. For the 3.5 MHz example circuit, the addition of a R2 of 100 kΩ or a R3 of 50 Ω
expanded the range of stable RMS coil voltages from 42.2-227.4 to 4.6-430.0 V.

E.5. Deriving Eq E1-E7
A depiction of transmitter circuit with the MOSFET replaced by a simple discrete component
approximation is shown in Fig. E.8. From the figure:
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Fig. E.8. Circuit diagram showing the core part of the transmitter circuit with the MOSFET having been replaced by a
simple discrete component approximation.

(
)
Integrating (1) with the initial conditions VG(0) = VDD and VDS(0) == VDD:
(∫

)

In addition:
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Combining (E1, E2):
(∫

)

Or:
∫
(
)

Assuming that the effect of the integral term is insignificantly small (due to R1 being large):

where:

Further assuming that VC is a sinusoidal signal at the resonant frequency of the transmitter circuit:

Solving for VDS as a function of VG by combining (2, 4) using the above assumption:

Or:
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where:
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